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6LECTROPACK'

ETCHED FOIL ELECTROLYTICS
The Constructor depends upon the reliability of the components
he uses. The fact that so many designers specify T.C.C. Condensers
is evidence of their supremacy.
T.C.C. " Lectropack " Dry Electrolytic Condensers are robust
yet compact and employ ALL -ALUMINIUM non -corrosive
internal construction. The range below is a useful guide to the
types available.
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List
Price

37 HE
60 HE
60 HEA

16/-

28/28/13/6

10 LE
LE

36
36
60
36
60
38
60

LEA
LEA

24/23/34/26/33/-

PE
PE

29/-

LEB
LEB

14/-

List 140e contains the
extended range.

THE TELEGRAPH CONDENSER CO. LTD
RADIO DIVISION

:

NORTH ACTON

HIGH FIDELITY

LONDON

H.F. 1012.

°

W

Telephone

3

:

ACOrn

0061

10' Hi-Fi Unit

£4.19.9

(r,

AT REALISTIC
COST!
See

and hear these

and all other W.B. lines

at our London Office

H.F. 1214. Full
Range 12 Unit
14,000 gauss
£9. 15.6

(109 Kingsway, W.C.2)

Tweeter Units

1T.816. Special

Range and High Frequency

Unit. 16,000 gauss
magnet. £6. 10.0
The New W.ß.12

any Saturday between
9

a.m. and

12

£4.4.0 & £12.12.0

8 Mid -

High Fidelity

noon.

àa

Amplifier
Price £25

Ready to assemble

Cabinets from

£5.10.0
TV and Record Storage

Cabinets
S£9.

14.3 & £10.4.9

Details of all the outstanding W.B. products on request

WHITELEY ELECTRICAL RADIO CO. LTD

°

MANSFIELD
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Practical Wireless

SPECIAL NOTE
THESE blueprints are drawn full
size. The issues
containing
descriptions of these sets are now out
of print, but an asterisk denotes
that constructional details are available, free with the blueprint.
The index letters which precede the

BLUEPRINT SERVICE
No. of
Blueprint

PRACTICAL WIRELESS
No. of

SHORT-WAVE SETS

Blueprint

CRYSTAL SETS
2/- each
1937 Crystal Receiver ..
The " Junior " Crystal
Set
2/6 each
Dual - Wave
Diode "

" Crystal

PW71 *

PW94*

PW95*

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : 2/6 each
The " Pyramid " Onevalver (HF Pen)
..
Modern
OneThe
valver
Two -valve : 2/6 each
The Signet Two (D &

PW93*
PW96*
PW76*

Battery Operated
One -valve : 2/6 each
Simple S.W. One-valver
PW88*
Two -valve : 2/6 each
Midget Short-wave Two
(D, Pen)
...
... PW38A*
Three -valve : 2/6 each

Experimenter's
Shortwave Three (SG, D,

Modern Two-valver (two
band receiver)

Three -valve : 2/6 each
Summit Three (HF Pen,
D Pen)
The " Rapide " Straight
3 (D, 2 LF (RC &
Trans))
F. J. Camm's " Sprite"
Three (HF. Pen, D,
3/6 each
...
The All -dry Three
Four -valve : 2/6 each

PW37*
PW82*

PW68*

PORTABLES
2/ -

The " Mini-Four " Alldry (4 -valve superhet)

2/6 each
S.W. Converter -Adapter
(1 valve)
PW48A*
The P.W. 3 -speed Autogram ...
...
(2 sheets), 8/-*
The P.W. Monophonic
Electronic Organ (2 sheets), 8/ -

TELEVISION
PW87*
PW97*

Fury Four Super (SG,
... PW34C*
SG, D, Pen) ...
Mains Operated
Two -valve : 2/6 each
Selectone A.C. RadioPW 19*
gram Two (D, Pow) ...
Three -valve : 4/- each
PW99*
A.C. Band -Pass 3
Four -valve : 2/6 each
A.C. Fury Four (SG, SG,
PW20*
...
D, Pen)
A.C. Hall-Mark (HF
PW45*
Pen, D, Push Pull) ...

SUPERHETS
Battery Sets : 2/6 each
F. J. Camm's 2-valve
PW52*
Superhet
Mains Operated : 4/- each
... PW 100*
" Coronet " A.C.4
AC/DC" Coronet"Four PW101*

" Argus " (6ia. C.R. Tube), 3/-*
The " Super -Visor " (3 sheets), 8/-*
The " Simplex "
...
3/6*
The P.T. Band III Converter 1/6*
-1

W. C.2.

No of
Blueprint

PW63*

MISCELLANEOUS
PW98*

'

PW30A*

The Prefect 3 (D, 2 LF
(RC and Trans))
...
The Band -spread S.W.
Three (HF, Pen, D,
(Pen), Pen) ...
...

3/6 each

Blueprint Number indicate the periodical in which the description appears.
Thus P.W. refers to PRACTICAL
WIRELESS, A.W. to Amateur Wireless,
W.M. to Wireless Magazine.
Send (preferably) a postal order to
cover the cost of the Blueprint
(stamps over Gd. unacceptáble) to
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Blueprint
Dept., George Newnes, Ltd., Tower
House, Southampton Street, Strand,

he

All the following blueprints, as well as

the PRACTICAL WIRELESS numbers
below 94 are pre-war designs, kept in
circulation for those amateurs who wish
to utilise old. components which they
may have in their spares box. The
majority of the components for these
receivers are no longer stocked by
retailers.

AMATEUR WIRELESS AND
WIRELESS MAGAZINE

STRAIGHT SETS
Battery Operated
One -valve : 2/6
B.B.C.
Special OneAW387
valver
Mains Operated
Two -valve : 2/6 each
Consoelectric Two (D,
... AW403
...
Pen), A.C.

SHORT-WAVE SETS
Battery Operated
One-valve : 2/6 each
S.W.
One-valver
for
...
American.
... AW429*
Two -valve

:

2/6 each

Ultra -short Battery Two
(SG, det l'en) ...

... WM402*

Four -valve : 3/6 each
A.W. Short Wave Worldbeater (HF Pen, D, RC,
Trans)
AW436*

Standard
Four-valver
Short -waver (SG, D,
LF, P)

WM383*

Mains Operated
Four -valve : 3/6
Standard Four -valve A.C.
Short -waver (SG, D,
... WM391*
RC, Trans) ...

MISCELLANEOUS
Enthusiast's Power Amplifier (10 Watts) (3/6) WM387*
Listener's 5 -watt
Amplifier (3/6)

A.C.
... WM392*

De Luxe Concert A.C.
Electrogram (2/6) ... W M403

ï

!QUERY UOIJ1'(i'0
I This coupon is available until April 6th.
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MAXI -Q
POWER REQUIRED

H

V.H.F./F.M. HOME, LIGHT AND

THIRD PROGRAMMES INSTANTLY SELECTED AT THE
TURN OF A SWITCH
.

T 250V. 60mA.

HTRS.

63 V.

1.5A.

6AM6
12AH8

:>

12

I:

RDT.I/107

HIIIIIi

r_

IFT.11/10.7

IIIII
6BA61Ìl1IIIII
11111

NI!

0.7

core tuning, 3/11 each.

CASE DIMENSIONS

THE "MAXI -Q" PRE-SET F.M. TUNER. is available completely wired, assembled, valved and housed in a sturdily made
bronze finished cover at £8.11.5, plus £3.8.7 P.T., total £12.0.0.
GENERAL CATALOGUE covering technical information on full
range of components, 1/-, post free.

STATION
SWITCH

65/8"X 51/8"X 51/4"

PRE

Full constructional details, point-to-point wiring diagrams and
alignment instructions for building the "MAXI -Q" PRE-SET
F.M. TUNER and also the VARIABLE TUNED version are given
in technical Bulletin DTB.8, 1/6.
Completely punched Chassis, Screens and Bronze finished Cover,
19/-. Station Indicator Plate, 1/1. 3 Position Switch, 4/3. Station
Condenser Trimmers, 3-9pF, 2/- each.
RATIO DISCRIMINATOR TRANSFORMER, RDT.1/10.7
Mc/s. Secondary winding of bifilar construction, iron dust core
tuning, polystyrene former, silver mica condensers. Can size :
!tin. square x 24in. high, 12/6.
I.F. TRANSFORMER, IFT.11/10.7 Mc/s. Miniature I.F.
Transformer of nominal frequency 10.7 Mc/s. The " Q " of each
winding is 90 and the coupling critical.
Can Size: li;in. x
13/16ín. square, 6/-.
COILS TYPE L1, TI and T2.' Specially designed for use in this
unit are wound on polystyrene formers complete with iron dust

- SET

F.M. TUNER

DE N CO (CLACTON) LTD.
(DEPT. P.W.) 357/9 OLD ROAD,
CLACTON - ON - SEA, ESSEX
assembled and valved at £9.19.6, inc. P.T. " OSRAM" F.M.

Stop Press : °' MAXI -Q " VARIABLE F.M. TUNER UNIT
TUNER completely assembled and valved at £16.16.0, inc. P.T.
" MAXI -Q " 60 kc/s TAPE DECK OSCILLATOR COILS, TDO.I-For high impedance Erase Heads (Truvox, etc.), 5/-.
TDO.2-For low impedance Erase Heads (Brenell and Collaro). 5/-.

REPANCO

H'

Gdo-1

CONSTRUCTORS build these at

DOWN-TO-EARTH PRICES

Ls'N

DUAL -RANGE MINIATURE CRYSTAL SET
COIL with circuit. Type DRXI.. 2/6.
DUAL -RANGE COIL with Reaction. With 2
mains, 2 battery and transistor circuits.
4/-.
DRR2.

Type

MATCHED PAIR DUAL-RANGE T.R.F.
COILS with Reaction. With battery, mains and

PERSONAL
PORTABLE

RADIO

feeder unit circuits. Type DRM3. 8/- pair.

This little set was designed to give you
a real personal portable radio that you

pair.

others. Use it on camping trips, in bed
in your office, or just anywhere.

PAIR DUAL -RANGE SUPERHET COILS
with mains and battery circuits. Type SH4. 8/FERRITE ROD AERIAL. Long and Medium
wave. Complete withfixing brackets. Type FRI.

can enjoy anywhere without disturbing

2/- for layout, Wiring diagram and
Components Price List.
Send

12/6.

MINIATURE I.F. TRANSFORMERS.

1

Pre -

y

SHORT-WAVE RADIO

30!

13/I6in. x 13/I6in. x IZin. For
battery or mains receivers. Type MSE. 12/6 pair.

*

Dual Range Super Sensitive Ferrite Slab Aerial
Type F.S.2. 13/6.
Combined Oscillator and 1st I.F. Transformer
(315 Kc.). Medium and preset Long Wave Type

* Low drain valve.
* Picture diagram and instructions
for beginners.
* Assembling time I hr.

11/6.
2nd I.F. Transformer (315 Kc.) Type
3rd I.F. Transformer (315 Kc.) Type
Push Pull Interstage Transformer Type
Push Pull Output Transformer Type
Post 3d. on all
(Trade Supplied.)

This I valve S.W. receiver can be built from our list of components
for 30/-, including valve and coil covering 20-40 metres. Provision
is made to increase to 2 or 3 valves if required. All components
can bè purchased separately and are colour-coded so that the
beginner can build this set quite easily.
Post and packing : Under 10/- add 9d.; under 401- add 1/6 ;

aligned 465 kc/s.

TRANSISTOR COMPONENTS

O.T.I.

T.T.2. 5/-.
T.T.3. 5/-.
T.T.4. 8/6.
T.T.5. 8/-.
orders.

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL PRODUCTS LTD.
33, Much Park St., Coventry Telephone : 62572

Covers 10-100 metres.

* World-wide reception

I

Send

over POST FREE.
2/. for specification, wiring diagram, layout and price list to

R.C.S. PRODUCTS (RADIO) LTD

II OLIVER ROAD, LONDON,

E.I7.

:-

Mail order onlÿ.
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BUILD RADIOS!
Build This TRANSISTOR POCKET SET

CHEAP 'TO

/

WE'VE DONE IT AGAIN
our design department in
Ca
response tò a great many re-.
designed this
'quests have
" SJYPIXIE " Vest -Pedant
TRANSISTOR RADIO which
gives a superb performance.. It
is powerful and highly sensitive.
Size only 4iin. a 3tin. s in. the
weight under T ozs. '-yet it is a
TWO -STAGE receiver covering
ali medium-waves, working entirely off a tiny " pen -light "
battery, which costs 6d.-fits
inside the case-and lasts many
months. Uses personal phone
Ofl Switch. Every part tested before despatch
and has push-button LUMINOUSS Osfor
R4. Total building
BEGINNERS.
SPECIAL STEP-RV -STEP PLANSetc ABSOLUTE
and bolteverything down to the last nut
transistor
post including ease,
sold separatelY.
1:6
extra
(Parts
CO..D.,
2:
etc.,
Postage.
ONLY 496with plans.
bottom" t might
the building cost
01,10 11,
O
Ii i'511
increase latearts r) DEMAND AsWILt III,-i1ÌLlrsllI VII

....,,.o.

!

Build thou exceptionally sin.
sitiye Quin !i triode radio.
Uses unique assemblysystem
and- can be built b anyone
without any radio know-.
ledge whatever in 45 minutes. case with
Handsome black -crackle steel dial with
specially madtk black and gold
61ín. x
stations printed. Size of radio only
Sin. a Sin. Covers all Medium and Long
H.T.
waves--uses only one all -dry battery.
personal
consumption only 1 to L5 mA. Uses
phone, Ideal for Bedroom. Garden. Holiday,
etc. Mane unsolicitedit testimonials.
day
Mr. Norton of Oxted writes : Yesterday
eiOsiing on the Medium 'waveband, I counted
32 separate stations : I ant very pleased frith.
the set, which is 'cell worth the money. BL'LIE)
buddTHE `' SKY RONIA " NOD; '. 'Total
nut
ing cost-Everything down to2, last
-)-With
and bolt --9c 6 (Postage,.etc.,
plans.
full sett of clear -easy to -follow
(Parts sold separately. Priced Parts Lists,
etc., 16.)

4116

it

'I0 DAY
LOOK'
O K

-

_

BUI
THIS
POCKET

RADIO
FOR

ONLY

6

3 6
LAST In response to many requests
present the DOUBLE TR10121(
Sl POt RI ." a beautifully designed
precision POCKET 11ADIO
No radio
knowledge needed (-EVERY
SINGLE
PART TESTED BEFORE DESPATCH;
Our simple, pictorial plans take you stepby-step. This sat has a t .nark able sensitivity due to painstaking' design. Covers all
medium waves 200 to 550 Metres. Size only
S in. a Sin. x tin. in Strong, Transparent
case with panel, cover and ivorme dial. A
really personal -phone. pocket rabid WITH
SelfDETA(liABLE. 1101) AERIAL..
contained all -try battery Operation. Average building time 1 hour. Total Building
Cod -including ('ass'. Double Triode
in t'aet, everything down to
Valves.
the last nut and bolt-ONLY -37'8, with
plan~. Postage. etc. 2-. C.O.D. 1'6 extra.
(Parts Fold separately. Priced Parts List,
éte., 1,'óJ Demand is certain to be hen)
__so SEND TODAY',
!

we now

BUILD THIS

ONLY

A.C. MAINS

775e

`FRYING -PAN'

SET POR.
lit' IUD Y'Ol"It

MOTHER. 012

WIl'I, this
frying -pan

radio!
Big'hi

th

ele

sensitive

circuit
covering

all Medium and

Lon--Wayes.

r bur;
l mclnnut
Total building
choice o b antitnl walnut
veneered cabinet or ivory or
brown balceli e. This is the 1 O1"
lowest possible price eon`sistent with high quality. No radio
Knowledge whatever needed , , can be
built by anyone in 2-5 hours, using our very
simple easy -to -follow diagrams. The terrific
new circuit of- the' "OCEAN -HOPPER"
covers all medium and long waves w i th
optional negative feedback. has razor -edge
selectivity, and exceptionally good tone.
Price ale includes ready drilled and punched
chassis, set of simple easy -to -follow plans
-in fact, everything All parts parlling
Every) single Dart
brand new-no lank

,

6K7C high-frcdard octal -base valves
oueney pentode feeding into 6J55G anode to !V60
triode,
coupled
bend detector
powerful output beam -power tetrode, feci
by robust rectifier. For A.C. Mains. 200250 Volts (low running costs-approximately 19 D'atte I). Size Win. a 6in. x
Sin. Build this long range p wc r ful
midget NOW. All Parts anti set of
Plans. 95.7.6. (Post end packing- 3(ei.) Parts
sold separately. Priced Parts List, 19.
:

COMPONENT BARGAINS

H a s

normal
size

Uses stan-

tested before despatching.

!

New 21ín., only 19;9..
)SPEAKERS.-Permanent Magnet. new Sin., only 19`9
ORD CHANGER UNITS. 3 speed, uto(diange ONLY £ 19.6.
i"3.
D ICI'AL It ! CTIFItRS,-Contact-cooled 250 volts. 50 mA. midget. Only and
punched
drilled
with
midget
type,
C t,l1INl. l'.-Beautiful walnut veneer, normal
chassis dial, backplate. drum, pointer, clews, ete. ONLY 234i.
at 14(6.
HEADPHONES.-Brand new high -resistance boxed snot surplus).withBargain
reaction- Only $r-.
long warts
('0íL4. Pair of m itened T.B.F. essis medisi , and
FILAMENT T ANSFOR ME RS. -200'250 volts inn 3 a. 4 asep. out.
O(!'I'1'í" I TR.NNSFOI.III:RS Mid et ty-pe new, matching to 3 ohms. 59.
7SI11)(ti. 'COILS. Medium and long wares with react on andiron-duet core, bargain,
TRANSISTOR AND CRYSTAL, DIODE, ('011,4.-Triple wound, give eeceptioual selectivity and high' Q Only 4,-.
CRYSTAL DIODES.--Wire-end, very sensitive, similar to OA70. Only 46.
111 ANSISIOI:S,-Junction type, very sensitive, each one tested before despatch. Only
the best at 12.6.
POST AND PACKING please add 16 up to 10:- ; 2'- up to Ll ; 2'6 up to £2. All
enquiries enclose S.A.E. (C.O.D. 1'6 Extra.)
'

speaker

and gives excellent tone due to
wall "baffle"
effect. Ideal for the kitchen, bedroom. etc.
Robust design. For A.C. mains 200250 volts.

BUILDING COST including
mirror -finish frying -pan, double -triode
i-alies,- step-bY-step beginner's plans,
unie. bolts, etc., ONLY
77.6. Postage. etc. 26.
C.O.D. 1.6 extra. (Parts sold
separately. Priced parts
list, erre., 16.) SEND NOW
TOTAL.

'

ELECTROMEC
ORCOR® STREET
..BRIGHTON_:'
69, PRESTON

Suppliers to School . t-'
ire prompt attention. Cheques accepted. Cash on delivery 1 o extra.
Orders
Complete range of components and valves stocked.
and Research Establishments.
Shop tionns tirs. to 6 2i.122. (1 p.m. Thursday hcsret 170 0.0.D. abroad.
nec

-

les, Govvernment
S

il ELC:OME.
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ALL MAINS AMPLIFIER
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THE SKYSEARCHER
An all mains.. set for

19;6

Es

Ili Construct a powerful. three-valve
E@

FE
ige

mains amnlifier. Ideal for dances,
parties, etc. Complete less chassis,
cabinet and speaker (available if
required). Data 1.6 (free with parts).

I Cthi/171NDFJ.
FE

Undoubtedly the most up-to-date televisor for the
home constructor. You can build all or only part.
and -the set when finished will be equal ro a factory -. It is a hall light as made equivalent. What other constructor T.V. has
all .these features
well as a double chime
blade up units if required.
and you can make it.
All. miniature valves.
in a couple of evenMetal rectifier.
ings for the total cost *. No expensive transformers.
13 -channel circuitry.
of only 19/6 includMulti -vibrator time bases.
ing instructions, post,
Ferruxcube, E.H.T. and scan rolls.
etc., 2/- --data available
3438Ivlcis LF.
separately. price
Snitabl.e for any modern 12, 14 or 1"in., tube.
Modern contemporary cabinet if required,
The building cost (-less tube) is only £01:10:0. plus 10'MINIATURE. COMPONENTS
carriage
and insurance.
parts guaranteed 12
for transistor sets, deaf aids, etc. months. Full information All
and data, price 3:'8.
Made by Fortiphone and other famous

\

h

*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*
*

Mans.

Intervalve transformer, 1422 ,.,
Irtervalve transformer. N23 ...
Push pull input. transformer,
Pa eh pull output transformer,
,..
rpho type L ' 220 ohm ...
Earphone
,..
Plastic eartip
Tinsel flex and plugfor earphone

10"10: -

15.6

..,
Slide switch ref. SW5 ...
...
Pots with switch meg....
Very small resistors, many
values
...
...
...
..
Very small condensers, prices from
...
Tinsel leads without plugs
cases
aid
with
clip
for
Deaf
..
..
...
pocket

18 -

3

Plastic box with lid

41

x3x1i in.

YOURS FOR 30,- DOWN

.5
-

-

4:2 -

bit.
6d.
6d.

FE
EB

a

10

it

requested..

MAINS -MINI

ozs.

Works- anywhere.
Uses deaf aid or ordinary
earpiece.
Ferrite rod aerial.
No external aerial required.
Uses .2 transistor,

Self-contained batteries.la batterÿ;. lasts months.

2e All "parts including data -bot
2,6 MM. battery,. case'br earpieces,
62;17,6. Case now available,

price 2/6.

Powerful electric motor, size 3in.. long by Din,
diameter with speed varier suitable for operation
off standard A.C. mains. Ideal for driving fan,
Model, car heater, dryer, etc., etc. Don't miss
this snip, 1e6. plus 2i- post & ins.

ILLARD AMPLIFIER "510"
A Quality Amplifier designed by
Mallard. Power output exceeds 10
watts. Frequency response almost
flat from 10 to 20,000 C.P.S. For use
with the Acos Hi G " and other good
pick-ups. Made up and ready to work
M

uses high-efeciëney Coils,. covers
long and `medium wavebands and
fits into the neat white or brooch

bakelite cabinet-.limited quantity
only, All the parts, including cabinet,
valves, in fact, everything, £4/10,0,
plus 36 post. Constructional data
free with the parts, or available
separately 18.

FM. TUNER.

THE OCTAVIAN
HIGH FIDELITY AMPLIFIER

valve 4 watt with
EE 1s £12.101- or £1101- down aid 8 pay- frequency
response
ments of £1,10;-, plus 10/- carriage and better than 40-15.000
insurance.
C.P.S. Control panel
as
size 8 x 21 in. comes
®
TRANSFORMERS SNIP
fixed to chassis but
is intended for indeeaStandard tapped
pendent mounting.
mains input.OutiV put 6.3 at 3 amp.
Separate base and
2
amp.
treble controls giv5
v.
at
Ma
ing fullest variation
iH and 350-0-350 at
of cut and lift.
FE 80 mflliamps. ExSeparate
snitch,
equipment 'but
absolutely no Maine
guaranteed perhum. Remarkable value at 7 gus. or £1 deposit, plus
feet 8/6 plus 2(6
13i6 post & packing.
E Dcist & Packing.
.1.,,
Midget ceramic condensers tubular wire ended, 2.000
Ee (Note this transpf.. 51- per doz.
500 pf., 4;6 per doz. ; 1,000 Pf., lead
former is a half
shrouded drop -through type not through ceramics. Si- per doz. All post free. Special
quote for 1,000 lots.
stand up as illustrated.
MEER»x1 ETlMME31M::MEGERME$EGEGFEEGE .<;cE3e ff9ElsEGEGEBEEFEMEI éafft3a
E$
EA
EE
E

cells

Fits irate the pocket.
Size only 41 á 3 x 11 in.

THIS MONTH'S SNIP

Ei4

" Cat's eye "'used for Fleeing anthe
dark. Will work burglar alarms,
counting .circuits,' smoke detectors
and the hundred and one other
devices_ asWill the simpler type of
photo cell,' -Price 5F: each_ Poet and
ins. 1-. Data: will be ,supplied with

POCKET TRANSISTOR RECEIVER

EG

ES

" SNIFERSCOP,E"

.

Weight only

.

`

This is a 2 -valve plus -metal rectifier
set.'useful as an educational set for
beginners, also makes a fine second
set for the bedroom; workshop, etc.
All parts, less cabinet, chassis and
speaker, 19.6. Post & Ins. 2,6. Data
free with parts or available separately
16. 3-r'alve battery 'eryioes also
available at the same priée.

3

'

.

.

}

stsse

t

-

.

,-

This is a high fidelity unit which
although moderately priced has a
performance equal to the highest
Priced. Its stability is very good and
extremely good results have been
received with the simplest of aerials
as far away as -Eastbourne The unit
is made up ready to work and has its
own power supply for A.C. mains.

Demonstration at all our branches.
Price 12 ans. Post, plus insurance
5/--

April, 1957

PRACTICAL WIRELESS

7S

-

E3E3E33303M REBR3xMERE3ERR3E

HIGH VOLTAGE TESTER

An instrument that will measure
voltages up- to 10,000 but which draws
no current from the source, will
probably be a valuable addition to
your workshop equipment. It can be
made entirely from odds and ends.

®EBERMERMEREERERM3393ER MMERMERERE3ERE MME8EREREGERMEREREREBRRE9MERER
A
4 -valve
truIY

"

Booklet giving full instructions,
plans, etc., 2/6 post free.
HIGH SPEED RELAY
This is a miniature type relay
with changeover
T.Y. Commercialising
platinum contacts.
Outfit
Bobbins are 250
Do it .yourself-it's really quite easy.
ohms each.
it in an evening and
Brand new- You will manage
we guarantee
limited quantity
SUCCESSFUL RESULTS OR
-7/6 each, post 16.
MONEY BACK
Our parcel contains : -I.T.A. Aerial,

all the above
items if bought together is 8810! (Post and Insurance 416). Or £1/10/down and 8 payments of £1. Instructions
free with parts or available separately.
A special bargain price for

CONNECTING. WIRE
P.V.C. covered in 100ft. cous -2/9 a
coil or four coils different colours,.
10/- post free.

R-1132A!R-1481R-1147

EP

f
ER

R.T.18
CAY-46-AAMRADAR
A.S.B.-3

R -1224A

R-1082
R-1355
Indicator 62A
B.C. 1206-A/B
Indicator A.S.B.3
B-455-A (or -B)
Indicator 62
B-454-A (or -B)
Indicator 6K
B -453-A (or -B)
R.F. unit 24
Transmitter T1154 R.F. unit 26

Fifty-eight walkie R.F. unit 25
talkie
R.F. unit 27
Frequency meter Wireless set No. 19
Demobbed valves

B.C. 221

London Road,

MERMFBERERER

Personal shoppers to one of these addresses please.
42-48, Windmill Hill,
152-3, Fleet Street,
29 Stroud:Green Rd.,
Ruislip, Middx.
E.C.4.
Finsbury Park, N.4.
Phone : RUISLIP 5780
Phone : FLEet 2833
Phone ARChway 1049
Half day, Wednesday.
Half day, Saturday.
Half day, Thursday.
I

:

-

®EERERERER®EFERMERRBE MERMERE9MFBERE8ERE5EBEiE9EBEEE8EEReEMERMFBM5RitE»

E1

E5

EE
E8
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Eb
E8
ER

ER
ER

ER
EB
ER

E8

Et
EÑ

Ë6
E8
EE

+

e
e

E$

ffi
Eli

Post orders should be addressed to E.P.E., LTD., Dept. 7, Sutton Road, Eastbourne.

Croydon.
Phone : CRO. 6558
Half day, Wednesday.

ER

ER

ELECTRONIC PRECISION EQUIPMENT, LTD.
266,

ER

ER
ER

Gramophone
Motor
W.D. CIRCUIT DETAILS
Latest
rim
drive 3 - speed
Diagrams and other informationnal.
motor with
extracted
from, officialor1 manuals. All
metal turn6 per copy, 12 for 15!-.
table and rubber mat.
American Service
Small mod. makes speed
Sheets
R.109
easily variable for special effects
A.1134
78 receiver
and dance work.
BC.348
76 receiver
HiFi Pick-up
R28/ARC5
Using famous Cosmocord Hi -G turn -over crystal. BC.312
R1116!A
Separate sapphire for each speed, Neat bakelite case BC.342
RA-1B
with pressure adjustment.
RA
-1B
AR88D
Special Snip Oiler This Month
AN!APA-1
The two units for £4/10/-, plus 5/- post and insurance, R-203
78
or made up on board as illustrated 85/10/-, plus 5i- post. RR-1155
-1124A
76
Yours tor only £1 down.
Chassis size approx. 91" x 7i" x 81
First-class
components.
A.C.
mains operation.
Three waves
(medium and two shorts). Complete
with five valves, ready to work,
New and unused. Cash price £5.19.6
or £1 down and 6 payments of £1
(carr. and ins. 7/7).

Ha

doz.gG

TRANSISTORS

I

-VALVE SUPERHET

ES

8pf..acch, &

Red spot replaces Mullard
0071, etc.. 10/-.
Blue spot suitable R.F. up to
1.6 Mc/s,
15!each.
Muffled 007120;Mullard0C7230/-

veneered and polishedlimited quantity -19'6
each. Carriage and packing 3/6 extra.

S

EB

American

midget type 3/6 each, 36/-

cabinet of the

RECORD PLAYER £411010

ER
ER

each, 12!-ËR

firms-beautifully

3-speed

93

Earpiece-microphone.

doz.

of our most famous

meter-American made-laminated
poles and armature-intended for 28

.

-t

51- doz. 2D to 60to
pf.
8'- doz. 20 to 100 pf., 1/3

latest styling made for one

Size only nine. long ,by 11ín. dia-

Three -colour 3 -waveband scale covering standard Long, Medium, and
Short wavebands, scale pan, chassis
punched for standard 5 -valve super het, pulley driving head, springs, etc.,
to suit. Scale size 145 x 35M. Chassis
size 15 x 51n. x lin. deep. Price 15/ plus 1/6 post. Note.-This is the one
that fits our 4716 table cabinet.

--

Moulded Mica Condensers, well
mixed assortment 3!- doz., 301- gross.
Silver Mica, well mixed assortment,
3'- doz., 30/- gross.
50 mfd. 50 v. Bias Condensers
T.C.C.-1/6 each, 15/- per doz.
Ceramic
30

14" T.Y. CABINET

volt D.C. but O.K. on lower D.C.
voltages and A.G. mains, through
step-down transformer-price 10/8.
post, etc., 2/-.
CHASSIS ASSEMBLY

valve 3 waveband superhet covering Long, Medium and Short waves, ER
Osram miniature valves-low loss ER
iron coils permeability
u n e d ER
I.F.S.
full A.V.C.-variable negative feed-back-gram. position-4 ÉR
watts output-particularly fine tone. an
Chassis size 71n. x 71n. x Tin. approx.
Tested in difficult areas, where excep- E
tional resultshave been obtained. ER
Price 811/10/0 or 82/0!0 deposit, E8
plus 7 payments of 61/10/0. Carriage E9
and Ins. TT-.
5

111- doz.

I.T.A.-BBC Interference Eliminator.

14ín. T.V.

-

COMPONENT BARGAINS
.1 mfd. 350-volt metal eased condensers by Dubilier-small size 3/6
doz. or 38/- gross.
Philips Trimmers 0-30 pf. 1!- each or

36ít. I.T.A. Down Lead. I.T.A. Converter,

MINIATURE MOTOR

ME9

THE CLEVELAND
ORGANTONE

"

portable battery set
The CRISPIAN
with very many
good features as
follows :
Portable Radio
Ferrite
rod
aerials, low
consumption valves,
superhet
circuit
with A.V.G. ready built and aligned
chassis if required,
beautiful two tone
cabinet
covered
with I.C.I. rexine
and Tygan. Guaranteed results on long
and medium waves
anywhere. All parts,
including speaker
and cabinet are
available separately
or if all ordered together the price is.
complete,
£7/15!or 35%- down and 7 payments of £1/010, post and ins:
3/6, ready -built chassis 30'- extra. Instruction
booklet free with parts or available separately.
price 1/6.

ER
ER

Kilburn high
Road, Kilburn.

249,

MAIda Vale 4921.
-

ES
ER
Efl
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\

11"

58
36.

0<,4
IA 7

1.4.30T

Br

I47

12/9

ít6

98

, H:SGT 1016

FOR

7B6..
.B7

111-

C_i

8

1L133.- 3/6

8&8

3N5

7C6
7117

1016

7Q7

8;-

10á

716

194

72
48

2X2

344
fluì

916

393

918

82

394.

314

9.

4IH

8,-

41

6A7

8

102
131

648

10/8

62

OACZ

24.413
E4133

^'6
9/6

AQ:1

47r

8 6

5

_B4

B8

4

I A6

7:6

6BL6

81
o

i BIO

112

113(7

8 6

614W66

t

6'6
6;6

"C:>GT

00
600

1018

,D6

5'

76

áF6G

96M

14
4 6

6116

2l6

58

IiG'T
M

7

5/9

K7Rf

819

88

h8G
((OCT

9,6
9i-

;L6G

.rL7
>v7

i-Q7OT
SR
Y4ee1T

I 97

9/
73
916

17007

2,6

716
518
81-

PSH7
17511

120E7

8/-

128L7

9

9/9
91

61

DM70

llL96
.

897
9/8
SS7
8
111401 15
l3
8:6
816
816

7

T`:

fi

il-,, 1,

5112W

4114

I116

128

693

8/-

KTZ41

131)2

D117SM10/
DKJ6: 10/6

8/

1KTR

KTli

70P5

'6
8

5V7

51111 51

N379

IOLI

EABC80
1'AC91

M6
8.6

SO

7/8

LAF42 12/6
EB41
9

11BC41 10rEBF80 111LC91
916

EC"n'12'6
I -£ 1216
C

5

(T66

N78

Ain

6l

5-

716

171.71
YE 1

QP21

12/6

10'11tIß/-

716

U73

13'6

L.i29
1408
I.'4nM1

1.741147

CB41

UF

101121-

311

30/-

8`-'

16/_
8'6
11-ß

116
9/6

UBC41 101UBC43 11.r-

TBF8O12(8
fl -C1047 12¡8

1",,,TAGL bd., per valve,,

29

VR

1216

91220
Llt1
T ,

r.

1

-

Packing and Post

eaerrs

VR 54

9) 6/6

iLB,4)

-

2,1-

Y11i3
(EB( 3:3) 7/6
YR 0
,

F-Sö) 6(-7
(1 K 2) 8;(1

PR

VR a
-11161) 31VR33A
í8P41 $'VRIG

1

V11105130
6.'8
1 R1

F11h

4j-

r

6,'-

tRl

r

1

47X32

),

79

15G1

l'ti)1

"yl ,.uim

T27

)

4,'-

Xb

11

7

.X6,
Xr0
73

I

2-

f

28

-i

S/

8/6
10(-

11'6i
11;6

^'- d(

I

15,

IT,Ao0) 116 Z7/9
15'SAME DAY SERVICE.

voit

SOLON

SOLDERING

x.ch.

IRONS

is ovonnnt
f

RECTIFIERS
1618,

7¡6.

17313

13311

4 6,

ßA17

-4

C

and 1 watt 1-6 per 1)
41 new.
, 1 rt }
:t 41rn
m,ir._ wich cha.sis
Irai, etc., 35
l'as't 2 5. Ax
above size -il
- il;i
41¡¡,.,
5
z
post i
:..
2
stuc ,
.
i F. P ,e corn.. is
,
9 paº.
,

-

2T.B.L.

,

METAL RPCTIF'IER3

V'

stock

4

p-1715;8ít

58rí

1112

1" colt

a

7

amp. 8

WESTINGHOUSE

.

L

.

11

1

17 , vit

RECTIFIERS
e

lbR( 17-16-7
L.R.A. 1-}-YBd
í5R 4. 1.1-8-1

0 -

108
9

0

00DMAR

Unit

fi

GOODMAN 44
R. ti A.O
[,a

21

GOODM 1A

i

1

C

7

}1X4
14B.130

27,6
32-8
23.5

-4-solt

27,

1

1.157
1G"

X6

3

-

THESE

LL.C7ROSA

or

ni..

Itm

11"1-'' n
'"I

5/6 VINCES

Unit

l
.I

11

1,.
n

ht

"at...

AND MANY OTHER
COMPONENTS ARE LISTED
OUR CURRENT CATALOGIIE,
SEND A
YOUR COPY.

y daty

VICTORIA SQUARE
1.

t-ne

ch
17(6
18/6
19/6

35/11113

1916.

19,8.

i

x>:lursheld 21/..11 Outpnk.
2Ii6

:,

15 ohms

6

IN

e:
-

in

CHAMBERS

LEEDS

8

r

.6vrsions

23:6

;auh.FOR

ttila Energised
1nitMains l'neigi

6

25e

14Á.46
144.

,Yr144.100

21111.221)

18 8 a h.

01,e,

RESISTORS ASSORTED

LOUD SPEAKERS

)

i

2o-

,.Ill,,

24/ each.

R.714,

All PM Types less Transformers
114TE12120L. lin. Unit
PLESSI.] 61M. Unit
P 8A. Sim-Unit
ILE.\'SII 1
Lnir
I LC.L'RO\ 4 lin. lnit
1-OODilf(Nu60,,knit
Pi;E85Lí

66?

)

0

.311( -,.

-

8;9

(LjO
1U711

3,'9

)1

tEl3u)

6;6

iVUt1IL1714)5,-

1UG4

.(Pb7)

2)

L 01

n:

op

0

I

1} 7

ea.h.Band

l'v
19.6

n .,

JUST RECEIVED
The new ' Al - glance - zslue
equivalent book. Orer aonö vahvs
5/- ea h. Post, 91-

PIFCOALLINONERADIOME ER
A C , D.C. L 1 and H P Teste
-3.11.4.leats. Many u -es, 9z:e

3,'-

1.18170

I

a,

Feed Back, 'Pone and Vol.1rá1.
Controls. Fully aired and wady
for use, 5216 each.

m

6i6
8i6

YP41

l.3.

-Neg.

Dee-

,0

1 Y_3

,

3 WATT AMPLIFIER.

1

TEE, 900/

r , 40 y7Á,

TYANA SOLDERING IRON.

5$

1RF3

i ,. fric

91,

normal loading 45'. each.;,
09 '017 fur GDC 37.. Plus 4 nditier,
45
each,
31P111 far 164 F.M. Tuner Unit,
28;8 CO.,lx.

-1,

Type

it.),

-

low loading,45 each.
8 for
Mollard Sí!10

8v.; 9v., 10Y.,

pool stook,

F.M.,r .4.3:-

01

,ih Duped

I

nails,Oval BD. 11 A'oÍta
29/ 33
mitts,Pencil Bit 411 16.ftages, 30'8.
41 spares for H.tlabl

40i5.

4F31 for GEC
Tamer unit,. 2918.

_n,

MICROPHONES.--M1C3.1.-.1. ... 59'emh.

'/vpe

Ml /MU for Mallard -ï'10 4 >f r n r,
nth Fil timer and Pre. Amp., 42.6.
MT -917 for GF,G Amplifier 31.3 Plu
1912

6v

.

COSMOCORD

JACKSON BROS. TYPE 17201/55
CONDENSERS. Split stator, available, .;101,F 3.577 pF, 4-73 pill,
4-43 PE. 10¡9 .each.

Treble

,

p. 0-5

v.,

Type 11.9,8. 028. D.F. ,13.281, rc
above, 21-- each. r',,,,,ts Pte., ,u.pplied with ea h unit.

3

an0;. 7,h t.aTl.ed

above Tran f,ruiers,--

o

OSMOR COIL PACKS. Type 110, 52.6

8

-

amp taps .rt ;

v- 7

).

10 irae/
D crac'- ;8
t
e heater'A).supplies
3 ,.,
700 l7:(Á, and 00 18,A),
Send for
full descriptive leaflet. £7.70 each

117-

I5'-

Remover,

and

P0084 10¡-

Xo:

1

-., 24 v., each

MAINS TRANSFORMER
patterning)VSecondary
0 volts.
60

13/12/8
15/3/9

PEN41151- U.41

1

-

ELSTONE MAINS TRANSFORMERS,
All to full Specification.
M1 3M for Muilard o watt Amplifier,
35/-.
2195/10 for Mallard 3,110 4 nsz l'ire,

1

UF41

P783

n

700-770-710

2

1916

26

each.
te ls- Mullet bon, 4/6 e ch.
Cinch la olin Duodenal C.R. Tube
Sockets, 94. each.
CYLDON TURRET TUNER Min-.-,
t 1.F. {no
coveringthree major 1.F.

8

41-

PY8:3

Primary
0

r.

)

each

MT3
,

41

200

ns..00.aOv. )h -_G,,,
,.

Second
at 4

T,9í. Lorenz 11 Fl
39/6 each.

316

µest Pattern

25

)

186

9/11
30/10/8/12/-

Primary
ar,

,

M14. 0-6-3 v. 4 amp. 0-4 v

:

'; 5

13 each.

Dìpl
5p

15/

Pill
P213 3111
PEN73 5'PEN46 7'PEN 720A.

PCF80
ZCFe
PCL63
PI-282
PIS:3
PF2f,â
PY80
PY81

ndar,
06750 v., .0
at4,.,ea,:h

SITS

[tenanting Type

TUNER with

KT3.( 10/.

Ampl,Oer

110

,

'280-779-240

HIGH STABILITY FM -VHF E
OUTPUT TRANSFORM1 tuning indicator
OT
iL liard 3
r valves.Send cor toll ie uiZtü
3.'t
Amplifier.RS
E
£1Xend
OT
16 for Mollard 5'10
i
aplifer
Bell
L e
...over í1.1,e5-

81-

KT2

\37

ACe/PE\

81

KiT24

88

718

8/-

8'8
42

h,w-.i

-

416

8'-

13/0
7/9

1.0Q7

7- 4TP4 36
9/-DAF96 10/6
9/-DF96 10/6

20L7

l

17E7
17K8

12/6

30L6GT 8; 6

7/8

PACK

117

5/-

KF.3o
IKB:37

of reproduetioa

llad

I; 6

by 5,, A.

-

Books"

4,e

Radio

Modernodern

1t earite Manual of the Tape
Deck
,,_lode 42 postage Per
(Plea
copy.) i
TWO HIGHLY INFORMATIVE
PUBLICATIONS
The 01.11.C. nine-ons-two Phis, 4r
The P.M. plus Tuner cor the nine one -tu,,, 2/0.

12/6

Kí3

416

7313
9'76GT 92
35ZBG'I 9/6
114
9
74G7 8/6

6

83i.71.1

lfr,

115

7:114G

8'

r,hrG

F,(1
1.1

7
3

e

produetion"

10127-

KBC52

l

Mallard "Or h Q,rality 1íe-

101-

1117210

PBEá 10-

Y G

618

.,,i G

31<K7

12AX7 10/LBA6
8/1218
12H6

M

12/6/-

1191770 4/11114101 6Ì-

9/6

2316G-11 916

5l-

OJoO

60I17

9/-

17A11,7

1487

14

Ic3

6( 64:

f8(,

816

g

11i6

11180
1)1148
(7727
1130

F

rv

S ee

comprehensive

Briggs. The nhy and

10/11/-

EZ41

icing

Receiver
"Loudspeake

11!-

E140

1116

Siery

11/6

1.Y01

1216

17497

8'6

EY51
EY86

A

Finding C, te

616
1018

103180

2,'-

419
316
91-

178117

7/6

61,13

J

5/6

10(1.2

12/8

-12/6

51L32

518

101-11467

BY7
íC4

EL -11
EL47
EL84
EM34

1>4117 8
12A318 11/8

91

1(,116

EF92

5/6
5/6

1.7.46

816

6A55

0004

1099

6'6

121.

aleg de, Book No.>
5/ No. 103 Rad ioì older '14 '
l'6
114. Rad o 11 "E"
2!6
128.
8. Pra -ti l Transistors
and 'Transistor Circuit,
1.6
No. 170. Practical F.M. Cir1, r the
Horne ConAcus
tructor
5/ -No. 140.T.1 '7er
ing for
Beginners
4/6
No. 14.
Modern T.V.
,r
Sty mol General
ilt

12./6

EF86
EF89

219
319

9001

616

p-4(17

l

802
012

10FZ

131383

816

5/6

84,13171

6413

8
9.

307

No

0135

111,358/-

116

80

9006
034
973
906

316441

_

8/6

--

8181-

.431'1'

r

91-

9/6.

7Y4

9/-

10/6
ECH81 11/14111280 10/6
E3280
10/EF72
818
EF40 12/8
EF41
11/-

9/-

Pr

\

101 -

13121142

91-

707

900.3

13{

t makeaerials

3 -way

MT1

2.16

for T.V. (Bad I and .3) and
V.R.F. (Band 2)
2;6
No. 170. All -dry battery Portable Construction
2'6
110
1
1 ehenO/,e
valveguide,Book No. 1.- 5/ -

nume 1'=

8'-

7117

1144 9/8

51141I
3Y311

No.138.Ho

ECNS014/6

86

71
77
5,_73

3Q4

stanction

ALL

ECCE3
Ec"L01

7/8

6X3GT 716

364
1

7/6

13G

each
P.M. Tuner Con-,

No.134.

TESTED
BEFORE DISPATCH
6X4

MAINS TRANSFORMERS

PUBLICATIONS ETC.

VALVES

¡</®GUARANTEED

April, 1957

251-

£5.5,0.

TERMS : Cash with order or
C.O.D. Postage and Packing.
charges extra,
as
followsr
Orders value I0,- add
20/- add l6;. 401- add
ES.
add 3/- unless otherwise stated.

2-;

I

;

beninai)m C.O.D.
Ica and
postage 3/-. All single valves
postage 6d.

MAIL ORDER ONLY

April, 1957
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THE
HOME CONSTRUCTORS SA 17
! ! IT'S THE REST ! ! SUPERIOR BUREAU
SUPEREX 55 " BATTERY
PORTABLE RECEIVER

THE

A first-class receiver guaranteed to give good
reception throughout the country. Equal in
appearance and performance to most
commercial models. Cabinet size :
w.
All parts
101," x 8e" x 42".

PRICE

available separately.

Building Cost, f7.
Plus

i6- GNS.

15- 0.

4!- Carriage.

Plus 23!- Carriage
Very elegant in high:y figured walnut veneer
with internal panels in sycamore. Sloping
radio panel size 16" long x IO/(" high.
Uncut motor board size 15" long x 13"
back to front. Lid panelled in beige leatherette. Two large storage cupboards. Speaker
chamber large enough for 12' speaker.
Overall cabinet size 35" high, 34" long, 16',"

16 for SUPEREX
CONSTRUCTION Booklet.
Send

FOUR VALVE SUPERHET
LONG AND MEDIUM WAVE
LARGE ELLIPTICAL SPEAKER
B7G MINIATURE VALVES
SIMPLE CONSTRUCTION

_-

deep.

High quality three valve
three watt amplifier for A.C.

TERMS

Four
tone
3 ohm speaker
variation.
output. Chassis fully isolated.
Valve line-up : 6SG7, 6V6,
6X5. Bronze finished chassis
size Bin. x 4in. x Sin. high.
Supplied built and. tested, and
guaranteed for twelve months
Mains 200/250 volts.
controls give a wide

N

PRICE
£5. 15.0

f

h"

C.W.O.
OR

ago sppl«s

C.O.D.
U.K.

37 HILLSIDE, (HARROW ROAD)
STON E BRI DGE, N.W.IO. E/gar3644

ONLY.

days valves).
Plus 3/6 postage and packing. (90

-

PERSONAL & INDIVIDUAL TRAINING IN
Salesmanship
Photography
High Speed
Civil Service
Accountancy
Secretaryship
P.M.G. Certs.
Subjects Oil Engines
Commercial
Advertising
Industry and CornShorthand & Typing
Industrial Admin. Police
Commercial Art
coerce offer their Aeronautical Eng. Customs
Short Story Writing
Eng.
Jig & Tool Design Production
Officer
best posts to those with quali- A.R.B. Licences Draughtsmanship
Short Wave Radio
Prod. Planning
Journalism
Art
which
fications-appointments
Radio Engineering Sound Recording
Languages
Eng.
Economics
Automobile
bring personal satisfaction, Banking
Telecommunications
Radar
Management
Electrical
Eng.
good money, status and secur- Book-keeping
Television
ElectricallnstallationsMaintenance Eng. Radio Amateurs
ity. As part of a modern in«
Time&Motion Study
(C & G) Licence
Electronics
Mathematics
dustrial organisation, we have " Building
Tracing
&
Television
Radio
M.C.A.
Licences
Electronic
Business
skilled knowledge of what is
Welding
Servicing
Eng.
Mechanical
Draughtsmanship
Management
required and the best means Carpentry
Workshop Practice
Refrigeration
Metallurgy
Eng. Drawing
of training personnel for pre. Chemistry
Sales Management Works M'gement
Export
Motor Eng.
sent day and future requireEng'eering
Sanitary
Painting/Dec'ting
&Vent.
Eng.
&GIds.ExamsHeat.
City
in
also
ments. We specialise
courses for GENERAL CERTIFICATE of EDUCATION A.M.I.H.,& V.E., A.M.S.E., A.M.Brit.
teaching for hobbies, new in. Also
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.I.E.D., A.M.I.M.I., A.F.R.Ae.S., A.M.I.P.E., A.M.I.I.A., A.C.C.A., A.C.I.S.,
terests or part-time occupa- I.R.E.
etc.
tions in any of the subjects A C.C.S A C W.A., City & Guilds Examinations, R.T.E.B. Serv. Cert., R.S.A. Cert.
to
-day
listed here. Write to us
EQUIPMENT
PRACTICAL
COURSES
WITH
for further information. Thera
is no obligation of any kind.
in RADIO TELEVISION MECHANICS CHEMISTRY
i

I

Study College
The only Home
a world-wide
operated by
in g organisation
manuf

ú

---a

ELECTRICITY

DRAUGHTSMANSHIP

COURSES FROM

1S/

POST THIS

PER

PHOTOGRAPHY ETC.

MONTH

TO.DAY

1B E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. 32K, London,

W.4.

C._
L

1

O NAME... ................__..._....._.........'___......._............................._......___.___....

ADDRESS

A lam

S ITUTES C

Associated wi

k

I $

yH: M.

interested in the following subjects with/without equipment

(APR/57)

(We shall not worry you withcallers)

arconipkon

etc, ctc

IC92

April, 1957
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COMPLETE K ITS of PARTS for the
"5-10"

MAIN

AMPLIFIER

A

" HI-FI " ENTHUSIAST

PRE-AMPLiFIER-

"fidelity"

STERN'S

The MULEARD

STERN'S"HIGH
QUALITY"
8-10 WATT
AMPLIFIER

TONE CONTROL UNIT
design for the masic lever"

aas supply
power
f

o

r

Radio
Tuning

Unit,

it bas inputs for all types of
This is the Briefly
MICROPHONES, HIGH and LOW GAIN

very latest

design and needs no recommendation from
us. Our Kit is complete to M illard's specifeation, including the latest GILSON
ULTRA LINEAR OUTPUT TRANSFORMER
and the entire MULLARD Valve line up.
ALL SPECIFIED COMPONENTS are
supplied. PRICE OF COMPLETE KIT
OF PARTS Li 1 .1 1.0 (Plus
5/- caet.)

PICK UPS and a RADIO TUNING UNIT..
It incorporates (a) GRAM EQUALISING
CONTROL.
(b) STEEPCUT FILTER.
(o) Continuously variable BASS and
TREBLE CONTROLS and a variable OUTPUT CONTROL which enables its use with
any type of Amplifier.
PRICE OF COMPLETE KIT
0
OF PARTS (PIus 5i- ea.er, and
ASSEMBLED,
OFFER
i tREÁD EF .AR US
S0 £F OIT

f6.

.L

ß

TILE full SPECIFICATION and PRACTICAL BUILDING INSTRUCTIONS for these
Units are available for 116 each. SPECIAL PRICE REDUCTION. We supply the
two complete Kits-Mollard 5-10 and " fidelity" Preamplifier-for £16.1$.0: We also
supply both fully assembled and ready for use for 519.19.0.

'$'

MODERNIZE YOUR OLD

RADIOGRAM

* THE LATEST A.M. F.M. RADIOGRAM
it A NEW 4 -SPEED AUTOCHANGER.
The NEW ARMSTRONG
PE. 409 A.M.;'F.M. Radiogram
Chassis
` A chassis for those who wan

I

"

Fidelity" COMBINED

AM, FM

LEAFLET.

THE

(Plus 76 Carr. & Fns.).
TERM Credit Deposit
£6.14.0 and 9 monthly
payments of 52.9.0. H.P. mcrttly
Payments of 41.4.10Deposit 13.7,6, and 12
BRIEFLY Ili' HAS
An 8 valve line up incorporating the latest AïULL',RD pre coverage of the
complete
Provides
'erred -type valves
VHF FM waveband plus the SHORT, MEDIUM and LONG
HasELB-'s i.n hush -Pull with negative feedback of
waves.
Piano Key " Selector Switches
6 watts output. 0 Employ:
Contains- Cram input socket
and a Variable Tone Control.
Provides for use
for both Crystal and ?Slaget,' I'ick-ups.
g
or 15
lndiictorher .
Dim'mnsiósl'in. ®flin. x ginThigh. Dial sze
11'in. x Sin.
:

a

f2 8.0

¡

SEND S.A.E. FOR ILLUSTRATED LEAFLET.

GREATLY
GREATLY REDUCED PRICES

LATEST
AVERYOFFERED AT
TRANSCRIPTION UNITS.
3 and 4 SPEED AL'TOC'HANGE'RS.

MANUAL CONTROL POSITION.

lE9.I

hand -made
chassis providing really
high quality on both
Radio and Gram.
PRICE

Pianos

SEND S.A.E. FOR

O
SUPPLIED ASSEMBLED
and READY FOR
Proved one of the most. popular models
yet offered to the HOME CONSTRUCTOR.
Provides excellent reproduction up to 8
watts, employing 6V6's in push-pull, incorporating negative feedback. Provides for
use of both 3 and 15 ohm speaker

£26. 15.0

A 9
the highest quality."
;r
alV`
valve line up employing the
f
latest MULLARD
type valves. 0 Provides cons
3
z..
plete coverage of the VILE
'' ..' *."
F.M. Transmissions plus Um 4, Y
`--;;.,
aShort, Medium and Long WaveIw,,.,
bands. 0 Has Push -Pull Out,8
-a
=I.
put with Negative Feedback, for 6
Quick Action"
watts peak Output.
Bass
and
Treble
Key " Selectorsand separate
Controls.ls,C Has " Magic Eye " Tuning IndicaDimensions 13in. x 91in. x gin. high. Dial size Sllin. z. 5;in,
tor.
PRICE
Credit£7.7.0and 9 monthly payments of T2.14.0
tPlus t)-cart. & ins.). H.P. 417.14.0 and 12 monthly payments of £1.7.3.

f
R7
RECORD PLAYERS

USE

OF PARTS (Plus 5'- care, R ins.)£7.10.0.

NEWogramTs.

genu"Inels

CHASSIS.

preferred

STERN'S

PRICE
OF COMPLETE. KIT

AtTOCIIANG F,ILS with

Send S.A.E. for ILLUSTRATED and DESCRIPTIVE LEAFLET.

AN EXCEPTIONAL
"F.M." TUNING UNIT
Tuner incorporating the
"CASH ONLY" OFFER
latest Milliard Permeability Tuning
Heart and a " Magic Eye " Tuning
THE NEW 4 -SPEED
SIndicator.
CE ASSEMBLED .014.10.11.
B.S.R. MONARCH
READY FOR S d+
(Plus 716 carriage and insurance).
TERMS : (a) Hire Purchase : DeComplete with High
posit 57.5.0 and 9 monthly Payments
Fidelity Crystal " Turn
of 184. (b) Credit : Deposit 43.12.6
over " Head which inend 9 monthly payments of £1.0.7.
corporates separate stylus for L.P. and 78 r.p.m.
'1'11E COMIBINEÏD Ail/FM TUNER is precisely similar in appearA" MIXER"
records.
ance to the above and incorporates 7 valves. It provides complets
Unit that will aulcchange11.
coverage of F.M. Transmissions and MEDIUM WAVEBAND giving
en 7in.. 101n. and 12ín..
a good selection of foreign stations.
ll
records. of same speed.
PRICE
Incorporates the Man TERMS ' (a) Hire Purchase :
(Plus 7i6 Carr. & ins.)d+1
sal Control position.
Deposit 49.9.0 and 10 monthly payments of 41.1.0. (b) Credit
Deposit 44.15.0 and 9 monthly payments of £1.14.7.
reproduction of STERN'S " COMPACT 5 " AMPLIFIERS
Expressly developed for very high quality for
high quality
Gram. Records and particularly suitable
reproductions of the F.M. transmissions. TWO models
arc available :
(a) The " COMPACT 5-2"
(b) The " COMPACT 5-3 "
A-Two -stage high sensitivity
A Three-stage version oil the
Amplifier having SEPARATE
5-2 " model but in this case
BASS AND TREBLE CONhaving an additional stage
TROLS and designed to give
and incorporating Negative
up to approx. 5 watts with
Feedback. PRICE 46.16.0.
very pleasing quality. PRICE
(Plus 5.'- Carr. & ins.)
58.6.0. (Plus 5/- cart. & ins.)
UNIT to operate with these amplifiers is
SUPPLY
POWER
A separate
available for 42.10.0. Has additional supply available Mr Radio Tuner, etc.

Fa i'w:i

STERN'S
A 5 -valve

(Plus

51-

care.

&

ins.)

.

:

{6...6

See

{E4.6

STERN RADIO LTD.

109 &

CALLERS ONLY
have in rtoci:
various designs for
We

CONSTRUCROME
TORS including F.M.
Tuners,
A M.. F.M.

Tuners, Midget Battery Portable, Mains
Units, etc., etc.

6®66.ea..,®teeogeonetTheit+tpg{t ereette eeeeeeeeeiC
IIS FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C4.
elep one

ant
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BENTLEY ACOUSTIC CORPORATION LTD.
EXPRESS SERVICE ! ! !
C.O.D. ORDERS RECEIVED BY 3.30 P.M. EITHER
BY LETTER, PHONE, OR WIRE, DESPATCHED
SAME AFTERNOON.
0Z4
1A3
1Y1
1,17
1C

1011
111.5

1L4

1LDi
1LS5

1\a

6.- 1AC7
6.1(45

3

6AC7

8

12/6 6118
9,-!6A1(.5

8616508

11-,6A3.5

8$16A315
5/-,BA.1i8

5f.

11I-16.1013

1_,

86 iAT6
-7/6'6B4

.lo

7/_16BSG
12/616B3M
4 6BA5

1155

114
1L3
uti_1C

fA4

7

6L/7

7/6fB1''.6
/

f

BJti

53.

8/6

4/6 6L60

7/6 6L7M
7/6 6717
81

3161

5
@

8/616B 1117
6BX6
16BY7

8/616114

26 7117
3S 777

.5r

647116i

10/6 6Ki'G
4/- 6103

7/_1(1811/6 . 7'6

74
,73OT

tJ

6/-64274

3113

Br

6J30

6Q

G

67701

12/6 612,7C
12/3 68,17
8/6 69147

7/- 6.

)17

'

12/6 7G2
6/6 700
797

(TG 5/6 767
9
-76 .6,75c/pm61- 7Y4
5,8 8A3
10/ FJ(
8

FRlmrose 9090

12611 SH7
8/-1128,17
8/-1129167
8/-1129(27
8 1 SR7

8f -112E30

-.

8D 3

5 902

10

UNIQUE OFFER
ANY PARCEL INSURED AGAINST DAMAGE
SAVES
IN TRANSIT. FOR ONLY 68. EXTRA.
TIME IN CLAIMS AND WORRY !

1i'6'1 807

6/8 6F16. - 9/6 663
-1218 7A7
-818 0117
10/6 707
12/6 60322

8/- 6633
5/- 6116
7/6 61160
6/6 611631

THE VALVE SPECIALISTS

38, CHALCOT RD., LONDON, N.W.1

111('1

1012

9/-

10149

8/

10563

8

101113

9/

1;A13

8/6 L1U3

8,6 12A117

911111Y4

8/611107
1197
8
22 6 1)II

1

9

4/6

7'8172
5/8. î
8
8/
6/ -180

8/6

8/6'93

7'6&A2
7/61.

10/6 21000
10/6 867
12/3
14 835A

1018

3/7/-

i

15/-12563
916

¡

i0
616 fOCI
81- 30LI

3.5 /-

9/- 5763
8/67193

12/8
216

7/6

25Z1iGT 916 7472
7/6 )W2'

8/6117
17.6.>81)7

7

5/6

56

9904

7/6 9002
61
12/6 AC6P11V 8/6

12'6 AC/1114

1
7/6
8. 1 /1118108
616 12A17 86133,613àM
201
6
6/ 1211177

7/- EC6 s# 121- EZ81
Et.(.4
916 FC1¢

11:

71

9/6

6d.1,91

5/6 (1.630

1 0F.+O 1276 14612

8/6 110F8

8/5 E0113

126 C634

96

3174

86t
g¡,Ct
7161

671

61tiì

7/6 69.17
6/6 651

DUD
AC/P4
.1460

15/-

19

AC91

8'- EA61

10/- E7134

008

6283
9
106 EEO)
2¡

11180

1101217.

ß

5

ML6
M1114
1777

ti142
_X150
711.51

'

1.1.1"9
8/6/6 72130/15
10/6 '1.1141 ' 6/8
8/6
5/10/6 171207
5/- R12

10'- 901)7) 161- FL8492A

106,SP1
9'- 8P

12/6

L

£3

3/6 Y31114015/-

8/6 711)111 10/- 1163
126 713(/9 11/6 1TDD2A 8/8'YP (7) 8/6
\329
9/-T11300251- YP4(7)15/12/6 601181 8 11090 10
7/'1D/6 VPI0
10/6 TP
8/8 ECL.SO 10. 1)1,130/6 */709
6/6
12/- YP S
DK92
10/6 003
9/- 1111
9/- EEO
1096 H1,92
1117
12/6 1P41
1/1694
4B 11L41
7/3 OU:
91
12/0
0/8 0E32
"16 11133 126
3/6 C22
llL2
15/- EF37A 9.!- HUI_ 611/03 P61
r01
517,31
91DL33
6I12B PABC80
9/6 EF39
8/8
15/ LüJ
7%6 A1 6
DL92
7/6 EF40 11j6 11LewDD
8/- N77
5/6
8/ L:32
0094 8/0 EF41
9/6I1218 PC(44
111L2
9f1176
EF42
EYS
20'110043
12/6
811096
1236
9/6
R1ï0
918
7/D7.810 10/6 062/1(5) 7/- EY1 A 6/6 PO93J 7/- U74
LFiO(E) 51- 1(06óc 8/6 PG082 11/6 Lrl#
8/6 tiYU1-l'210(6
E1148
2
12/o
LF.ï4
KP:3
1. A30
2
5
9/ PCL8' 12/6 11120- 8/-X61
1018/6 l'CI82 12/6 111.
9/- X65
10/6 1(13
6A76
918 6F73
hA11C80 7/6
9- KT2
5- PE\_S 6/6 U133 8- 7166 10/8

0151
7/6 X7912/6
7/6 I1331 10.- PEN -101)1)
10/7/25/- 19251
12/6 A142
12,6 1(141
10/7/6 i1.0
10/ 16163
6/6 PID46 8/6 0319
9/-68 9 1216 4715)10 6/6
-9l KT71
816 PL3
816 X 711 6/5
5%6 KTtl61 71_ PL53
11,0 U401
11/6 X1-111:) 4¡516 1sT1162 7/- PM2B 12/6 6709
10/6 KTC563 7/- PML.
4/- UABC80
XSC11:3)4/7/8
11'- KT741 6/- P111251 0/6
11/8 T63
10/6
151- 161/03 6/- PY611
9/- UAF42 10'6 Y(9
9/108 1,63 " 6/- 141/81
9/- UBC11 8/6171311
e;5' LV152 10/- P182
7/6 UBF'0 9/6'Z6.,
20t10i L*,309 12/6 PY83
9 6 110E42 10/. ZF 6
9%- 1677
910/6 L6319
7/- Ul ll
7/- 7021
£,10'6 RUA
10/- 17.719
5/6 Q022B 12/6; 1,1041
12/6
11/6 11)1104 7/6 QP a
6/61UL46 15'-17.7 9

B
4 111
S/
13f 01
126 AP4
7/6 Ez1
19.1X7 9
8
3I8 EB91
6/3 11F92
11/- ATPI
3-./ A4
5/6 10A6 9
3
032
12/6
12/6
691,7(41 8' 121106 10/-331,601 9/- 52.31
L13C3
EL41
030.)
7/6
10/6
9/
30/-18553
4
17/6 I91701 716 12E1
10/-¡6C0
33546T 81- 13329 1016 LB141 101 61L42
6 L2âfM
X4
106 6867
10
010
7/6 1 B080 9/6 DL81
76 Ci Lt,1 7/ (1750
716 12/1301 4- o5750T 8/6 I1L63
,Y:i
816 6117
8/6 12J7GT10,-141516 106/K-33 6/0 EBFBJ 13/6 E1.84
/0/ .."16116
2174
5/6 11L91
7/- 1216701 8161413111, 7/6tK-_5 616 6t.32
6/6 6A(..
369
&6 690/3
4
6' EAU
0C3
101 CA AO
12/0 E034
10e 619101 7/- 120014T14
561
8/8!01,7
33/- I CC31 15' E1180
10Í6 6l4
1277111 818 o0L6QT 818 DL
6A3
10' n -S
I
10/6 LCC3' 10/6 hY31
816 U42
8/61
9/- 6A21/11' 6.6 19847
6407
8/-16E12
D63
5/E(5033
8/6 LY83
8/6
7¡8 '9
12)8 67.#/8# 10;6112áU7
6A138
301 '601:3
8113T
616
12/6ID77
6/6 190035 8/6 E133
61.MP
11/- EOC81 8I6 1974)
10/6'DAC32
Terns of business 1-Cashwith order or C.O.D. 61NPT 15/j1)A091 716 ECCSl 7/6 11141 10/6
only. Orders value £3 or more sera post/packing 04ME 10/- DAF98 9/6 1/0083 9;- 11780. 8/6
free. Orders below £3 please (-old (id. per valve.
C.O.D. orders :-Minimum fee, including post and
packing, 3;'-. Ore are open for personal shoppers. We can supply any valve not Hefei. S.A.E. or 'phon e
for quotation.
Mon. -Fri. 8.:30-3.30. Sato. 8.30-1 p.m.

5t

314

1130

11/6
10/6
8/6
12/6
14».

33. 01632
6/6 DI(O1

ia.5

10

U1%:1

1236 01I77

0132

1--I6GT 9/-933
8/61803

3
5>
15,1-1231-1G

DtC,J

8/6 01,91
8/6 DF96
8/3 80116,1
15- 01176

1

3J

[

All valves new, boxed, tax paid, and subject (o
makers' guarantee. First grade goods only, no
seconds or rejects. All orders received by first
post despatched same day. 9.71.6: 4ór free coinplete
list, with terms of guarantee and condition of sale.

Audiophiles all over the world are
demanding Mullard audio valves
for their high quality sound equipment. And who can blame them
when they know that the Mullard World Series of Audio
Valves is the finest in the world. Fill in the coupon below
for free data on Mullard World Series Audio Valves.
is Audiophile-Enthusiast for high quality sound reproduction who is satisfied with nothing but the best.
This popular book is available now from
most dealers, price 37'6d. It contains
designs and full constructional details of
the new Mullard EL34 High Quality zo
Watt Amplifier, a Mullard Band II F.M.
Tuner, pre -amplifiers for the Mullard
EL34 Amplifier and for the populai
Mullard 5 Valve to Watt Amplifier,

together -with other useful technical
information.

COUPON

WORLD SERIES

AUDIO VALVES

To Muilard Ltd., Publicity Division
Please send me, free of charge, leaflets on the
Mullard World Series of Audio Valves, and

details of "High Quality Sound Reproduction".
NAME

jxanllarai.

ADDRESS
Mallard Ltd., Publicity DP/men,
Mallard House, Torrington Place,
LcndOn, W.C.t.

MVM

3:9
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R.S.C. BATTERY

CHARGING EQUIPMENT

ASSEMBLED CHARGERS
6 e.lamp
19;9
6 v. or 12 v.1 amp
2519
6 v. 2 amps
2919
-6 v. or 12 v. 2 amps
38/9
6 v. or 12 v. 4 amps
56)9
Above ready for use. Carr. 316
With mains and output leads.
HEAVY DUTY KIT
12 v. 30 amp. Suitable for Garage
or firm with a number of vehicles.
Mains input 200/250 v. 50 Ms.
Outputs 12 v. 15 amp. twice.
Consists of Mains Trans. 2 Metal
Rectifiers. 2 Meters, 4 Fuses.
4 Terminals, 2 Rheostats and
circuit. Only 9 gns., carr. 15;-.

BATTERY CHARGER KITS
Consisting of Mains Transformer, F.W. Bridge. Metal
Rectifier, well ventilated steel
case, Fuses, Fuse - holders,
Grommets, panels and circuit.
Carr. 29 extra.
6 v. or12 v. l amp
.22,9
6 v. 2 amps
25/9
6 v. or 12 v.2 amps
31/6
6

v.

or

12

v. 4 amps

6

v.

2

or

3

a.

.

.

29.%9

plug for
12

Ready

6.

72-,,
Orí_
Ca

350-0-350 v. 150 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a, 33/9
350-0-350 v. 150 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 6.3 v. 2 a,
425-0-425 v. 200 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, C.T.

6.3 v.

a, C.T., 5 v. 3 a.

4

Suitable
6

... 46, 9

a,

FILAMENT TRANSFORMERS
All with 200-250 v. 50 c -s primaries

6.3 v.

1.5a, 5/9 6.3 v. 2a, 716 0-4-6.3 v. 2 a, 79
12v. 1 a, 7/11 0.3 v. 3 a, 8.11 6.3 v. 6 a.
'

;

;

;

;

;12v.3aor24v. 1.5 a, 1776.
3IAI LPOTTI D I VINSTR YNSF
Removed from New Ex Got units.

17/6

Primary

0-200-230-250 v Secs.
250-0-230 v. 60 mA, 6.3 v 2 a,1
v. 2 a. Size 3, x 4; ,- 3in.

...

... 12:9
... 11'9
8:9
... 5.6

...

.., 4;11

.

3r9
3,9
4;9

Push -Pall 10-13 watts OWto 3.n. or 49
151E
Push Pull 1012 watts tomatch 6V6 15,9
to 3-5-8 or 1512 .,
16)9
Push -Pall 15-18 wars, 010 KT/86. ..22/9
Push -Pell 20 watts, sectional' y
wound 616 K'T66, etc., to 3 or 15 0 47:9
Williamson type exact to spec.
... 85' 'MANUFACTURERS' SURP 1, I: S
MANU
MAINS TRANSFORMERS. Primaries
250-250 v. 50 mos. Fully shrouded upright
mounting 425-0-125 v. 150 mA. 6.3 v. 3 a,
5 v. 3 a, 29A1 post I9. Drop Through
Chassis type, 250-0250 v. 70 mA. 6.3 v.

v.1 a, 6.3 v. 1 a,
Amplifier ..
... 35/9

Williamson Amplifier, etc. ...
450-0-450 v. 250 mA. 6,3 V. 6 a, 6.3 v.

:

0-9-15 v. 3 a, 1679 ;
0-3.5-9-17 v. 3 a, 17'9 ' 0-3 5-9-17.5
4 a..
18/9 ; 0-9-15 v. 5 a. 19 9 ; 0-9-15 v. 6 a.v. 22
9.

2.5 a, 11/3.

SPECIAL OFFERS
32-32-32 mfd 250 v. Dub li r small
can electrolytics 2 9 ea
Small
0005 infd. 2 -gang, 4;9 ea. Westinghouse- Rectifiers 250 v. 250 mA. 7,9,

/9

5

.

R.S.C. BATTERY TO MAI NS CONVERSION UNITS

Type DM1. An ail -dry
battery
eliminator.
Size 51 x 4.} x 2fn.
approx.
Completely
replaces batteries supplying 1.4 v. and 90 v.
where A.C. mains 200250 v. 50 e7e. is available. Suitable for all

battery

Type
2/in.

Size 8 x 5r x
Supplies 120 v,
90 v., and 60 v., 40 mA
and 2 v. 0.4 a to 1 amp.
fully smoothed. Then' -

completely replacing both
batteries and H.T.
L.T.
2 v. accumulators.
When connected to
A.C.
mains supply
200-250
v.
50
e ce.
SUITABLE FOR ALL
RECEIVERS normally tusin7 2 íR iaccumulatoE
Complete kit of parts with diagrams and
instructions 4919, or ready for
Fry

portable

receivers requiring
1.4 v. and 90 v. This
includes latest low

-

consumption types.
Complete kit with diagrams, 39)9, or
ready for use, 46/9.

use 59/-6.

H.T. ELIMINATOR AND TRIC KLE.
C'lIARGER. KIT. Input 200-250 v. A.C.
Output 120 v. 40 mA. Fully smoothed and
rectified supply to charge 2 v.accumulator.
Price with louvred metal case and circuit,
29/6. Or ready for use, 89- extra.
T.%'. CARINETS. Leading manufacturers
surplus. Attractive designs. Walnut
veneered, with doors for 15, 16, or 17in.
Tube, 63-19-6. Carr. 7/6.
MINIATURE MOTORS. 24;28 v D.C. or
A.C. made by Hoover Ltd., Canada. Size
only 21 x UM. Spindle S lin. long, in
diam. Brand New, 9)9.

B.LI2.

E XTENSION

SPEAKERS

i

I

Ready

,.,

>k

mains
leads
ea s.

for

and

use

with

output
39
,-.

Ca-.rr.

EX-GOVT. TRANSES., 2307250 v 50 e c'i
460 v. 200 mA, 6.3 v. 5 a. 25/9.
HEAVY
DUTY OIL FILLED suitable for electric

welding or soit heating.
Output 12 v.
80)1101 amps -,66-19-6. Carr. 7/6.
E X -GOAT SMOOTHING CHOKES
250 rnA,
H 50 ohms ..
... 1219
...
150 ruA, I0 II 100 ohms ,..
.. 11:9
150 inA, 6-00 H 150 ohms Trop. ... 6'9
100 mA, 5 H. 100 ohms ...
... 3'11
...
L.F. t=ype 1 amp. 2 ohms ...
... 279
EX -GOVT. E.H.T. SMOOTHING CONDENSERS. .02 mfd. 5,000 v. Cans, 2,9
.I -11d. 3,5O0 v. Bakelite Tubuïers. 33.
EX -GOVT. METAL BLOCK (PAPER)
6'ONDENSERS
4 mid. 500 v., 2/9
4 mfd. 1,000 v., 4 9
8-8 mfd. 200 v., 6/9 : 8 mfd. 500 v.. 4)9 ;
10 mill. 500 v., 4/9 ; 4 mfd. 400 v. plus 2
mid. 250 v., 1111.
5

;

;

EX
EX

-GOAT.
E
from

:

ECTRIDLYTIC'S. Removed

unused equipment. 8-10 mfd. 530 v.,
13 ; 1300 mid. 6 v., 119 50 mfd. 50 v.
with clip, 9d.
-GOVT. DOUBLE WOUND STEP
C I
'SEP DOWN TRANS FOR MEIt
10-0-100-200-220-240 v. to 5-0-70=-115-135 v.
pi' 1%,L.ERSpost.
83/100 watts. Only 119.
pZuó
1

V1)

EX-4010%T CASES. Size 1 t 10 8'.ir. high.
Well ventilated black craclUe finished.
urdrillud cover. IDEAL FOR BATTERY,
CHARGER OR INSTRUMENT CASE,
OP, COVER COULD BE USED FOR
AMPLIFIER. Only 9/9. plus 2/9 postage.
Size 8/ a 131 x 01 in. with undrilled
well ventilated covert finished in stored

grey enamel

Suitable for charger or

instrument ease, 7/9, plus 219 post.
EN- OVT. VALVES (NEW)

1T4
125

11

5.3/3.31Cï

. G

W./..41

+F39
6V6G
6X4
6X5GT
6L6G

3/9

7,9
819

8/9
5/9

807
12A6
15D2

819

61.7íi
5/9
6S,17GT eve

5 9

657G'P 8/9 2534G
OSTJ'!L T Sig M114
6ATti
7;9 ECC83
,

111.,80

EB51
9 FIC<'36
9 E1,32
11 9 EL91
T44
9
r

8

a

'1'
7'9

4k9
9)9

LK',90

q'9

39

5 ;9
8:889

EL84

9:6
10'6

3534

8:'9

12380

4'9 SP61
9.9

7g
5'9

2.9

E`i-,41A'I'. U:V-I'C RDF1. Brand new,
cartoned.
Complete with 14 valves,
including 534, E.H.T. rectifier. Transformer,
mer, Choke etc. Only 29'3, care. ):6.
I' LL! TRIAI Y I ICS (current production)
NOT

;w-GOVT.

.

Tubular 'Types
80.F 450 v.

.

1/9
2i6

mfd. 500 v.
23
186t,F. 350 G.
15 p,F 450 v. ... 2,9

¡
;

.. 3r9
32td' 350 v. .. 2/9
250F 25 v. . 113
509F 12 v.
173
50 rofd. 2:5 v.-116
v. ... 1;9
100 mfd. 12 v. 1i9
500 mfd. 25 v. 273
6;000 mfd. 6 v. 3/9

16

Can Types
mfd.250 v. 1:11

16 mE1. 500 v.
165F 45Ó v. ...
32553

32m
mfd.

11361' 500 v.

Ready for use
walnut 'vone ere
cabinet.
61in. 2-3 ohms, 29)6.
8in. 2-3 ohms, 35/9.
Very limited/lumber.
VOLUME CONTROLS with long (sin.
dram) spindle all values
s
switch,
2/9 ': with S.P. switch,..
39
with D.P.
switch. 476.

69/9

n

¡

'

ven-

Well

finish.

Double

ell.

(GL'Ádi WEED)
ELIMINATOR TRANSFORMERS
Primaries 200-250 v. 50 e s
.. 14:9
120 v. 40 mA, 5-0-5 v.-1 a.
.. 150
90 v. 15 mA, 4-0-4 v. 500 mA. ,..
... 99
CHARGER TRANSFOR MERS
Ail with 200-23(1250 v. 50 es Primaries
0-0-15 v. 1 a,
1119

fused.

With mains
leads.

months.

tilated steel case
with blue hammer

r

use.

!.

.

300-0-300 v. 130 mA, 6.3
510

or

v.

for

OUTPUT 'TRANSFORMERS
Midget Battery Pentode 66 ;1 for
Small -Pentode 5,0(300 to 3 n
Small Pentode 18,00012 is 3i.'
Standard Pentode, 5,0002 to 3r1 ...
Standard Pentode. 70.005ti to 32

350-0-350 v. 100 mA, 0.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a, 23,:9
350-0-350-v. 100 m9, 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a,

for Mollard

6

Louvred

v.

metal case, finished attractive
hammer blue.

SMOOTHING CHO KES
250 mA 5 H 100 ohms ...
150 mA 7-10-250 ohms..,.
100 mA 100 H 2O0 ohms ...
80 mA 10 H 350 ohms ...
60 mA 10 1H 400 ohms

250-0-250 v. 60 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a,
Midget type 2;3-3111.. ...
...
... 17/6
350-0-350 v. 70 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a.... 199
250-0-250 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v.-4 v. 4 a,
C.T. C-4-5 v. 3 a. ...
...
... 26,9
250-0-250 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 6 a, 5 v. 3 a,
for R1355 conversion ...
.. 31:300-0-300 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3
23/9
300-0-300 v. 100 mA. 0.3 v.-4 v. 4- a,

v;

and selector

R.S.C. MAINS TRANSFORMERS

FULLY SHROUDED UPRIGHT

12

12

Assembled 8 v.
or 12 v. 4 amps.
Fitted Ammeter and
variable charge selector. AIeo selector
plug for 6 v. or 12
y. charging. Double

Fitted Ammeter

49/9.

TOP SHROUDED DROP THROUGH
230-0-260 v. 70 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a ... 16/9
350-0-350 v. 80 mA, 6.3 v. 2 a, 5 v. 2 a.... 18/9
250-0-250 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a. 22/9
300-0-300 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a. 22/9
350-0-350 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, 5 v. 3 a. 22/9
350-0-350 v. 100 mA, 6.3 v. 4 a, C.T.

Guaranteed

CHARGER

46'9

BATTERY CHARGER KIT
Consisting of
F.W.
Bridge
Rectifier 612 v. 5 a. Mains Trans.,
0-9-15 v. 6a. output and ammeter

All for AZ. Mains 202-250 v,, 50 c/cs.

ASSE MULE»

1

Interleaved and impregnated. Primaries 200-230-250 v. 50 ees Screened.

350-0-350 v.150 mA, 6.3 V. 4 a, 5 v.

April 1937

-

v.
100 mfd. 4.50 v.
8-01313/ 450 v ...
8160.F450v ...
16uF 460 v.
32-32pF 260 v.
e

2.9

29
4.1

49
2;9
3:11

311

4:9
"232üF 450 v. 59
64-120 mfd. 350v.7;9
100-200
mfd.
275 v.
,.. 6i9
Many others in stock.

HUNTS MOLDSEAL CONDENSERS.
.005 *ofd. 400 v., .01 mfd. 400 v...04 mfd, 509
V., 5/6 doz. cone type) : 1 mfd. 350
ea ; .5 mfd. 500 v., 118 ea, .

April, 1957
R.S.C. A8

PRACTICAL

ULTRA LINEAR

12

NEW 1956 Model High -Fidelity Push Pull Amplifier with " Built-in " Tone
Control, Pre -amp stages, High sensitivity.

WIRELESS

WATT AMPLIFIER

Includes 5 valves (807 outputs). High
Quality sectionally wound output transformer, specially designed for UItra
Linear operation, and reliable small
condensers of current- rnanufaéture.
INDIVIDUAL CONTROLS FOR BASS
AND TREBLE
Lift " and " Cut."
Frequency response ± 3 db. 30-30;000 b/cs.
Six negative feedback loops. Hum level
71 db. down. ONLY 70 millivolts INPUT
required for FULL OUTPUT. Suitable
for use with all makes and types of pickups and practically all microphones,
Comparable with the very. beet designs.
-

or

ForOSTANDARDLONG-PLAYING

O

AYI

N Cr
RECORDS. For

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS such as STRING BASS.
GUITARS, etc. OUTPUT SOCKET
with plug provides 300 v. 20 mA. and 6.3 v.
1.5 a. For supply of a RADIO) FEEDER
UNIT. Size approx. 12-9-7n. For A.C.
mains 200-230-250 v. 50 a/cs. Outputs for 3
and 15 ohm speakers. Kit is complete to
last nut. Chassic is fully punched. Full
instructions and point-to-point wiring
diagrams supplied. Unapproachable value
at £7/15/-, or factory built 451- extra.
Carriage 101-.
If required louvred metal cover with 2

-

SUPERHET FEEDER UNIT
Design of a high quality Radio Tuner Unit
(specially suitable for use with any of our
Amplifiers). Delayed A.V.C. Very high
Percentage modulation of the Transmitter can be handled without distortion.
The W.Ch. Sw. incorporates Gram.
position. Controls are Tuning, W..
Ch. and Vol. Only 250 v. 15 mA. H.T..
and L.T. of 6.3 v. 1 amp. required from
amplifier. Size of unit approx. 9-6 -lin.
high.
Simple alignment procedure.
Point-to-point wiring diagrams, instructicn and priced parts list with
illustration. 2/8. Total building cost,
£4115/-. For descriptive leaflet send S.A.E.
GARRARD 3-SPEED MIXER AUTOCHANGER RC110. For Standard A.C.
mains 200.250 v. 50 c/es.
Current
Model. Brand new, cal-toned. Provision for taking 10 records. FItted
High -Fidelity turnover pick-up head
with dual sapphire point stylus for
Standard or Long-playing records.
Very limited number at only £81171.
Carr. 2!6.
LINEAR L45 MINIATURE 4/5 WATT
QUALITY AMPLIFIER. Suitable for
use with Garrard, B.S.R. or any other.
record-playing unit, and most microphones. Total negative feed-back 12 db.
Separate Bass and Treble Controls. For
convenience when mounted in cabinet.
mains switch is incorporated in control.
For A.C. mains input of 200-260 v. 50 c/cs,
Output for 2/3 ohm speaker. Three miniature Mollard valves used. Size of unit

carrying handles can be supplied for
17%6. Additional input socket with associate Vol. Control- so that two different

Inputs such as Gram and ' Mike " or
Tape and Radio can be mixed, can be
provided for 13/-' extra. Guaranteed .12

months.
TERMS on assembled two input model.
DEPOSIT 25/6 and nine monthly payments 2314.
HIGH - FIDELITY MICROPHONES
and SPEAKERS in stock. Been cash
prices or H.P. terms if supplied with
amplifier.
R.S.C. 4-5 WATT A5
-SIGH -GAIN AMPLIFIER
sitive 4-valve
quality amp7

A highly.sen-

lifier
for
the home,
that it

R.S.C. 30 WATT ULTRA LINEAR
iIIGII-FIDELITY AMPLIFIER A10

A highly sensitive Push -Pull, high output
unit with self-contained Pre -amp. Tone
Control Stages. Certified performance
figures compare equally with most expensive amplifiers available. Hum level
70 db. down. Frequency response -k 3 db.
30-30,000 c/cs.
A specially designed
sectionally wound ultra linear output
transformer is used with 807 output
valves. All components are chosen for
reliability. Six valves are used, EF86.
EF86, ECC63, 807, 807. 6533. Separate
Bass and Treble controls are provided.
Minimum input required for full output
is only 12 millivolts so that ANY
KIND OF MICROPHONE OR PICK-UP
IS SUITABLE. The unit Is designed for
CLUBS.
SCHOOLS,
THEATRES,
RANCE HALLS or OUTDOOR FUNCTIONS, etc. For use with Electronic
ORGAN. GUITAR, STRING BASS,
etc. For standardor long-playing records.
OUTPUT SOCKET PROVIDES L.T. and
H.T. for a RADIO FEEDER UNIT.
An extra input with associated vol.
control is provided so that two separate
inputs such as Gram. and Mike can be
mixed. Amplifier operates on 200-250 v.
50 Wes. A.C. Mains and has outputs for
3 and 15 ohm speakers. Complete kit of
parts with fully punched
ONLY
chassis and point-to-point
wiring diagrams and instructions. If required
cover as for A8 can be
supplied for 17/6. The
Carr. 10! amplifier can be supplied, factory built
with 12 months' guarantee, for £12/19/6.
TERMS for assembled two input model :
DEPOSIT 2811 and 9 monthly payments

of 28/11.

small elub,
etc. Only 50
millivolts input is reciuirell for
full output
so

81

R.C.A.

20

g.

WATT

RE-ENTRANT

SPEAKERS. 15 ohm or 600 ohms matching. For Outdoor work. Only 8 GNS.
P.M. SPEAKERS. All 2-3 ohms, 5in.
Goodman, 17/9. 61ín. Goodman wafer

is

suitable for
use with the latest high-fidelity pick-up
heads, in addition to all other types of
pick-ups and practically all mikes.
Separate Bass and Treble Controls are
provided. These give full long-playing
record equalisation. Hum level is
negligible being 71 -db. down. 15 db.
of negative feedback Ls used. II.T. of
300 s'. 25 mA. and L.T. of 6.3 v. 1.5 a.
is available for the supply of a Radio
Feeder Cuit, or Tape Deck pre -amplitier. For A.C. mains input of 200-230250 v. 50 e:es.. Chassis is not alive. Kit
is complete in every detail and includes
filly punched chassis (with baseplate)
with Blue hammer finish and pointto-point wiring diagrams and instructions. Exceptional- value at
only £4:15%-, or assembled ready for
use 25: -extra, -plus 3/6 Barr,
PL.ESSEY 12in. P.M. 3 OHM SPEAKER.
-Recommended for use with above A5,
A7, or Linear L-45 Amplifiers. Price 29/11.
B.S.C. TAT HIGH QUALITY TAPE
DECK AMPLIFIER. For ALL Tape
Decks with High Impedance, Playback
and Erase Heads, such as Lane,
Truvpx, etc. (Unit can now Ready for
besuppliedforusewith latest Use. ONLY
Celiaro Tape Transcriptor :
refer to TA1C),. For A.C.
GNS.
Mains 230-250 v. 50 cros.
Positive compensated identification for
recording level by Magic Eye. Recording
facilities for 15, 7; pr 31ín. per sec. Automatic equalisation et the turn of a knob.

10in. Flan,
Plessey, 29/11. 101n. W.B.
HF1012
10
watts, high-fidelity type. Highly
recommended for use with our A8 amplifier. £4/10/0. 12th. Plessey 15 ohm 10 watts,
type,8.9.

12

Bin. Role, 19/9.

Stentorian "3 or 15 ohms type
ín1äi9.

59'6.

PLESSEY DUAL CONCENTRIC 12n.
15 ohm IIIGII FIDELITY SPEAKER
with built-in tweeter (completely separate
elliptical speaker with choke, condensers, etc.) providing extraordinarily
realistic reproduction when used with
our A8 or similar amplifier. Rated 10
watts. Price complete, only £5/17/8.
COAXIAL CABLE 75 ohms. }in. 8d.
yard. Twin Screened Feeder, 11d. yard.
SELENIUM RECTIFIERS
6/12 v. I a.
L.T. Types ILW.
4/11
6/12 v. 2a.
S'9
6-12v.a. H.W,,2.!9
6/12 v. 3 a.
H.T. Types H.W.
1179
6/12 v. 4 a.
150 v. 40 mA. 3/9
14/9
6/12 v. 6a.
250 v. 50 mA. 5/9
19/9
'

only 6-552in. high. Chassis is fully
6/12 v. 10 a.
25'9
250 v. 80 mA. 7/9
isolated from mains. Guaranteed 12
6/12 v. 15 a.
250 v. 150 mA. 9/9
35/9
months. Only £5119/6.
R.S.C.
3-4
WATT
Al
P.M. SPEAKERS. Suitable for use with
above. Else 7 x, 4n. elliptical, 19:9.
HIGH-GAIN AMPLIFIER
Goodman filin. with high flux density
For 230-250 v. 50 e/cs. Mains input.
magnet, 19/9.
Appearance and Specification, with
exception of output wattage, as A5.
LLNEAR ' DIATONIC' 10 WATT
Complete Kit with diagrams, 23/15/-.
HIGH FIDELITY. PUSH PULL,
Assembled 22:6 extra. Carr. 3/6:
ULTRA LINEAR AMPLIFIER. For
200-230250 v. 50 c'cs. A.C. Mains. Valve
,THE SKYFOUR T.R.F. RECEIVER
line-up ECC83, ECC83, EL84, EL84. EZBI
A design of a 3 -valve Long and Medium
miniature Mallard. The unit has sell'-conwave 230-250 V. A.C. Mains receiver with
tatned Pre-amplifier/Tone Control stages
+ 3 db.',
Linear
frequency
response
of
selenium rectifier. It consists of a
and separate Bass and Treble Controls.
50-11.000 Mos. Negative feed-back equalvariable -Mu high -gain H.F. stage followed
Independent Mike' and Gram input
isation. Minimum microphony and hum.
by a low distortion anode bend detector.
sockets are provided. Total harmonie
High output with completely effective
Power -pentode output is used. Valve
distortion only 0.25% at 6 watts. Due to
erasure
and
distortionless
reproduction,
line up being 6107, SP61, 6V6G. Selectivity
use of latest miniature components of
Sensitivity is 15 millivolts, so that any
and quality are well up to standard,
proved reliability size is only 10-6-6ins.
kind of crystal microphone is suitable.
and simplicity of construction is a special
Output Matchings for 3 and 15 ohm
Only 2 millivolts minimum output refeature.- Point-to-point wiring diagrams,
speakers. Finished in attractive stoved
from Recording head. Provision is
quired
instructions and parts list, 1/9. This reGold/Bronze hammer.
Only 12 GNS.
made for feeding a P.A. amplifier. Unit can
ceiver can be built for a maximum of
or Deposit 26/9 Plus 101- carr, and 9
also he used as a gram -amplifier requiring
including attractive Brown
'blase
monthly payments of 06/9. Send S.A.E.
input of 0.75 v. R.M.S. Carriage 716. Illusor Cream Bakelite or Walnut veneered
for full details.
trated lcaiiet 6d.
wood cabinet 12 x 61 x 5Ì1n.
Terms C.W.O. or C.O.D.NO C.O.D. under £1. Post L9 extra under £2 : 2/9 extra under £5.
Open 8
-to 5.30 ; Sets, until 1 pan. Catalogue 6d:, Trade List 5d. S.A.E. with all enquiries.
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PRACTICAL WIRELESS

The special dual -cone
construction of Philips

high fidelity leud-

for
L

speakers ensures a
smooth response over
the entire audible range, with efficiency
and transient response of a high order.
The `spatial .distribution of acoustic
energy is excellent
even at the
highest frequencies.

a sRmoofrtt

_ extended response curve

You need a

-

PHILIPS

Both cones are driven by the
same coil and magnet, resulting
in similar sensitivities for high
and low frequencies. The air cap
has been made long and the coil
moves in a homogeneous magnetic
field at all times; a copper ring is
incorporated in the air gap to
keep the voice coil impedance
constant over the whole frequency
range.

dual -cone

loudspeaker
Made in Holland

Your high fidelity dealer ca:: obtain
these loudspeakers for you.

Available in two sizes: 8" and 12" price
gns. (tax paid) and 10 gns. respectively.
6
There is also a single cone version in the same
sizes: price £6.2.6 (tax paid) and £10.0.0,
respectively.

",t"5

PHILIPS ELECTRICAL

N.B. These speakers may be used on their own or with
another suitable speaker, using a crossover network

House

O

L`
Century
Shaftesbury Avenue London WC2
(r-x633A)

eE.L.A. and Musical Equipment Dept

r

J C.ZC[w7/C.L! / C

LEC11E2iE.,4i.
a E S 15- 1! G,
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/Adel

instrument for testing
and fault location is indispensable to the
amateur who builds or services his own set.
A dependably accurate

UNIVERSAL

The

AVOMINOR

(as illustrated) is a highly accurate moving -coil instrument,

conveniently compact, for measuring A.C. and D.C. voltage.
D.C. current, and also resistance ;` 22 ranges of readings on a
3-inch scale,

MODEL

D.C. VOLTAGE

:

D.C. CURRENT

:
:

A.C. VOLTAGE

Size

I

to 20.000 2.
Total resistance of meter : 200,000
SENSITIVITY : 400 2/V.
MODEL 2
D.C. VOLTAGE : 0 to 1,000 volts.
A.C. VOLTAGE : 0 to :,000 volts.
D.C. CURRENT : 0 to 500 mA.
RESISTANCE : 0 to 200,000 D.
Total resistance of meter : 4 M2.
SENSITIVITY : 4,000 2/V.
Write for e free copy of the latest CompreRESISTANCE

hensive Guide

to

:

0

" Avo "

instruments.

:

4ins. x 3ins. x I line.

Nett weight

to 303 volts.
0 to 500 volts.
0 to 500 mA.
0

:

List Price :

18 ozs.

£12

The

:0 :0

Complete with leads, inter changeable prods and croco-

dile clips, and instruction

took.

Av0MINOR

D.C.

-inch moving coil meter providing 14 ranges of readings
of D.C. voltage, current and resistance up to 600 volts, 120

isa

25

Total resistance
milliamps, and 3 megohms respectively.
100,000 ohms.
Size : 41fns. x 37 ins. x lies.
Complete as above
Nett weight : 12 ozs.
List Price :
-

£S:5:0

Sole Probrietors and Manufacturers

AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO.. LTD.

Avocet House, 92/96, Vauxhall Bridge Rd., London, S.W.I. VICtoria 34)4 (9 lines)

RACUM%
EDITOR

EVERY MONTH
VOL XXXIII; No. 604, APRIL, 1957

E have received some hundreds of letters in response to
our request for readers to express their views on our
monthly transmitting feature as a result of a reader's.
suggestion that the space would be better occupied by subjects
such as tape-recording and short-wave matters. The feature,
therefore, will be continued. It is pointed out that there is no
other source of information for the beginner and that even
experienced amateur transmitters find the feature of interest.
We also intend to enlarge the amount of space we devote to the
short-wave section as an aid to those who wish to listen in to
amateur transmissions.
In view of the developments in tape-recording, and the large
numbers of people who are now interested in this radio sideline
we also propose to include more material on this topic.
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THE BBC GRANT
THE Treasury has refused to accept the recommendation
made by the Public Accounts Committee that the BBC
should be financed by an annual grant in accord with its needs.
The committee had argued that the broadcasting licence fees
were strictly Government revenue. The Director General of
the BBC regarded this as an attempt to undermine the constitutional independence of the corporation. At present, the
BBC is financed from licence revenue under a three-year
agreement with the Post Office. The Treasury defends its
attitude by stating that the present arrangement enables the
Corporation to plan ahead and that it preserves its independence.

The Public Accounts Committee, however, criticised the
agreement on the ground that it allowed the BBC to accumulate
£5 million in securities. The agreement expires at the end
of March.
The BBC has announced that there will be some readjustment
of the present pattern of sound broadcasting towards the end
of the year to meet the developing needs of the listening audience.
It has undertaken a survey of the whole field of domestic sound
broadcasting, and in its statement refers to the problem of
rising costs in broadcasting and the need to operate both the
sound and the television systems within the Corporation's income.
Our own view is that there needs to be a distinct change in
the personnel in some of the BBC departments. Many of these
executives still have the same outlook and apply the same
methods as when, broadcasting first started, and particularly in
connection with television. The take -it-or-leave -it attitude is
still there. Even those responsible for outside broadcasts need
to be replaced, for the public has grown tired of the same old
commentators. It should not be difficult to replace these. It
is not a job which requires very great skill or ability.
We also think it is high time that the parlour game complex
of the BBC was looked into.-F. J. C.
Our next issue, dated May, will be published on April Sth.
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Broadcast Receiving Licences
THE following statement shows
the approximate number of
Broadcast Receiving Licences in
force at the end of December, 1956,
in respect of receiving stations
situated within the various Postal
Regions of England, Wales, Scotland and Northern Ireland. The
numbers include licences issued to
blind persons without payment.
Region

_

London Postal.......
Horne Counties
Midland
North Eastern
North Wester
South Western........
Wales and Border Counties

..

4.

4

.-

Total
1,232,786
1,211.500
947,627
1,227,008
925,952
766,679
486,396

Total England and Wales
Scotland
Northern Ireland

6,797,948
868,010
198,072

Grand Total

7,864,030

...

Grant of Arms to Brit.I.R.E.
THE Council of the British
Institution of Radio Engineers announces that the Institution has been granted Armorial
Bearings and Supporters.
The
Shield of the Coat of Arms makes
allusion to the pioneers of radio
science, namely Professor James
Clerk Maxwell and Heinrich Hertz,
while the supporters are those of
the 7th Duke of -Devonshire, who
endowed the Cavendish Laboratory,
Cambridge, and of Admiral The
Earl Mountbatten of Burma who
played an important part in the
founding of the Institution and
who was President from 1-946-48.
The shield is surmounted by the
head of Mercury, messenger to the
gods. 'In addition a new motto has
been adopted, " Scientia pro
Hominibus "-science for the good
of mankind.
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by Mr.

By

' QUESTOR

Ltd., consists of two Marconi type
HM.200 multi -channel equipments
and aerials ; it is of particular
interest in that it makes use of
three new travelling -wave tubes
for the amplification of the ultrahigh -frequencies employed, and
thus represents a new departure
in U.H.F. point-to-point communication.
The installation, which will span
the river Tagus from Lisbon on
du.' northern bank to the rapidly
expanding industrial area of
Montijo in the south-a distance
of some 14 kilometres-will e aer
initially for .60 high grade radiotelephone channels.
Ultimately
it will provide 240 circuits.
Mallard Service Organisation
TWO new appointments have
been
made within
the
Mullard
Service
Department.
Mr. A. James, well known to
dealers as manager of the Mullard
Service Depot in Birmingham,
has been promoted to a post of
special responsibility at the main
service department at Waddon.
He is succeeded at Birmingham

N. T. Bird. who was
formerly Mr. James's deputy. Mr.
Bird's appointment became effective on December 1st, 1956.
New British Standard Supplement

B.S.I. has now published
THEanother
Supplement (No. 5)

to B.S. 530: 1948, " Graphical
symbols for telecommunications."
This provides functional symbols
for switching diagrams, with particular application to electronic
circuits. It is based on the recommendations drawn up by the Post
Office Terms and Symbols Committee with the help of a number
of experts who were invited to cooperate in this work.
Developments in electronic techniques have led to a corresponding
requirement for new symbols for
the representation of circuits and.
in particular, to indicate the functional operation of circuits without
the use of descriptive notes.
The system of functional symbols
in Supp!e;nent No. 5 provides a
circuit designer with means of
indicating the logical programme of
any circuit (electronic or electromechanical) regardless of the components used.
The supplement is also intended
to help students or maintenance
staff to follow the operation of

'

British Portuguese Contract
A UTOMATIC
TELEPHONE

& ELECTRIC COMPANY
LTD. has been awarded a contract for the supply and engineering
of a complete U.H.F. frequency
modulated wide-band radio -telephone link in Poietugal.
The
contract was awarded by, the
Anglo -Portuguese Telephone Company Ltd., through Telephone and
Associated Services Ltd., the consultants and purchasing agents.
The radio equipment, which is
being supplied and installed by
Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Co.

This illustration shows part of the static Marconi exhibition, given by
the Marconi Company recently, and a representative selection, of the
items on display. In the left-hand background can be seen a Marconi
U.H.F. Multichannel Repeater Unit, capable of carrying up to 600
simultaneous telephone channels in both directions, or television signals.

April, 1957
electronic circuits without having
to refer to circuit operation notes.
Explanations of some of the
terms used are included.
Copies of this standard may be
obtained from the British Standards Institution, Sales Branch, 2,
Park Street, London, W.I. Price
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vision of a modern Broadcasting
House in Brunei Town. a transmitting station at Tutong and
an additional small studio at
Seria. A receiving station is also
planned.
The Broadcasting House will
comprise one large and two small

85
serving with the company more
than 54 years. In the course of his
career Mr. Bangay has seen radio
equipment evolve from the crude
" spark " sets of the early days to
the giant transmitters occupying
hundreds of square feet of floor
space in use today. He has the

2 6.

V.H.F. For Midlands
THE BBC's Very High Frequency (V.H.F.) sound broadcasting station at Sutton Coldfield,
near Birmingham, transmits the
Midland Home Service on 92.7
Mc's, the Light Programme on
88.3 Mc is and the Third Programme
on 90.5 Mc/s. As at other BBC
V.H.F. sound broadcasting stations
the transmissions are horizontally
polarised, which means that receiving aerials will need to be fixed
horizontally.
The area in which satisfactory
reception is expected under normal
service conditions has a population
of almost 71 million people. It
includes the whole of the counties
of Warwick, Worcester, Leicester
and Staffordshire ; most of Derbyshire, Nottinghamshire and Shrop
shire, and parts of the counties of
Montgomery, Denby, Flint,
Rutland,
Lincoln,
Cheshire,
Northants, Oxford, Gloucester
and Hereford.
This new service will provide a
valuable reinforcement to the existing long wave and medium-wave
transmissions, which are unfortunately subject to interference
from foreign stations and from
electrical apparatus. V.H.F. transmissions are much less susceptible
to such interference and are also
capable of giving much better
sound quality. The V.H.F. service
will thus provide greatly improved
reception of the Home, Light and
Third Programmes for listeners in
the above -mentioned areas of the
country who provide themselves
with V.H.F. receivers and sutable
aerials.
New Broadcasting Station in the

Far

East

on the N.W. coast of
is to have its first
broadcasting station. The Brunei
State Council has approved plans
-for the establishment of a broadcasting system, and Marconi's
Wireless Telegraph Co. Ltd. has
been entrusted with the survey,
planning, installation and commissioning of the technical side
of the project.
The scheme includes the pro -

BRUNEI,
Borneo,

A model of the Radio Telescope at Jodrell Bank. This is a " still"
from a new educational film "Mirror in the Sky," the story of the
Appleton and Heaviside Lavers. Made with the co-operation of Mallards.
studios, with the usual administra- distinction of having served in
tive and programme offices. It is the industry longer than any other
to be fitted with, the latest types of radio engineer.
with the
association
His
Marconi equipment, with facilities
for tape recording, all types of company began in May, 1902,
disc reproductions and the handling when, having qualified as an
engineer at the City and Guilds
of outside broadcasts.
from Brunei's Technical College, Finsbury, under
Programmes
Broadcasting House will be fed by Professor Silvanas P. Thompson,
a Marconi V.H.F. F.M. high- he entered the newly founded
quality broadcast link to the trans- Marconi College, which at that
mitting station at Tutong, some 35 time was located in Frinton, Essex.
miles away, while another V.H.F. Later in the same year he went to
F.M. radio link is to be provided America, where he remained for
the succeeding five years.
for engineering control purposes.
Mr. Bangay is the author of
The transmitter at Tutong will two early text books on radio,
be a Marconi 20 kW medium " The Elementary Principles of
frequency equipment, feeding into a Wireless Telegraphy " and " The
quarter -wave mast radiator 60 Oscillation Valve," adopted in
metres in height (approximately 1915 by the Royal Flying Corps
200ft.). Initially, however, a pilot for the intensive training of wireless
service will be brought into opera- operators. The first of these
tion, with programmes being radi- books was translated and published
ated from a Marconi 2 kW trans- in four foreign languages (Spanish.
mitter installed ein a temporary French, Italian, Japanese) and
studio building at Brunei Town.
served both in this country and
abroad to give many thousands
R. D. Bangay Retires
their first introduction to the
MR. RAYMOND DORKING - mysteries of the science of radio
TON BANGAY, Foreign and to lay the foundation for the
reputation
which
Manager of Marconi's Wireless world-wide
Telegraph Company Ltd., retired Mr. Bangay has established for
at the end of December after himself.
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A Diode and Two Transistors Receiver
AN EXPERIMENTAL CIRCUIT FOR A PORTABLE OR DOMESTIC RECEIVER

ANY will not have the facility for erecting a
very long and high horizontal aerial out of
doors which is so necessary for the D de Transistor Receiver, described in the February, 1955,
issue on page 88, which should be studied before
building this sensitive and versatile receiver.
By adding another transistor to work quite independently as an audio amplifier, with a novel form of
independent bias, dwellers in flats can have loudspeaker results if the indoor aerial is correctly
installed and not too far from a station.
This receiver can be used either as a diode-transistor or diode' and two transistors. An outdoor
aerial can be used with the advantage of receiving
the more distant stations. The fidelity is very good,
almost as perfect as with only one transistor, but the
volume from the loudspeaker is greater.

amplifier transistor receives a larger bias so that
it works on the upper straightest part of its

characteristic curve.

The Receiver Circuit (Fig. 2)
The indoor aerial and lead to receiver consists of
50 yards (not feet) of wire. It may be a thickish
single strand, but preferably an insulated flex of
many strands. Plastic 5 amp. 230 volt single or, better
still, 2 or 3 amp. twin flex with any type of 250volt insulation. Join the two ends together at each
extremity. If it is not convenient to install it under the
roof in the loft for better reception then it may be
fixed up in the same room as the receiver. Zig -zag
the wire from side to side of the room, picture rail
to picture rail, and spread it evenly over the length
of the room with one end down to the receiver. In
all cases the wire must be kept away from walls and
ceilings at least 6in. Short lengths of cord or wooden
The Basic Circuit (Fig. 1)
The variable condenser in series with the aerial brackets can be used.
(Fig. 1), is for attenuating strong signals ; it also
Switches
improves selectivity.
SI has five contacts for the following purposes
Two high -Q coils give sufficient selectivity if suit(1) for switching the aerial off. This can also be
ably tapped and spaced apart. The cathode of the
diode which is painted red is connected to the coil used for connecting the aerial to another receiver by
tap so that the negative potentials with current are means of a short length of flex from switch contact
accepted and pass through the diode to the base of a point.
(2) is for reception with an outdoor aerial when
p -n-p transistor which likewise accepts these half
cycles. The positive half cycles are not allowed to very near a powerful station and when the .0005
pass and do not reach the transistor. This is the most aerial series condenser does not attenuate sufficiently
sensitive part of the circuit and results claimed could at its minimum capacity.
(3) is for normal reception of local BBC broadcasts.
not be obtained without a diode coupled direct to a
(4) is for strong Continental stations. An aerial coil
transistor as shown.
The diode should have low D.C.. resistance to with fewer turns may be needed. Use 'phones for
forward current with small fractions of a volt, but tuning.
(5) may be tried for weak stations, using 'phones.
an extremely high resistance to reverse current at
several volts. A germanium junction diode may serve It is not recommended for general use. The selectivity is very poor. However, in this case the aerial
better.
The diode-transistor amplifies the half cycles coil is disconnected and can, therefore, be used as an
passed by the diode. The, second transistor acts efficient wave -trap for higher frequency interference
purely as an audio amplifier. Separate bias and close to the wanted station. Turn the aerial coil
batteries are shown to isolate one
transistor from the other, so that
motor -boating and feed-back
Diode
Transistors
cannot take place. With only
e>
one battery either positive or
negative feed-back is possible by
reversing the connections to the
primary or secondary of the intermediate transformer, especially
when the accumulatór is run down
á
snd needs recharging.
The two fixed capacitors act
as by-pass, and the two variable
for tuning. Each collector is
connected to its own battery
Both emitters are
negative.
grounded to battery positives,
The diode not to earth.
transistor receives very little bias,
so that they work on the lower
-

part of their combined characteristic curve from near zero to
hear the bend upward, while the

Fig.

1.-The basic circuit.

:-
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tuner to its minimum capacity. Tune in the wanted aerial when S-4 may be at one. Powerful local stations
station accurately on the diode coil and then slowly which are capable of producing > mA meter reading
increase aerial coil tuner capacity. When it is tuned to from the diode-transistor do not require additional
the wanted station it will be absorbed and you will bias.
now reduce the aerial coil capacity
not hear it
slightly so that the wanted station is heard while the Coils
interfering stations on the slightly higher frequency
Centre-tapped coils are shown for convenience.
are absorbed and cease to interfere. The stations With long aerials one third the number of turns
on the lower frequency will, however, continue to from earthed end would be better. How to find the
interfere.
best tap was mentioned in February, but with an
S-2 is for switching off both batteries when the indoor aerial the meter indications will be very
receiver is not in use. A very small current through slight. The aerial coil is connected to earth, but the
the bias resistors will drain small batteries unneces- diode coil earthy end goes to the pot. slider for bias.
sarily if the switch is left on.
S-3 is for shorting the meter to prevent pivot wear.
Do not leave the meter working for long periods Transistors
When both transistors are used for reception, the
when listening in to the same station. Use it only
for making all the necessary adjustments, and cut diode -transistor works on the lower part of their
combined D.C. characteristic curve before the bend
the meter out.
S-4 consists of four switches, each having two upwards, with 0.2 mA passing through front bias
positions and all controlled by one knob. S -4A, S -4B, while the output transistor bias is adjusted to pass
l' mA current through it, so that it works from the
S -4C and S -4D are shown in the circuit with their
contacts in position two for working the receiver bend upwards on the straightest part of its characteristic curve. That is as it should be. It must be
with two transistors.
When S4 is switched over to position one then remembered that a transistor without a diode has a
S -4B is at off and the collector of the amplifier Iran- curve slope of 100 mA per volt at base when resistance
sistor is disconnected. S -4C is also at off and dis- in the circuit is very low, 5 to 7 ohms. and battery
connects bias resistor so that no current passes can supply alt the current needed. If the diode through this pot. and the base of the transistor is transistor were allowed to work on the straighter
now at earthed positive potential. S -4D switches off upper part of their curve, then it would be equivalent
the second battery and connects the meter to the first. to using a power output valve to drive another
battery. Now the second transistór and its trans- identical valve instead of using a suitable smaller
valve as a driver. A junction diode connected to
former are isolated with most parts earthed.
When soldering up the receiver, place this tour -pole OC71 transistor could be tried with more bias current
two-way switch S-4 close to the transistors so that passing through them if a power transistor is used for
output, with appropriate bias for it. But the volume
insulated leads are short.
S-5 is for optional use of bias with an outdoor from this receiver is adequate to satisfy most people
;

50 yards indoor aerial
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if an efficient speaker
far-away fringe area.

is

used and one is not in some

Transformers
The transformer .described in February may be
used between transistors provided it has taps for a
5 : I or 6 : 1 ratio, but even 10 : I will work. Its
resistance may be higher than 502 so long as the Z
impedance to audio frequencies is as high as possible.
Remember that the lower the D.C. resistance the
more efficiently will the transistor work. It will
destroy itself doing it if allowed to do so.
The 5 : transformer winding has fewer turns
from pot, to base to supply a higher amperage at
less voltage to the base. The 10 : 1 transformer is
for a 15 ohms loudspeaker.
Some of the mains power transformers for very
high voltage power units, with at least 500 volts,
can be had on the surplus market at reasonable prices,
and they work better than many very expensive audio
output transformers used for amplifiers. Interleaved
windings have less capacitance between layers of
turns and are better for higher audio frequencies.
Select those with many taps for various mains as
well as for various high voltage outputs ; then
matching up for best fidelity is easier. For example
taps marked 10-0-110-200-220-240 for mains and
40-20-375-395-435 secondary, also 6.3 volts for
heaters would give the 10 : 1 ratio by using taps
395-0 and 240-200 which produces 40 for the 15
ohms speaker, or the 6.3 for a 2 or 3 ohms speaker.
The 5 : I ratio can be had from 40-435 which totals
475 for battery negative to collector while 0-110 is
used from pot. slider to base. This actually gives
4.3 to I and is passable.
1

Bias
When using diode -transistor only any bias up to
2 mA may be tried. 0.2 to 0.4 will give best results
when weak signals produce less than 0.1 mA with.
S5 at off. 1f a station can produce 0.4 mA on its
own, additional bias has little significance because
the diode works more efficiently with less than 0.4 mA
passing through it, and S5 at off may give better
results.
Before using both transistors adjust bias for
diode-transistor to be about 0.3 mA with switch
S4 at one and SI off. Then switch S4 to two,
adjust bias for amplifier transistor to be about 1.5 mA,
and switch on the aerial. Remember, the meter
cannot show current through diode -transistor with
S4 at two.
The pot. sliders should always be turned to the
positive end before a battery is connected or changed
for another. A small non -spillable two -volt acid
accumulator or 2.4 alkali NiFe is recommended, but
a l or 3 volt dry battery works quite well. The
silver " Venner " alkali accumulators are ideal for
small portable receivers, but they are expensive.
Weaker signals need less battery voltage. Do not
use more than three volts, or two 14- volt dry batteries
in series,
If the meter does not give a steady reading during
average volume from an orchestra adjust bias for a
higher meter reading if meter readings rise ; or
reduce bias if readings drop on louder passages. If
meter still moves much, attenuate or it may be a mis'
match in transformer taps. If meter is steady during
average musical sounds then both transistors are
working at their best fidelity. But ignore sudden

meter movements or kick when suddenly music is
very loud or percussion sounds are made, as during
speech. It is natural for a sensitive meter to kick up
on sudden peak sounds. An A.C. meter would move
up for every sound made. If the meter wobbles
sometimes up or sometimes down, transistors are being
overloaded, so attenuate by reducing .0005 capacity ;
it should never be necessary to have it at maximum.
To prevent damage to transistors and meter by
excessive bias when using an outdoor aerial and
hunting for distant stations while powerful local
one is working, a 5 mA fuse at each battery negative
-is very necessary in this receiver. In addition to the
meter reading there is also an audio wattage which
is not shown by the D.C. meter. And this audio
current may have peaks of 10 mA permissible and
much more when overloaded and distorting. A fuse is
cheaper than two transistors and meter. You have
been warned.

Other Items
Two 5 mA meters could be used with this receiver
with the advantage of seeing what each transistor is
doing while adjustments and tuning is in progress.
I use two meters when hunting stations with an outdoor aerial, and BBC is on the air. Judging excessive
volume by ear is not so easy for assessing excessive
bias which does not produce much more volume,
only distortion when it is much too excessive.
The 16 /IF and 32 /tF electrolytic capacitors may
be of any working voltages 15 or more. They act as
a by-pass for pot. sliders. Two pots. and two batteries
are used in order to isolate completely one transistor
from the other and so have better fidelity at greater
volume. In an emergency one battery may be used
if both negative terminals for batteries are joined
together, but after listening in for some time or when
the battery runs down there will be a very unpleasant
background noise like running water or sifting gravel,
even when volume is greatly reduced by attenuating,
and this does not improve reception. Negative feedback helps a little, and larger capacitors up to 2,000,uF
were tried for by-pass, only to make matters worse.
Any electrolytic should be tested before use.
Connect the negative lug or lead to the positive of a
voltmeter and the positive lug or lead to the positive
of a battery of the same voltage as the electrolytic
When the voltmeter negative
working voltage.
terminal is connected to the battery negative the meter
reading will jump to almost full battery voltage
and then slowly drop to lower readings. If after five
minutes meter readings stop at, say, 3 volts leave it all
connected up for a-couple of days-the capacitor may
reform in time. If not, reduce battery voltage from,
say, 15 to 6 volts and readings should drop to nearly
zero. A leakage is small enough if it shows 2 to 3 volts
reading for our purpose, but a good capacitor will
drop to zero, or nearly so.
A jack for a pair of 100 ohms 'phones (preferably
balanced armature type) is shown connected so that
the loudspeaker is switched off when the 'phones are
plugged in.
Transistors are easily damaged by heat. Before
soldering wind a few turns of soft string or narrow
tape around the transistor lead and wet it. Use a thin
copper strip bent double at one end to pinch- and hold'
the end of the transistor lead for soldering. This will
prevent excessive heat travelling along the lead down'
into the transistor. It would be better if transistors had
pins at base as all -glass valves for small holders ;
.
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thin leads could project out of these pins for those
who want them or they can be snipped off when not

89

Part D may be an extension speaker in a cabinet
for connecting up to C or for other purposes.

.--anted.

Final Notes
Experimenter's Receiver in Four Parts (Fig. 3)
The 5 mA fuses shown in circuits are not necessary
Experimenters will desire to try their transistors, if the first transistor has a 1,000 ohm resistor in series
etc.; for all sorts of devices, but as these are expensive, with the emitter shunted by 50 ¡rF electrolytic capaone solution is to build the receiver in parts which citor and the second transistor has 470 ohms and
can he used for other purposes.
Terminals, or a 100 p.F in series with emitter.
couple of three -pin plugs, with sockets, are -needed as
Experienced radio technicians can build this
extra.
receiver with small size and high -Q coils, suitably
Part A may be used alone with phones connecting spaced apart and each having an additional winding
collector to battery negative. This can be a small of fewer turns closely coupled, instead of taps, one for
portable receiver.
aerial the other for diode. Then twin -ganged conPart B may be connected to part A for use with densers may be used for tuning and a switching arrangephones.
This also can be a small portable audio ment can be added for long-, medium- and short-wave
amplifier. An additional terminal connected to base sets of coils.
All properly aligned as for mains
would enable the transistor to be used for other receivers and in suitable cabinets with a loudspeaker.
purposes alone.
Much enjoyment can be had from this receiver.
Part C may be connected to A or B for use with No valves to burn out.
It is almost everlasting if
'phones or a loudspeaker.
carefully treated.
50 yards indoor eerie/
0
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000.9.1F

Sockets
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Jack for
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Plugs
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Fig. 3.-The eAperimenter's receiver.

Antiference "Exstat" and "VRAr' Aerial Equipment
-

WITH

the introduction of a new 18ft, vertical rod
aerial, Ant iference announce a new and improved
Exstat " and " V RA " aerial equipment.
range of
The new aerial, which tapers from ein. to in., is
-in three 6ft. sections of highest grade aluminium
alloy to aircraft specification and these sections are
joined by specially designed aluminium alloy ferrule
connectors providing a highly engineered 18ft.
rod aerial which is resistant to corrosion and capable
of withstanding winds of up to 80 m.p.h. Alternative
Wall or chimney mountings are available.
The aerials are supplied with or without " Fxstat "

Anti -static equipment -incorporating

'aerial and
receiver transformers with Ferrox-cube. cores which
ensure interference -free reception' with maximum
signal strength over a range of -10-2,000 metres.Special receiver transformers are available to provide
for multi -point reception where a'number of receivers
are required to operate from one aerial.
Literature, showing current prices of the new
aerials and accessories, is available upon application
direct to Antiference Ltd.,. or from their appointed
distributors.-Antiference Ltd.; Bicester Road,
Aylesbury, Bucks.
-

-

-
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An Improved Tape-record er
Reel Fixture
A USEFUL

IN

DEVICE FOR

THE

HANDYMAN TO MAKE

the battery -operated tape-recorder described in
a recent issue of PRACTICAL WIRELESS, the
take-up tape reel is mounted on a screwed
sleeve, soldered to the motor spindle. To enable
this to be done, the motor spindle is turned down
parallel to :;in. The reel is then driven by tightening
the upper nut on the sleeve to grip the reel, the nut
being slacked off to allow the reel to run free on
rewinding. The reel centre hole is opened up to
tin. to fit the screwed sleeve.
As turning down the spindle is a lathe job, the
opportunity can be taken to make a small component
which takes the place of the screwed sleeve, giving
several advantages over the sleeve and nut mounting.
The substitute piece gives a positive drive to all
standard reels, avoids the necessity of drilling out
the reel hole-possibly thereby spoiling the reel for
use on another recorder-and is instantly freed on
the spindle for rewind by a quarter turn of a finger
nut.' Reels can be dropped straight on to the spindle
over the nut, whether the drive is locked or not.
Furthermore, a second sleeve can be used on the
paying -out spindle, enabling this spindle to be
motorised for rapid power rewind.
The standard reel has a centre hole 5/16in.
diameter. The motor spindle is turned down parallel
to lin. as directed, and a plain brass sleeve turned
down to 5% 16in. diameter to fit the reel hole. The
sleeve is bored l in. to fit the motor spindle. This is
best drilled first and then reamed, for a good shakeless
fit on the motor spindle. Brass rod fin, diameter
(or larger) is suitable, to leave a flange 1/16in. thick
the full diameter of the rod. The sleeve length is not
critical, but the turned portion should not be much
less than Tin. long. Before parting off from the
rod in the lathe, mark off three equidistant points
round the small end of the sleeve and round the base
flange. These are for three small fins or keys to
engage in the three keyways in the standard reel hole.
After parting off the sleeve, hold it in the vice so
as not to mark or distort it, and make short saw -cuts
along the sleeve at each of the three marks. Do not
cut the flange. Keep the cuts in line along the sleeve,
so that the keys which are soldered in the slots lie
along the axis of the sleeve.
The keys themselves are filed up from scraps of
brass strip to the shape shown. Thin down the
edges of the keys if necessary so that they will wedge
in the slots just tightly enough to hold themselves
in position. Tin the edges and small end of each
key where it will contact the sleeve, and also along
the line of contact on the sleeve itself. Press the
keys lightly into their slots, wrap a few turns of wire
around the lot to hold the pieces together, and sweat
the keys in position, pressing them close home while
the solder is molten.
The locking fitment for the spindle consists of a
spring -loaded finger nut located on top of the motor
spindle. First, place the sleeve on the spindle and
add the reel, adjusting this to the correct working

By L. C. Mason

height above the deck. Mark the spindle a fraction
above the top of the sleeve and cut it down to the
mark, filing or turning the end flat and square.
Drill down the spindle and tap 4 B.A.
The nut is turned from a scrap of steel rod, reducing
it to 5/16in. diameter to pass easily through the hole
in the reel. Drill down the piece No. 26 to clear a
4 B.A. screw, and knurl the end for finger grip.
Open up the end with a 7/32in. drill to ¡in. deep and
part off tin. long. Transfer it to the vice and at the
end which rests on the spindle file the end back
each side until two tongues about 1/16ín. wide and
deep are left standing up across the diameter of the
nut. Two tongues result, owing to the 4 B.A. clearing
hole in the middle. Only one tongue is needed, so
file one down level with the rest of the end.
Saw a slot 1/l6in. deep across the drilled end of the
motor spindle, and open it up with a thin file till the
tongue on the nut will fit it snugly. Treat the sleeve

4

BA.

Details of the fixture.

similarly, cutting one slot midway between two keys.
Assemble the nut on the spindle with a light spring
seating in the larger hole in the top of the nut, a 4
B.A. screw in the spindle retaining both.
A spacer is required on the motor spindle under the
sleeve to bring its top level with the spindle end.
This can be a collar from a condenser spindle set screwed in position.
The reel can be dropped on to the sleeve over the
nut, whether the sleeve be locked or not. To free
the drive, lift the nut against its spaing and-give it a
quarter turn either way. To lock, turn it till it catches
the spindle slot, when a slight turn of the spindle
or reel will let the nut drop into engagement with the
sleeve and lock it.
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ing difficult. Using the layout shown in Fig. 3, the
completed oscillator will fit in a screening can 3rin.
high and tin. in diameter, the potentiometer knob
coming on top of the can. A tagboard can then
be Used for wiring points, giving a rigid assembly
and greatly simplifying construction.
The transistors are marked T1 and T2, " E,"
" B " and " C ", showing emitter, base and collector
connections, respectively. If the transistor leads are
left full length this will avoid any danger of heat
travelling along the wires and damaging the
transistors, which is a very real hazard when the leads
are cut short. This, and holding the leads with
flat -nosed pliers, will avoid any possibility of a spoiled
transistor, if the soldering iron is not applied for
longer than necessary.
Paper or mica condensers are satisfactory, and
or 2 watt 'resistors. Since the battery lasts for many
months, it is soldered in, -this being simple and
reliable. The zinc case is negative, and the card tube
is left on the cell to avoid shorting the switch tags.
When wiring is completed and the oscillator
switched on, the note should be audible in 'phones
connected from the output lead to battery. Turning
the control knob should adjust volume from zero.
Tagboard Construction
A container could be made from paxolib tube,
As the unit is intended to have a flexible output if no screening can is available. About 12in. to 18in.
lead, with prod, there is no point in reducing dimen- of flex, screened after issuing from the can, forms the
sions to the absolute minimum, which makes solder - output lead, and terminates in a test prod. The braid -

THE great utility of an A.F. oscillator in receiver
testing is so well known that it scarcely needs
emphasising. A transistor circuit has the
advantages of small size, and freedom from
dependence on mains supplies or H.T. and L.T.
batteries. In many ways it is thus ideal.
The valve circuit shown in Fig. 1, is a well-known
and popular type of A.F. oscillator, needing no iron
cored components. Each valve drives the other, and
the output may be taken from one anode. The note
produced can be adjusted by modifying the component
values.
A transistor equivalent of this circuit appears in
Fig. 2, and is that employed in the oscillator. The
values are chosen to produce a fairly high frequency,
but this will vary according to the actual transistors.
If a lower note is desired, it can easily be achieved by
increasing the value of one, or both, of the feedback
coupling condensers, .05i+F or .01/IF being satisfactory. The 200 K. potentiometer allows output
to be adjusted from maximum down to zero, and this
is useful when working back through a sensitive
type of amplifier. The potentiometer has a switch to
interrupt the battery circuit.

Fig.

1.-4

catre modtiribrrrtor.

°

Fig.

2.-The transistor form

o
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ing is taken to- the metal container,
which is wired- by a short, flexible
lead to the positive battery circuit.
A short length of flex, terminating
in a clip, also comes from this
point, as shown in Fig. 4.
To use the oscillator, the clip is
attached to the chassis of the
receiver, and the prod worked hack
through the A.F. circuits, from the
output stage. As more gain becomes
available, the signal may be reduced

the. potentiometer.
Working
backwards in this way will soon
show where a fault is in an amplifier,
or the A.F. stages of a receiver.
The usual precautions should be
taken when dealing with mains
receivers, and particularly circuits
by,
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TI.

200K
T2

6E

9

Teg

Dard

\--le-Output

Switch

Fig. 3, -11 7ring diagram of the oscillator.
leave t h is lead disconnected, merely applying the
ptod. to the A.F. circuits.

A Warning

of the
-completed unit
'lPefílr'e insertion
in
a
:suitable
screening can.
-Two views

No danger

arises

with

battery receivers; of course.
But with mains equipment
there is always the possibility that the whole oscillator may become alive to
the mails, and this should
always be watched for
when making any, -tests
whatever with such receivers or amplifiers.

PRACTICAL TELEVISION MARCH ISSUE
NOW ON SALE
PRICE is. 3d.
The principal article in this month's issue of our

a " live " chassis.
For mains equipment, the
.002/4F condenser in series with the output lead should
be mica, or of 750 volts rating. With a live chassis, a
further condenser of around .05¡4F, 750 volts working, can be included in the " earth return " lead. In
other cases it will be found that it may be possible to

with

IQ1111111111Ì111

Craiding,can,
"Earth Return

-end leed to

battery

i

-

Prod

Clip

Fig.

4.-The completed oscillator

in its case,

companion paper, PRACTICAL TELEVISION,
deals with the adaptation of an ex -Government
RF26 unit to enable it to be used as a Band I
converter.
Only five additional small items have to
be obtained, in addition to three coil f<rrmcrs, as
the modification is not a difficult task. Anothe
article in this issue deals with Shared Channel
Interference, a trouble which is being met with by an
increasing number of viewers as more stations come
on the air on the same channel. The causes and
remedies are explained.
The construction of a Bandswitch to enable one to
switch from Band I to Band III, especially designed
for a converter recently described, but which may
also be used with other typés of converter, is also
given, together with an article on another Switch
which does the same thing but which avoids the
necessity for a Diplexer or similar items, and permits
the user to retain two aerials each working separately.
The Data Sheet this month deals with the
McMichael M17T Series whilst the ,Servicing article
covers the Vidor CN4216.
Other articles deal with Unit Construction, the
BBC Film Studios (Ealing), and the Beginner's
Guide to Television, which this month covers the
various methods of scanning which have bees
used in TV.
Th, issue is complete with the usual features -Underneath the Dipole, Correspondence, and Your
Problems Solvcd.
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Making a Low-impedance Record/Play
-----u--- .head
A UNIT FOR

THE TAPE

By

RECORDER DESCRIBED LAST
B.

E.

FOLLOWING the publication in this journal of
"A Battery Operated Tape Recorder "
(September, 1956) I have received many letters
dealing with a variety of problems arising out of the
construction of the instrument, and perhaps the
greatest number of queries concerned the play/record
head. There is doubtless a feeling among those who
attempted to build the recorder that the cost of the
head was high, when compared with the cost of other
parts required. Also, the head recommended has a
gap width such that two records can be made on the
same length of tape. As a result of these two facts,
it was decided that a play/record head must be
evolved which, in the first place is cheap, and in the
second place, makes one record over the complete

(a).
F

Fig. 1. Details of the Head, and its construction
from a Nut.

width of the tape. In an effort to keep the cost of
the head as low as possible and yet the performance
of the recorder as high as possible, I embarked upon
a series of experiments in an attempt to produce a
suitable head. The result of the experimentation
showed that a successful play/record head could be
produced with only a few tools, and no specialised
material, in about four hours' continuous work.
The cost of producing the head worked out at a little
under half-a-crown.
The Design
The construction of a play/record head necessitates
a good measure of patience and as one must understand implicitly the functioning of the component,
a word or two concerning this aspect will not be
amiss. Fig. shows a representation of a play/record
head. The pole pieces A and B are made of some
magnetic material with a high permeability, but low
retentivity, mu-metal generally. Around each pole
piece, and wound with precision, are the coils C and
D, connected in series. At E and F are gaps, the
one at F being negligible, but the one at E being
of the order of .00lin. It is across this gap E that the
tape passes. Let us consider the action of the head

YEAR

Wilkinson

identical electrical impulses, amplified by means of an
amplifier, and fed finally to the windings C and D
on the head. The alternating current in the head
then, being identical to the original sound waves,
creates an alternating magnetic field in the mu -metal
pole pieces A and B. The flux density at the gap E
tends to become greater at the point of least reluctance,
i.e., across the magnetic surface of the tape. And so,
in effect, the tape becomes part of the magnetic
circuit of the record head, and the alternate positive
and negative magnetising of the pole pieces, by the
signal, induces magnets in the iron- oxide surface
of the tape. Owing to the retentivity of the oxide
the magnets are not readily removed unless the tape
is subjected to a strong magnetic field. As the tape
is moving at the time the signal is applied, the
result is that after passing
the head it has upon its
surface tiny magnets the
width of the tape, the
number per second and
the strength being identical
to the frequency and the
amplitude respectively of
the applied. signal.
playback the
During
reverse process takes place.
The tape withthe magnet(b).
ised surface passing across
the gap E creates flux
changes in the pole pieces A and B. These
magnetic changes cut the windings of the
coils and, due to Faraday's Law of Electromagnetic Induction, small EMFs circulate the coils.
These are taken to the input of an amplifier, the
output of which feeds a loudspeaker. Enough has
now been mentioned concerning the action of the
play/record head, that we may proceed with the
constructional data.
Constructional Data

The materials required are all easily obtainable
and comprise the following. One hexagonal brass
nut of approximate diameter lin. to 1 jn., a strip of
(a)

1

during recording, and playback. During recording,
sound waves, fed to a microphone, are converted into

Fig.

2.-Details of the winding.
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mu -metal _l in. wide by approximately 2in., 40-43
s.w.g. insulated copper wire (not cotton or silk
covered), small pieces of mica, two 4 B.A. nuts and
bolts, lead out wire and paraffin wax.
The brass nut forms the body of the play record
head, so that if appearance is to be considered it
can be neatly shaped and finished by removing the
six corners with a file and buffing. However we
will concern ourselves with the necessary operations
in shaping the body. Fig.
shows the hexagonal
nut, with one corner neatly rounded so that the
1

Slot neatly /V/or/ Wit/) so/der
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layer, so that the winding of the strip proceeds A to
one layer, B to A, second layer, A to B third
layer, whence the wire passes to C on the underside
of the strip. The procedure is then repeated, C to
D one layer, D to C, second layer, and C to D, third
layer. The wire should be put on, each turn beside
the previous one, and each layer, after being wound
on, should be lightly smeared with, say, Dttrofix, to
keep the turns secure before the succeeding layer is
put on.
have mentioned that this task is tedious,
but as with all tasks of this nature it is worth while
to take it steadily and carefully. The operation
should be carried out in strong light and those who
wear glasses for reading are recommended to wear
them.
Having wound the coils successfully, the pole
piece is bent to shape shown in Fig. 3(a). The final
shape of the pole piece should be such that when the
pole faces at a are pressed together, it is rectangular.
We are now ready to seal the pole piece into the body,
but first a turn or so of plastic covered lead out wire
should be put on each coil, and the fine leads g and
h from the coils carefully soldered to the ends. This
is an important point, since the coil wire is too fine
to form a lead out on its own. The plastic -covered
lead out wire should then be sealed to the coils
13,

1

-

Ends of pole
face
(a).

Gap

B.A.

bolts

(e).

(h).
Fig. 3. --Assembly and connection data.

thickness is constant (approximately.lin.) over the
indicated angle of 120 deg. Now taking the point
half way across this radiused surface, cut a slot with
a hacksaw, the thickness of which should not exceed
twice the thickness of the mu -metal we are to use.
Fig. 1 (b) shows this in perspective. This part is now
for the time completed and may be put on one side
while the pole pieces is considered.
The strip of mu -metal should now be taken and
with a fine file remove any sharpness due to cutting
with shears.
An excellent source of mu -metal,
by the way, is from cathode-ray tube screens. These
can be obtained very cheaply from ex -Government
radio and electrical surplus stores, and yield a
substantial quantity of the metal. in the doubtful
event of mu -metal in this forni being unobtainable,
strip from transformer laminations is suitable,
provided that it is the soft variety found generally
in small audio transformers. Do not, however, use
laminations from mains transformers. Once the strip
is free from sharp edges it can be bent by means
of small pliers into the shape shown in Fig. 2 (b).
Now, to ensure that the surfaces a and b are perfectly
fiat and smooth, the strip is ground very carefully
on a fine file or a well-oiled stone. When both faces
are perfectly smooth one can undertake the winding
of the coils.

Winding the Coils
Probably the most tedious task in the construction
of the head, coil winding has the compensation that
the more care one takes the more successful will be
the resulting head. Leaving a length of about
free in the middle of the strip, wrap around the strip
as shown in Fig. 2(e) one layer only of Sellotape.
Now, taking great care, about 800 turns of the fine
insulated wire must be wound" on the mu -metal
strip in two windings each of 400 turns. Each winding
should he put on in three layers, about 130 turns each

with Durofix.

Clean up the shoulders of the mu -metal pole
piece with fine emery cloth and tin with a soldering
pon, taking care not to allow solder or flux to get
on to the pole faces. Now, taking the brass body,
in the slot and the area immediately surrounding it,
wiping off all the excess solder. Taking the pole
piece, slide the faces between the slot, with the coils
nside the body Fig. 3(b). It was mentioned previously that the magnetic gap must be of the order of
001 in., and we must now take steps to make this
g ap. From the piece of mica, carefully select slivers
with the aid of a sharp knife and measure the thickness of each sliver with a micrometer until a piece
b etween .001 and .002in. is obtained.
Now having
made sure that the area of this piece is greater than
he area of the pole faces, pull the pole faces apart
v ery slightly and slip the mica in between. II'the_polc
f ace is aligned
correctly, the entire unit can, be
c lamped firmly in a vice, so that the pole faces
are
ight against the mica. With a hot soldering iron fill
u p the tinned slot, ensuring that the brass edges
are
s ecure, and also that the outside of the
pole faces is
fi rmly soldered to the brass.
Completion of the play/record head now entails
c leaning up the unit. The ends ofthe pole faces will
p roject a little beyond the slot in the brass body.
With a very fine file, and taking extreme care, as one
n lust not crack the mica between the pole faces,
file
he mu -metal until it is flush with the brass. Do not
11 le directly across the gap
or directly with it, but at an
ncident angle, 45 deg. being reasonable. This is to
void
a
a jagged edge between the faces, which would
n eutralise the effect of the gap itself. Having done
his and filed off the excess solder, the area immedia tely surrounding the gap must be buffed
and
p olished. Eventually, one will see the ends of the
ole
faces
set flush with the brass body, and the gap
p
w l appear as a very fine line.
Finally the two 4 B.A. bolts are soldered to the body
a s shown in Fig. 3(c), to enable the play/record head
to he secured to a tape deck.
The space inside the
b ody surrounding the coils is nosy filled with"molten
P£ traffn wax and allowed to cool.
I
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Built to the highest standard
CABINETS

CAT. NO. CAB/03. A magnificent
Bureau -type Cabinet of the very highest
quality in specially selected Walnut veneered exterior. Light Sycamore interior with
Rexine lining to match. Outside dimensions, length 34ín., depth 173in., height
Sloping control panel on right-hand
side appr)x. 161n. s 101in. Removable
baseboard on right side approx. llkin. c
15in. Two full-ei::ed felt lined comportments in the lower half.
-

I

CASH

161 Gns

or on Credit Terms.
Pachíng arad Carriage

`2.51-.

CAT. NO. CAB/04. Walnut veneered de
lone cabinet of the very highest quality
with sycamore -lined interior and pull-out
base, 14in. c ilio,, on the right-hand side
Dimling on high quality bail bearings. Large
sitic. covered baffe board with speaker cutout on right-hand side belote chassis control
panel. Overall sire 32i n. longs 32íu. hieb
s 16is. deep. 13_in.s Pin. control paeseï.

CAB/02. A welt-designed
Bureen-typo cabinet in a medium size.
Veneered in a highly figured Walnut.
Outside din elisions, length Min., depth
Min.. height 32in. Sloping control panel
on right-hand side approx. 13in. x 163 in.
Removable baseboard on right-hand side,
approx. 13 fin. c 18ìn. Large record comCAT. Nº

partment inside the

the top on left-hand
Parking

!

oabinei, located at

Hcie.
CASH ONLY
and Carriage 20(

CASH

£13 10 0

12 Gns.

or on

Creditand

Packiºzq

Tmrdag
erms.
C

e

CHASSIS AND TUNER UNITS
CAT. NO. CR/AF1149PP. Complete redid Chassis of latest Design and 'Technique. 9
valves. 4 wavebands including FM/VILE Band. Push Poll output stage, including special 10in.
high -flux density speaker. A.C. 290/256 volts 50 cycles only. Suitably lit multi -coloured glass
dial of the horizontal type. Slow motion tiring drive. Full provision of Automatic Volume
Control. Negative feedback from output transformer secondary. Sockets provided for Aerial,
Earth, Cram. Pick -lip and Extension Speaker. Connections provided to Cram. Motor controlled by Chassis On/Off switch. All inductances have an exceptionally high Q valise. The
Audio Section is designed for first rate reproduction on Radio and Gramophone. The tone
controls have been given an extra raide range to embrace all types of recordings. Size 151n.
Long n 6.'.io.

high

x 711n.

deep

CASH

26 Gns.

M/r`M (FOUR WAVEBANDS)
TUNER CHASSIS. P.M. Short,
Medium and Long. Sis valves.
Superhet with permeability timed
FM/ VHF band. Magie Eye Tuning.
FM band sensitivity of 0.9 microvolts. Minimum oscillator radiation.
Less than 20 kilocycles
drift. Signal to noise ratio 'better
than 28db.
Size Brin. long x
6' in. high x_7:l in. deep.
CASH

22 Gns.

Or on Credit Treine.

Parking and Carriage

*

SINGLE WAVEBAND
FM TUNER UNITS

Or ou Credit Terrn_s.
PacY.nag and earrings

11,5-.

Self powered. Six valves with grounded grid RE stage
followed by additive raiser using a PCC85 twin triode
in sealed permeability tuned unit- Two I.P. stages
ensure manimum gain with 6AL5 double diode as
ratio detector. Frequency coverage of 85-101 megacycles allows adequate overlap. Very finest quality

throughout.

,

CAT. NO. FMT/A. Complete Unit in Cabinet with
Magic Eye tuning. Boxed, 13in. long x 61in. overall
depth es 73ín. high (approx.).
Credit Tremi.
1612 Gns. 0e"
Packing and Carriage 12/li.
CAT. NO. FMT/B. Chassis only excluding magie overall depth
eye. Unboced, 111ín. long x
z 4in. high.
CASH £13.15.0. Packing and
Carriage l2íú.

LOUDSPEAKERS, AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS, GRAM. AMPLIFIERS, TAPE RECORDER equipment, etc., available at keenest prices. Send for large illustrated Catalogue.

ALL FULLY GUARANTEED.

Generous extended credit terms on orders exceeding £15.
Dealers supplied at full discounts.

-DOMESTIC
90

DIRECT SALES LTD

JUDD STREET, LONDON, W.C.I.

Telephone

:

TERminus 9876/7
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PREMIER RADIO COMPANY
H. MORRIS & CO. (RADIO) LTD.

B.

6

l'.`rr TI )Ass
2 -BAND

(Dept. P.W.) 207, EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2
BUILD THESE NEW PREMIER DESIGNS
ALL-DY BATTERY
PORTABLE IRRADI0 RECEIVER

T.R.F. RECEIVER

0

£5.15.BE

BUILT FOR

Plus

3-Band Super -

MULLARD AMPLIFIER KIT
the

components for
model 510, PLUS preamplifier
en one chassis (total six
valves) may be purchased
for £12.12.0, plus pkg.. & post
716, or preamplifier and tono
control in a separate unit,
114.14.0 plus pkg. & post 7;6.

WhyAll

not
make
the
Best %
NOW

SUPPLIED

UL'rlL ALINEAR

Send for the Premier WIDE ANGLE
TELEVISOR booklet, 3.6 post free.

High "Q" Coils

4/-

EACH

Iron dust

cores. Clip
in fixing.
AMAZING EFFICIENCY

or Superhet T.R.F. or
Transistor operation.

3f-

Postage

a

in

components.

COMPLETE WITH ENGRAVED PANEL,
15l6 EXTRA.

COMPACT GRAM AMPLIFIER
Suitable for any
type of Pick-up.
Volume and tone
control fitted with

A NEW TAPE RECORDER

£5

CREDIT TERMS
DEPOSIT
and 8 monthly payments of £4.18.6

knobs.
Overall
size 7i-in. long a
;kin. wide x Zain.
high.
Complete
and ready for use.

H.P.

GRAM

Plus packing & postage
R.S.R. 4 -Speed
x9.15.0

S/.

2;6.

Autoehaugcr,
pits 5,- pl,-g, & post.

£ESD

B.S.R. TES 3 -Speed
£4.12.6 plus 2,6 pkg. & post.

UNITS

All coils for

TERMS

Flat
wound

CATALOGUE

Transcriptor pre -amp. HOME-LIGHT-THR.DLUX

.

ETC.

Ii;;

i

f

(t

Not a guaranteed cure
positive answer to
selectivity problem..

but-A

//7frameHigh'Q'
aerials

KIT

cutcneon
bronze

in

" W.W." switch tuned circuits and
MW 2/6 each
LW loading 4/ - for other F.M. designs.

!4I-

dials

316

Other

fitted-

OStOR
Switch -tuned

F.M.

Very efficient.
Can be built in an evening

5?- x

ARature
nmrkings far trawler band.

Selectivity & Performance

An easily

Simple Remedy

List of coils and

each includes spot

OSIVIOR COILS , PEI*/

.

651

finish

4/ -

Coils for

Patterning

T.V.

1016

THE LATEST
in modern technique.
Ideal for crystal tuners.

10.7 I.F.

1957

STATION

EACH

TI- EACH

£20

!TEND FOR LEAFLET
STAMP FOR OUR

Collard Tape SEPARATOR

2466
urePlcte

DEPOSIT

2:_d.

FERRITE
Dial assembly
Rod Aerials F.M. COILS for OSMOR Coils I.T.A.ConvErter
To fit inside T.V.
TRANSFORMERS

MW $/9
M -LW 12/6,so

1

and 12 monthly payments of £1.17.1
Cash
price £40 plus packing and carriage
_;
2
Case finished in Brown and Antique
Fawn. Size 1ìn. X 12/in, x 7 /ia. with the
very latest type Continental fittings. For
A.G. mains 200-253 volts, 50 cycles.

f2.19.ó

iron dust cores,
dip -in fixing.

-'

-obm or 15chin Speakers.
Negative feedask.
Any
type of pick-up
may be used.
Overall size Sin. a lin. a 5in. Price of
Amplifier complete, tested and ready for
use. 15.5.0 plus 3/6 pkg. and cary.
A STEEL CASE IS NOW AVAILABLE,

saperhet circuit covering
medium and
long waves. Resiue covered cabinets
Sllin.
x 10in. x 52in., in contrasting
colours, wine with grey panel. Instruction
book 16 post free, which includes full
constructional details and list of priced

Potted Coils

EXTREMELY

SMALL

&

Miniature

4

valves

{NITR

OUTPUT
TRANSFORMER

BUILT FOR
Valve line-up
ESL'., 6V6 and
6X5, FOR A.C.
MAINS 330/250
VOLTS. Suit Valle for either

£7.8.0
Plus Pkg.

bet Receiver

may be built
for 6:7.19.6
plus pk.& carr.
These two
receivers use
the latest type
circuitry and
are fitted into
attractive cabinets 12in. x 63in. x 5_ in. in
_-either walnut or ivory bakelite or wood.
Individual instruction hooks It- each,
post free.

,,,E.4-WATT AMPLIFIER
n J A A Plus 2'G Plc,
. I. tj,¡.1</
& Carr.

MAY BE
BUILT FOR

.

Telephone t

AMBASSADOR 4033
PADDLNGTON 3271-2

Full

instructions etc.

(stamps for fuIiy
uding G SMOR) DESIGS

components and full
building information
on request.
descriS-ValveptivSe

incSenld

HetlaceratMiunire-

ditto, Battery and Battery! Mains Receiver,
Mains T.R.F. S`Het and T.R.F.' Feeders. Sand 3 Converters, Wiring
Diagrams, Chassis Templates, Coil & Coilpack information and price
lists and information on circuits in " Wireless World," "Practical
Wireless,"" Radia Constructor." Full Circuits included. See also
Classified Advts. on page 140.

418 BRIGHTON ROAD,
SOUTH CROYDON, SURREY

(Dept. PW9)

CROydon 5148/9
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absolute measurement but by the relative difference
frequency between successive harmonics, the ear
being sensitised to the" fundamental upon being"
suggested. He says that Compton is always and presented with the appropriate linear characteristic
everywhere pronounced Cumpton and that it is a fre- of successive harmonics.
quent place name in England, from Devon to NorthA standard pick-up and normal turntable are
amptonshire; occurring no fewer than 26 times. He used, with three -speaker system which can be extended
tells me, what I do not accept, that it derives from the to four speakers without any additional circuitry.
Welsh "Cwm" (Anglicised as Coomb and Combe),
meaning a narrow valley in which is a tun or enclo- Transmitting
sure. He also tells me that Compton is often spelt
as Cumptun in mediaeval documents. Moreover, he A LARGE number of readers have written to me
on the subject of amateur transmitting who
says that if Mr. Dennis Compton really did make a
with displeasure any suggestion that such a
public protest against pronouncing his name Cumpton regard
whatever cumfort he may have derived from such feature should be expunged from the pages of this
a piece of inverted snobbery he was displaying sad journal. Most of them, however, are. transmitters
ignorance and putting himself out of step with the themselves and are also in the trade, so they are not
rest of the Cumpton Cumpany. The concise Oxford confronted with the financial and other difficulties
Dictionary gives 18 words in common use, in which which trouble the amateur with limited means.
the prefix corn ' is pronounced ' cum.' " May I They all point out, however, that there is no other
say that I know a number of Comptons and none of source from which they can obtain information on
them pronounces his name Cumpton. I am always transmitting topics such as we publish and which
suspicious of dictionary derivations of words and they think is a definite help to the up and coming
names. Many of them 'are obviously guesswork. generation who wish to qualify as amateur transSir Compton also tells me that it is not correct that a mitters. They also point out that this is of interest
large number of Scots are called Compton, and in - from a national point of view in that it is from amateur
support he tells me that there is only one Compton transmitters that the various services draw a conin the Edinburgh Telephone Directory. That is not siderable proportion of personnel for filling the more
proof, for it is well known that Scots gravitate south highly qualified posts. Ott the other hand, many of
at a very early age and also that the commonest name my readers tell me that they would like to see our
in Scotland is Smith. However, I refuse to adopt the short-wave feature extended ; on this I invite the
snobbish pronounciation of Cumpton and will close opinions of readers.
with the comment that I am glad to know that
Sir Compton is such a diligent reader of this journal. Those Police Broadcshts
IT is, of course, possible to pick up police b`roadcasts and I sometimes receive inquiries for a
Sound Reproduction-A New Approach
circuit. Whilst it is not strictly illegal to
A NEW system has recently been evolved by New suitable
listen in to these broadcasts it is illegal to pass on
Process Recordings, Ltd., London, for the any information obtained in this way. It is, therefore,
purpose of adapting electronic circuitry to the a practice not to be encouraged, and I must reluctantly
physiological functions of the brain by modifying the decline from giving the information desired.
sound picture and presenting it in a form which
permits ready separation in two dimensions.
Do -It-Yourself
Although the system utilises standard monaural THE Do -It -Yourself movement in this
country,
sources such as ordinary discs, tape, radio, television,
has reached enormous proportions and
etc., the reproduction cannot be readily distinguished whichwhich
has been aided by the production of special
from that obtained with normal, high -quality, twin- tools and materials
for householders, is not a new
channel stereophonic tape recordings. Skilled movement. Radio preceded
it by many years and,
observers have, in fact, expressed a preference for the indeed, in its early stages there
were more people
new method.
making radio sets than buying them. Even to -day
The fundamental disadvantage of twin -channel hundreds of thousands of people still service their
stereophonic sound is the positional effect at the :own radio and. television receivers. What appeared
intersection of the two speakers normally used. to be a complicated subject they have found, with the
There is no such disadvantage with the new process. help of our radio handbooks and periodicals, to be
On the contrary, the sound picture is- preserved over comparatively easy. It is not surprising, therefore,
the whole area except for a small space immediately that they have turned their attention to other aspects
in front of the speakers.
of the home and its equipment. Perhaps that is why
One of the principles utilised in the development so many readers of this .journal also read our comof the equipment is based on the fact that the brain panion journals, The Practical Householder and
determines the frequency of a fundamental not by Practical Motorist and Motor Cyclist.
?

SIR COMPTON MACKENZIE tells me that
Compton is not a good old Scottish name, as I

.
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Swinging C yokes
DETAILS OF AN

EX -GOVERNMENT

SURPLUS COMPONENT

By

E.

G. Bulky

THESE components are available upon the
surplus market, and to the newcomer, to
radio they seem to cause confusion as to
their application. These chokes are used as the input
component of choke input filters associated with
mercury vapour power supplies. Choke input filters
have the advantage of providing very good voltage
regulation in limiting peak anode currents during the
operation of the mercury vapour rectifiers.
The swinging choke is so named because of its
varying characteristic, that is to say, the effective
inductance varies with the direct current. This
varying characteristic is the result of careful design
of the choke itself, and is accomplished by having
a small air gap in the core. The presence of this
prevents the saturation of the core due to the high
D.C. flowing through the windings. The inductance
rises to a value as the D.C. flow through it decreases,
and vice versa.
The inductance of swinging chokes usually lies
between 5 and 20 Henrys, and as previously mentioned,
they are the first component in the input filter. This
is, of course, followed by a choke having a constant
inductance ; reference to the diagram below will clarify
this point. The physical size of swinging chokes is more
or less the same as constant inductance types ; that
is, of course, those having similar inductance values.
The critical values of inductance for swinging
chokes can be calculated, so one should have no
difficulty in determining the inductances required to
cover the variation between a zero signal and full
signal current.

Now this current value must be substituted in Ohm's
Law to calculate the load resistance. The voltage is
the D.C. output from the filter to the load, so with
two known values the third, namely R, can be
evaluated.
With the load resistance now known, this in turn'
where
can be substituted in the equation L=

Calculations
In the first place, one must determine the current
taken from the power pack at no signal. This D.C.
is the product of both the load and bleeder currents.

THE

4C nains input

11830,

L is the required inductance in Henrys for a swinging

choke at zero signal. This approximate value is the
high figure of inductance, and likewise the same
method can be applied to determine the inductance
at the other end of the swing, that is at full signal.
First, the D.C., followed by the load resistance, must
be calculated, as previously explained, and substituted
in the inductance equation.
From the second calculation, one has arrived at
the approximate inductance at. the lower end of the
scale, and the reader dap then select a choke that will
swing between the two values arrived at.
Three typical components may be quoted from
a present-day catalogue to give the reader an idea
of the ratings of these components. The smallest is
rated at 8 Henrys at 50 mA falling to 2 Henrys with
250 mA passing, The second is rated at 14 Henrys
at 50 mA dropping to 3 Henrys at 250 mA and the
last has a rating of 50 Henrys at 50 mA dropping
to 10 Henrys at 250 mA. The D.C. resistance of the
first two is 126 ohms and for the other 190 ohms.

B.I. .E.

The President's Prize

Mºrcur'y vapour rectiPiers
Swinging choke

Exam. Prizes for 1955

Council of the British Institution of Radio
Engineers has announced the award of prizes to
candidates who took part in the Graduateship
Examination during 1955. These are as follows :

Constant
inductance
choke

/

:

(awarded to the most outstanding candidate)
To A. C. Dey, a Junior Commissioned
Officer in the Indian Electrical and Mechanical Engineers.

Loso

The S. R. Walker Prize :
(awarded to the candidate second in order of
merit)
To G. R. Tyler, a medical laboratory technologist, in charge of the biochemistry

laboratory at Sarnia General Hospital,
Ontario.

Smoothing condensers

3

L'teºder resistance

Circuit of a power supply incorporating a swinging choke

The Audio Frequency Engineering Prize :
To N. G. Lolayekar, who is in charge of the
Audio Engineering, Measurement, and Radio
Sections of Eastern Electric and Engineering
Co., Bombay.
The Electronic Measurements Prize :
To K. K. Nambiar, B.Sc., who has recently
completed a post -graduate diploma course
in electronic engineering at the Madrac

Institute of Tcchnoloty.
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Battery receiver

A SIMPLE 5 -VALVE SUPERHET FOR GENERAL

USE

By H. Hindle

THIS receiver is a portable, but it is not a midget
or vest pocket receiver with tiny batteries that
last for next to no time unless used very
spasmodically. On the contrary, this is a receiver for
regular usage in the home, but which can be taken
in the car or for picnics on the beach or in the
country or, perhaps, used as a bedroom or sickroom
receiver ; in fact, an " all rounder." The design was
prompted, in the first place, by the predicament of
members of the nursing fraternity who wanted a
receiver in their private quarters, but who were
forbidden to connect a mains receiver to the power
supply. It was realised, however, on consideration,
that such a design would have much wider appeal
and that this type of receiver had been sadly neglected

in the past.
What were the design considerations then for a
set to fulfil this requirement ? Obviously a portable
type of cabinet will be a great convenience so that
the receiver can be of the greatest possible use,
but the cabinet must be large enough to take a
reasonable size of battery. The dimensions given
in this article are to suit a cabinet which was on hand
but they are not critical and could be altered to suit
an available case. The circuit is very stable and so
long as the general layout is followed no difficulty
will be experienced.
The outline of the circuit took form when con-

sidering the universal purpose of the receiver. It
had to be simple to operate so that non -technical
people could get good results from it, and this ruled
out any T.R.F. circuit that depended on reaction
for sensitivity. That can be all right in the hands of
someone who understands it, but the public are now
accustomed to simple, single knob tuning with an
ordinary volume control and little or nothing else.
So this receiver had to be a superhet. This, in fact,
makes the receiver even easier to build than a
sensitive T.R.F. receiver, which is much more prone
to instability, so the beginner need not worry on that
score.
The number of valves must be limited in a battery
receiver if the battery drain is to be kept within
bounds, and even with the larger size of battery to be
accommodated here it is no use throwing away the
precious power. By choosing superhet operation,
however, we are already committed to four valves,
i.e-, a frequency changer, I.F. amplifier, detector and
output-that is, if trick circuits are to be avoided,
and that is desirable on the score of simplicity of
operation and reliability. Naturally, modern, low consumption dry battery valves are used.
Input Circuit
Conventional coils could be used in both aerial
and oscillator positions, in which case an external
aerial would be required, or alternatively a frame
aerial could be used, serving both as aerial and as
input coil. With this latter arrangement it is still
piacticable to use an aerial if desired, but within the

limits of the sensitivity of the combination the aerial
can be avoided and the receiver becomes of much
more universal use. The frame aerial was therefore
chosen and fortunately the cabinet used is supplied
complete with a wooden support for a frame aerial.
The signal picked up by a frame is, of course,
much less than that provided by a first class aerial of a
fixed installation.
The directivity of the frame,
however, is of advantage in avoiding interfererce
(mains borne interference has already been avoided
by using batteries) and a further advantage is the
apparent improvement in selectivity by virtue of the
discrimination in signals from different directions.
Subsequently, this receiver was converted to use a
Ferrite rod aerial ; this is described as the reader
may prefer this type ,of aerial.
The first two valves are, as usual, the frequency
changer and one I.F. amplifier, but even after this
amplification the signal derived from the frame is
not very large except in very unusual circumstances
where the transmitter is very close to the receiver.
For detector, a diode would usually be employed
because it is considered to be linear and distortionless,
but in actual fact the diode is linear only if the signal
applied to it is of reasonable amplitude ; at low
amplitude of signal the diode operates differently.
A more sensitive detector at low signal levels is the
well-known and in earlier years the universally used
leaky grid circuit which, of course, contributes some
signal amplification. Though this circuit causes more
distortion than the diode at higher signal strengths
it is, in fact, just as satisfactory on that score at the
small signal amplitudes coming from the frame.
In fact, the usual diode circuit is generally followed
by a high gain audio amplifying stage, actually the
triode or pentode section in the same envelope. Thus
the diode detector must be working on a low input
signal and therefore not under circumstances most
favourable for distortionless operation. For these
reasons, therefore, a leaky grid detector was chosen
in the present design.
A consideration of the valve characteristics of
modem battery valves shows that very useful gain
can be obtained at audio frequencies for negligible
H.T. current and comparatively little filament current.
A voltage gain of 50 times is obtainable and the low
current drain is obvious from the size of load resistor,
usually I M.Q. Even if the valve was considered as
a short circuit, placing the load resistor directly
across the H.T. the current flow, taking the battery
voltage as 100 for convenience, would be only a
,tenth of a mA. A further stage of amplification in
this receiver will be very useful in view of the desire
to use a frame aerial and if this should be interposed
between detector and output stage, where one of these
very economical amplifiers can be used, it will serve
the additional purpose of ensuring that the detector
input is kept low by permitting more frequent use
of the frame aerial unaided by external aerial.
In fàct, it will be seen to be better to work the receiver
without external aerial whenever sufficient signal

-
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strength can be so obtained
because the volune control
will then be nearer maximum
for a given volume of signal ;
in other words the detector
will be working on a 'smaller
signal which will be better
for quality.
Five valves now appear in
the specification and the choice
of valve types will be such as
to keep down the power consumption, so the choice will
clearly be the modern economy
valves and for convenience of
construction the modern trend
of miniaturisation is followed
so choice naturally fell to the

lM,lfaVJWv----11hrV4Wwt

B7G series.

The Circuit
The circuit of the complete
receiver is given in Fig. 1-.
It was decided that medium
and long waves should be
provided.
In the writer's
district the long waves provide
the most reliable Light programme, but in any case it
seems worth while to include
this, because if the set is

I
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o

000904 'm
oo
00000000
2,-,2000-6Ó00MJ

moved about one can guarantee picking up` the Light
programme anywhere in the
country. Short waves were not
considered worth incorporating in a receiver such as this,
however, as the average person never uses them and the
extra complication is not
worth while:
The frame aerial has to be
wound to match the medium wave oscillator coil. For long
waves either a second Frame
could be wound or a loading
coil used. The latter is more
convenient, and was found
to give excellent results so consequently it was adopted. For
waveband switching it is only
necessary to short out the
loading coil on medium waves.
Oscillator coils are required
for medium wave and long
waveband. A printed dial was
provided by the suppliers of
the cabinet which was used,
and in order to ensure accurate
calibration it was decided to
use standard commercial coils
with adjustable cores. Three
Osmor coils are used, therefore, one long -wave loading
coil, a medium -wave oscillator coil and a long-wave
oscillator coil. As already
slated, a frame aerial was
wound to fit in the cabinet.
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A miniature two-gang condenser is used for tuning,
one of the type with a dust cover, and this had
trimmers affixed so that no separate. trimmers were
required for the medium waverange. Strictly speaking additional trimmers should be provided for the
long waverange to ensure proper alignment to the
scale but in the writer's experience there is very little
interest in any signal on the long waves, except for
the Light programme. Consequently, it was decided
to dispense with long -wave trimmers, to tune the
long -wave Light programme at the right position
on the dial using the cores of the two coils and
leaving the condenser trimmers where they are
required for medium-wave work, accepting the
inaccuracy over the rest of the long -wave scale,
which is not very great anyway, and is not used.
The I.F. stage is quite normal, using standard
I.F, transformers for coupling. For the sake of
simplicity A.V.C.. has not been incorporated and
consequently the valve in this stage does not require
a variable -mu type of characteristic and so a 1L4
is used. The screen of this valve derives its H.T. in
common with the anode of the local oscillator,
thus saving two components.
The second I.F. transformer feeds into the leaky grid detector, V3, the components C6, R3 being grid
capacitor and leak. It is better with this valve to
return the grid leak to positive low-tension for
detection and this is. conveniently done via the
transformer secondary to earth, to which L.T.+ is
connected. In view of the L.F. amplification that is
to follow, instability is likely when the gain control
is rotated towards the high -gain position unless R4,
C5 are introduced. These components, however,
introduce ample decoupling and the circuit is completely stable. V3 is another 1L4 and it shares its
screen feed with the next valve.
R6, C8, C9 form an I.F. filter in the output of V3,
C7 being the coupling capacitor, and the signal is
fed to the volume control. In view of the adequate
audio gain, and having in mind the universal application that was the original aim, sockets for connecting
a gramophone pickup are provided across the volume
control. Obviously, in view of the portable nature
of the receiver, it will not be desired to leave the
pickup permanently connected to the receiver, but
.

.
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rather it will be plugged in only when wanted.
Consequently it is considered unnecessary to provide
gram. switching to isolate the gram. input when
using radio. Of course, if the pickup is left connected when listening to radio the signal strength
is likely to be considerably reduced. When using
gram. it is necessary to mute the radio circuits,
of course, and the most economical method is
rn

clearly to switch off the filament supply to those
valves (i.e., the first three) not required for gramophone because these valves will not draw any of
the precious current from the batteries. The wave change switch is, therefore, provided with an extra
bank of contacts for this purpose. This makes
four banks in all and requires three positions ; such a
switch is commonly available.
V4 is the economy amplifier, a third IL4 as previously mentioned and a Brimar 3V4 provide a good
output for a minimum of H.T. current. Bias for
this stage is provided by R10 in the H.T. negative
supply circuit ; C12 prevents undesired coupling
that might otherwise be experienced as this resistor
carries the H.T. current for all the valves in the
receiver. This is the only valve provided with bias
in this way ; V4 is adequately biassed by returning
this grid, via the volume control, to L.T. negative,
in view of the fact that L.T. positive is earthed.
Construction
The chassis size, as determined by the original
cabinet, was loin. by 4in. by l¡in. deep. There is a
cutout to one side of the front as shown in Fig. 2
and in elevation in Fig. 3 to take the 5in. speaker
which is bolted to the front of the chassis by the three
lower holes of the speaker frame. This avoids the
need for loose leads to a speaker screwed into .a
cabinet. The receiver is one compact unit which
can be drawn from the cabinet as a whole and this is
very convenient for adjustment or servicing. An
aluminium plate is required also to support the tuning
capacitor at the correct height for the dial assembly
to suit the cabinet used and this is shown, with
dimensions used for the original, in Fig. 3. When the

cutout is done and the tuning capacitor plate completed the chassis should be drilled in accordance
with Fig. 2 and Fig. 3. Holes are also required at

44.

Fig.

2.-Drilling

r
and other data for the chassis.
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the front

the back of the chassis to take the aerial and gramophone plugs. A dimensioned drawing is hardly
necessary for this and the position of the sockets will
be seen from the wiring diagram. Make quite sure,
however, before drilling that the components to be
used match up with the drilling diagram. No doubt,
it will be found worth while to follow the usual
procedure and to draw out the drilling on a. sheet of
drawing paper ; to try on the components and,
when satisfied, to use the paper as a template for
marking out the chassis. Three holes to be fitted with
grommets are indicated. These grommets are not
absolutely necessary, but they make the chassis
neater and prevent the chassis from cutting through
the sleeving.
It will be noticed that no fixing holes for the valveholders are shown on the drilling diagram. The best
way to deal with these is to punch out the in holes,
to drop the valveholders into the holes and to turn
them until the pin sockets are disposed in the relative

of the chassis.

positions, as shown on the wiring diagram. This
is important in order to ensure that the wiring is
short and follows the path taken in the prototype.
Then the position of the fixing holes can be marked
on the chassis and drilled.
The components can now be mounted and the
illustrations will indicate clearly where these go.
Notice from the wiring diagram where earthing
points are required and fit soldering tags whilst
assembling. Take care that the connecting pins of
the I.F. transformers are in the correct positions,
as indicated on the wiring diagram as identified by
the numbers on the base. Before mounting the
tuning capacitor solder to each of the soldering tags
at the side of the component that will come over the
grommet -fitted holes about 4in. of connecting wire
and feed these through the grommets as the component is mounted.
(To be continued.)

LISTS OF COMPONENTS
1
1

i
_

1
1

Portable cabinet.
Dial, dial plate, pointer
Outside chassis drive spindle } To suit cabinet
Drive drum, cord, spring
Output transformer, standard miniature.

3 Knobs.

)))

1 5in. speaker (Flac).
5 Valveholders B7C (McMurdo).
1 4 -pole 3 -way switch, AB wafer type.
2 I.F. transformers (Wearite type M800).
1 Coil
(LH)
1 Coil Q08 (L3) Osmor
1 Coil (209 (L2) )
1 Midget 2 -gang variable capacitor 500 pF (VC1,
VC2) (Jackson).
1 1 Mo volume -control with 2 -pole switch (Amplion).
1 Valve 1R5 (VI)
"Brimar
1 Valve 3V4 (V5)
3 Valves 1L4 (V2, V3, V4))
3 100 pF capacitor (C6, C8, C9) (Dubilier type 635).
1 150 pF capacitor (CZ) (Dubilier type 635).
1 300 pF capacitor (Cl) (Dubilier type 635).
1 470 pF capacitor (C3) (Dubilier type 635).
3 .05 MF capacitor (C4, C7, C11) (Dubilier type 410,
250 v.).
1 4 pP capacitor (C1.0) electrolytic (Dubilier type
BR, 150.v.).

8 ,pF capacitor (C13) electrolytic (Dubilier type
BR, 150v.).
1 100 µF capacitor (C12) electrolytic (Dubilier type
BR, 12 v.).
1 30 mF capacitor (C5) electrolytic (Dubilier type
BR, 150 v.).
watt (R10)
1 6800 resistor
1 33 K
(R2)
2 47 K
(R4, R6) Dubilier type BT
(R1)
1 100 K
1

2

1

M

2 2.2 M

_

(R3, R8)
(R7, R9)

Tagboard, 3 tags plus earth.
1 Tagboard, 2 tags plus earth.
1 Two -pin socket " aerial."
1 Two -pin socket " gran."
26 s.w.g. double cotton wire.
1

24 s,w.g. tinned copper wire.

Sleeving.
lft. four -core cable (or two lengths of twin cable),
cores colour coded.
1 4 -pin battery connector.
1 Chassis lflin. x 4}in. x 14in. with aluminium tuning
capacitor support, made to suit cabinet to be used.
i Wooden frame to take frame aerial and to fit inside
the back of the cabinet, or alternatively, if desired,
1 Ferrite rod aerial. medium wave (Osmor).
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PRACTICAL RADIO COURSE
as you build your own

receiver and testing
instruments
This new addition to the unrivalled I.C.S. range of
technical training courses offers you a double opportunity.
Here is your chance to gain a sound knowledge of basic
Radio and Electronics theory-under expert tuition-whilst
building your own 4 -valve radio receiver, signal
generator and high -quality multi -tester.

WHAT YOU GAIN. At the end of the course you
will have gained not only three pieces of equipment
of permanent practical usefulness : you will have
library ' of reference
accumulated a personal
material-I.C.S. Instruction Manuals, expertly
edited and presented-which you can keep by you
always for guidance. Furthermore, you will have
gained immeasurably in knowledge, through a
balanced combination of study and practical work
-with the specialised help of the world's largest
correspondence school.

Multi -tester (sensi-

tivity

1,000 ohms

per

V.)

`

TRAINING TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS. Whether you
plan to ha\ e a business of your own, to become a
service engineer, to pursue a career in the radio
industry, or to take up radio as a serious hobbythis course provides the ideal way of obtaining a
firm foundation of essential. knowledge. If you are an
intending examination candidate, I.C.S. training offers
you the most thorough preparation you could have.

RF/AF signal

generator

All the equipment shown here is sent to the
student as part of the course : you don't have
to buy anything extra.

Other courses include : RADIO ENGINEERING, RADIO SERVICING AND
SALES, BASIC RADIO, RADAR ENGINEERING, BASIC RADAR, F.M.
ENGINEERING, TELEVISION ENGINEERING, TELEVISION SERVICING,
BASIC TELEVISION, ELECTRONIC ENGINEERING, INDUSTRIAL ELECTRONICS, BASIC ELECTRONICS and guaranteed coaching for professional
examinations.

There are

I.C.S. courses
to meet your
needs at every
stage of your
career.

POST 7710,9IN i
INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS LTD. Dept.
COUPON
i
International Buildings, Kingsway, London, W.C.2.
04V
1

170

G.

70-

for a FREE book

on

careers in Radio, etc.,
and full particulars
of I.C.S. courses.

Nam'
Ac+c'r_ss
4ï 57

'ERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

9
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PRECISION -BUILT COMPONENTS

"0"

GANG CONDENSER

Miniature model in 1 or 2 gang, capacities up to 365 pf
swing, front area lain. x 1-17/32in., including sweep of
vanes, length 1 Gang lin.,
2 Gang lain., Spindle tin.
dia. x Lin- long.
Aluminium vanes, cadmium
plated steel chassis.

Gang 7/6

1

Price

2 Gang 11/6

IT'S RELIABLE IF IT'S
MADE BY JACKSONS!

CAT. No. 5250

for illustrated catalogue.

Please write

JACKSON BROS. (London) LTD.
KINGSWAY

WADDON

.

Telephone

SURREY

.

CROydon

:

.

2754¡5

The full range of

E
187

lT

1

LONDON ROAD, MITCHAM, SURREY
can supply all the
parts for this efficient
little 3 valve
wave preated short w
ceiver. Ideal for serious
long distance reception.
and also as stand-by
set, or as a compact
bedside receiver. Detailed price list will be
sent on request. This
set was -fully described
and illustrated in the
Wireless,
Practical
Nov. and Dec. issues.

(71,

11

I
'

}

I_Y,

ri,

MULLARD
10

REPRINT OF DATA

1/-

"_,

VALVE

short wave components in stock.
Eddystone catalogue price IT,

THE "JASON" F.M. TUNER KIT

We

-,,

r,`,ri

1ú

MIT. 3282

'SHORT WAVE 3"

THE BEGINNERS

5

HA1H

The most suc cessful
Home
signstrver
ro-

.

sign

ever

re

/j

pro-

parts

-

ii

Fus

`

.e,F

4,',"'

Constructional
Details including
F.M. Tuner and

'-

'
J

Il

a

,iI

-.

e

I

-

,¡fl

_

1

i

ap-

l'r
ç9
o

y

r

Price List, 3/6.

Mullard Tape
Amplifiers.

i

ti

..

VALVE

1

ALL-DRY BATTERY SET

lljlS NPlali

,s

r°Y

-'-

fi

91

r

/,

qll

pricei-`

?r

7

ill

'4..t

-

stock.

in

-

§tel."

«(`

Jaaon°0 ss

CU:LD THE R.E.P.

.f

Parts stocked for

Ft

I«

All

WATT

Quality Amplifier

i

construetional data in.
cluding point -to.
point and
list. PRICE 2/-.
Full

-,

'"
standardr
;,7

reception.

and

f

ú

duced.
Euild
yours
to day
and
enjoy tGe
thrill of Ni Fr
crystal
clear

Or'

""ol%I¡-

it

Complete kit of parts
including valve 33/6. KT.
and L.T. battery 8/3,
Headphones
pair.
Full constructional details and price list, price
9d, post paid.
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An Easily Built Cross -over Unit
DESIGNED PRIMARILY

FOR THE

NEW LOUDSPEAKER

ENCLOSURE DESCRIBED

IN THE

By Arthur Adams

OCTOBER ISSUE

THE description of the New Speaker Enclosure
has roused a great deal of interest and from the
many letters received it is evident that there
are many readers who are not satisfied with their
present equipment and are determined to do all they
can in the search for High Fidelity.
It is really surprising to find a large number still
using the old-fashioned type of top -cut tone control
and cabinets that will boom, even with a piccolo
solo. They live with it and get used to it. Some
even boast of the glorious bass they have secured.
A good test for your equipment is provided by the
human voice. When a talk is being broadcast, set the
volume to a normal speaking level and listen to it
from just outside the door of the room. It should
then sound as if the person were then talking inside
the room. if there is any boxiness or background

capacity in the cross -over unit which by-passes the
higher frequencies across the bass speaker.
Construction
We will now describe a simple and inexpensive

cross -over unit which can be easily built and assembled
on a ply baseboard about the size of a postcard.
Paper block capacitors are necessary, and many of
the advertisers in this journal can supply these quite
cheaply. Capacitors of the electrolytic type cannot
be used, as the capacity build-up in these can only be
secured by a D.C. potential. It should be appreciated
that the audio signal is alternating and cannot provide
the one-way potential which is necessary for any such
build-up.
About four of these block condensers should be
secured, say, two at 4µF and two at 2µF. These
can be connected in parallel so that different capacities
of 2, 4, 6, 8 and 12 p.F may be tried across the bass
speaker.
The required inductance is made from. a Alb.
Treble
reel of 22 s.w.g. enamelled copper wire. This is hank From
L.S.
output
Fig. 1:-The circuit of wound and taped, with lain. inner diameter. This
--O
transformer
the cross-over unit.
hank -winding often presents a difficulty to the
Bass
inexperienced and a spool or bobbin may be preferred.
LS.
The core of the bobbin should be Mn. thick and 1?in.
in diameter and the cheeks are of paxolin or cardo
board 24in. in diameter. These are glued firmly
together and a hole drilled through the centre for the
colouration, you may be sure the cabinet is at fault. fixing screw. The wire may be anchored by small
if there is any rattling or cross modulation the ampli- holes in the cheeks.
fier or speaker equipment is suspect. In most of the
radiograms the writer has listened to the feminine How it Works
voice is woolly and grotesque. From outside the
Referring to the theoretical diagram it will be
door of the room you should not be able to tell observed that the large capacity is across the bass
whether the voice is actual or reproduced. That
is high fidelity.
Many readers already possess suitable speakers
for the new enclosure and we can inform them of
those which were used in the final tests with excellent
results.
Cross -over
unit
Treble
Bass
2,000 c.p.s.
Wharfedale W12/CS Super 3
Rota G.12 (pre-war) Plessey 6in. Ellip : 1,000 c.p.s.
Goodman Audiom 60
Goodman "Axiette"1,000 c.p.s.
(Bass)'
Goodman Audiom 60
Plessey 6in. Ellie : 2,000 c.p.s.
(Bass)
The Goodman Audiom 60 with the bass cone is
recommended, as the cone resonance is well below
any broadcast frequencies. Speakers with a cone
resonance in the region of 50 or 100 c.p.s. should be
avoided, as they are liable to accentuate any mains
4.->e<
hum which may be present in the amplifier output.
'
The different frequencies shown in the cross -over
units are necessary in order to accommodate different
Bass
types of treble speakers. For instance, if your treble
\ Treble
speaker shows signs of distress or a rattle when the
Fig. 2. Practical constructional details. The input
volume is raised, the cross -over point should be lifted
is taken to the two outside tags, and the two speakers
in order to give more work to the bass speaker. This is
are connected as shown.
easily açcomplished by decreasing the value of the
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speaker. This by-passes or cuts away the higher
frequencies from the bass speaker, and feeds them
to the treble. The size of this parallel capacity determines the position of the cross -over and how much
" top cut " is applied. It will also be observed that it
feeds these higher frequencies to the treble speaker
with which it is in series. The inductance is in
parallel with the treble speaker and its reactance or
reluctance obstructs the higher frequencies and causes
them to pass through the treble speaker. The inductance value also assists in the determination of the
cross -over point. The higher the inductance value,
the wider is the upper register. The lower frequencies
pass easily through the inductance in order to
operate the bass speaker.
It should be appreciated that these inductances
must always be made with wire of fairly heavy gauge
and low resistance. Otherwise, with an inductance
of 3 ohms resistance and a speech -coil of 3 ohms, half
the signal would be dissipated in the wire.
The unit described here is of the quarter -section,
type and cannot, therefore, present the problem of
phasing or the alteration of the polarity of the
loudspeakers.
The cross-over unit does not provide an abrupt
cut in the Frequency range or give a precise separation
of the two loudspeakers. its chief characteristic is
a gradual attenuatïôn or falling-off of the higher
frequencies in the bass speaker and a gradual

Telephone Weather Service
F OR the extension of the G.P.O. Telephone Weather

Service to seven provincial centres, new recording
and replay equipment has been adopted by the Post
Office. Basically, this is the well-known Emidicta
office dictating machine, chosen for its established
reliability, its ease of handling by non -technical staff,
and its adaptability to the specialised P.O. technical
'and operational requirements.
The Ernidicta is a magnetic disc recording and
replay instrument using an 11 in. plastic disc coated
with high coercivity magnetic material (similar to the
now -popular recording tape),, over the centre of
which is placed a spiral tracking disc. Attached to
the underside of the arm carrying the recordjreplay
head is a toothed wheel which engages with the
grooves on the tracking disc and so tracks the head
across the magnetic disc. It also steps the head back
as required to repeat part or all of the recording when
it is caused to rotate by means of pulses supplied to it
from a repeater mechanism. Erasure of the recording
is made by lowering a special multi -pole permanent
magnet into close proximity with the disc.
The special Emidictas supplied to the Post Office
incorporate certain modifications which have been
carried out by the E.M.I. technicians in co-operation
with the Post Office engineering staff to enable it to
produce automatically a continuous repetition of the
recorded message.
An adjustable rod, sliding in a tube and capable of
being locked in any desired position by the operator,
is mounted on the arm carrying the head. Micro switches are fitted at the Outer and inner limits of the
travel of the arm. The outer micro -switch is actuated
when the head is in the correct position at the start of
the disc and it initiates the recording or the replay ;
the inner micro -switch is acutated by the adjustable
rod when the head arm reaches the end of the record-
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roll -off of the lower frequencies in the treble.
In this way the larger excursions of the cone, which
are the requirement of bass notes, are confined to
the larger speaker ; and the movements of smaller
amplitude, which are set up by the higher frequencies,
are accommodated by the tweeter.

The Values
With 15'ohms loudspeakers and a cross -over at
about 2,000 c.o.s. the capacitor of 6µF is used (4 uF
and 2 i4F connected in parallel). This will be found
suitable for speakers from 9 to 15 ohms impedance.
To lower the cross -over point, increase the capacity to
8 or 10 ¡iF. Where speakers of 2 to 6 ohms impedance
are used it will be necessary to double the capacity
and use for the inductance a wire of heavier gauge
to reduce the resistance, say, 18 s.w.g.
The unit described is easily accommodated in the
speaker enclosure and should be fixed to the panel
immediately below the treble speaker. Ensure that it
is clear of the shelf when fixing.
A three-way tag-strip fixed to the baseboard will
assist in the assembly and all connections should he
carefully soldered. The wire from the inductance
should have its enamel scraped away or cleaned with
sandpaper before tinning and soldering. It will be
seen from the diagrams that the centre tap is common
to both speakers.
ing ; this operates the replay providing the step -back
pulses which return the head to its outer position.

Operation
The machine is first switched to " Record " and
the head arm is positioned so that the outer switch is
just closed. At the end of the recording the machine
is stopped and switched to " Replay " ; the movable
rod on the head arm is then adjusted so that the
inner micro-switch just closes and initiates the stepback pulses. When the head arm reaches the " start
position again, the outer micro -switch closes, the
pulses are cut off and the recording is reproduced
in the normal way, after which the cycle of operations
is repeated automatically and continuously.
During the stepping -back process the amplifier is
muted, the muting being removed by the operation
of the outer micro -switch. The step -back pulses are
designed to return the head to the start of the disc in
not more than 10 seconds even with the maximum
recording time of six minutes. The outer micro switch is provided with a fine adjustment so that the
starting position of the head can be precisely located
at the beginning of the recorded message.
Since the recordings will be made by many different
operators, a system of delayed A.G.C. has been
incorporated to ensure that the output level will
remain reasonably constant. Thus changes in input
levels of up to 16 db produce no more than a 3 db
change in output.
The head has been designed to use replaceable
pole tips, which are easy to renew and have a life of
many hundred hours. To increase by as much as four
times the normal life of the pole tips a highly polished
disc has been developed, while to minimise the
destructive effect on the pole tips of dust and grit
particles which, if allowed to settle on the recording
disc become embedded in its surface, a special plastic
cover has been made to cover the deck.
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A CONVENTIONAL TUNER
WITH " SURPLUS "

BUILT

PARTS

"
THE cheap F.M. tuner to be
By " Merk Time

described was constructed
from an ex -Government unit
--the E.F. strip type 373, which is
designed with an intermediate frequency of 9.72 Me/s. This strip was
bought in.a surplus store for eight
shillings ;. excluding valves, ofcoutse,
but including a circuit diagram. It
is recommended that anyone else building this tuner
should obtain a circuit diagram when purchasing
the I.F. strip, as it proves very useful.
The I.F. strip consists of three stages of amplification complete with four I.F. transformers. These
are followed by a double diode (demodulator and
a.g.c.), a noise limiter pentode and an a.g.c. amplifier.
All of these have B7G bases, and this decided the
type of valve to be. used. The following line-up was

The Intermediate Frequency of the tuner is 10.7
Mc/s ; it was decided to adopt this standard frequency
rather than experiment with the 9.72 Me/s for which
the strip is built. in order to bring about this change
of resonant frequency ,of the 1.F. transformers, it is
necessary to change the value of the capacitors inside
the cans. Only the final I.F. can, which contains the
ratio detector transformer_, has to have its coil
rewound.
adopted :
The instruments needed for final line-up are very
VI R.F. amplifier, 6AM6, old VI socket.
few ; a signal generator giving a C.W. output of
V2 self oscillating mixer, 6AM6, old V2 socket.
10.7 Mc/ s and a multimeter were all that were used
V3 I.F. amplifier, 6AM6; old V3 socket.
by the author. [t must be appreciated, however, that
V4 limiter, 6AM6, old V4 socket.
an F.M. tuner has to be aligned much more accurately
V5 detector, 6AL5, old V6 socket.
In a later model the 6AL5 will be replaced by two than an A.M. superhet, which will give a reasonable
GEX34 crystals, this will lower the heater current output With its I.F. transformers several Kc/s off
required by the unit. The actual power supplies peak. If, therefore, a 10.7 Mc/s signal generator
required by the complete unit are 20 mA at 200 volts cannot be begged or borrowed, it is not ,worth while
and 1.5 amps at 6.3 volts. If the crystals are used attempting the conversion. Alternatively, it may be
possible to persuade a friendly service engineer to
this latter figure is reduced to 1.2 amps.
up the tuner for a few shillings, if your power
It is estimated that the total cost of the unit, line
including valves, if everything is purchased on thc supplies are portable enough.
surplus market, should not exceed £4. All components required which are not in the C.F. strip have Preparing thé Strip for Conversion
been marked with an asterisk in the components
Before removing unwanted components and drilling
list on pages 10$ and 109. Components which are taken holes in the chassis it is best to
decide whether detecfrom the original strip have their old reference in tion is going to be by means of
GEX34 crystals or
brackets on the components list.
6AL5 double diode valve.
The tuner in the

t
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Fig. 1.-Theoretical cirend of the tuner.
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illustrations uses the latter, but no decrease in performance should be brought about by use of the crystals.
The 6AL5 version will be described throughout this
article.
The first thing to be removed is the plug which
originally carried the power supplies. This has seven
Ì wires going to it
three yellow for a.g.c. and bias,
red and black for the 200 volts, and brown and grey
for the 6.3 volt heaters. Of these the red, black,

I

är

removed between valves 1V4, 1V5 and 1V6; the valve
base belonging to 1V5 should be removed by drilling
out the rivets. The socket marked 1P2 should
also be removed, together with the tag strip on the
side nearest the valve base for 1V6.
Transferring our attentions next to the stages
;
prior to the transformer 1T3. All the wiring and
components in the wiring, excluding the heater wiring,
should be removed from the aerial input up to the
primary of 1T3. The aerial input
amegien
socket, IPI, should be removed and
kept in a safe place, together with
all the valve cans. The valve bases
should be cleaned of all excess solder,
pieces of wire, etc., on the tags.
This should be done with great
care, and no force used, for the tags
will break easily.
The transformers
1T1
Ter
and
112
7n
should now be
removed prior
Underside of the unit before modificati on.
to mechanical
Pr
26
work.
being
brown and grey should be left untouched and the three done on the chassis.
yellow wires only removed at their source, which is
on a tag strip at the side of valves 3 and 4.
Sec
Next the output cable, complete with co -axial Mechanical Work
the
on
26
plug, should be removed from the gain contred
Chassis
Bit
potentiometer and stored carefully, as it also fits the
wo,
The chassis is made of
aerial input socket and can be used as an aerial plug. silver plated brass,
and
is
The potentiometer itself should also be removed.
easy
to
work.
The majority of the decoupling condensers in the extremely
main constructional
strip are contained in their own individual screening The
cans mounted on top of the chassis. There are IS work involved is in fitting
in all, and each has its circuit number painted on the the I.F. transformer 1T2 in
outside. All of the condensers except the following the position originally held by
Fig. 2.-Details o
should be removed from their cans when they
become accessible during the stripping described.
Condensers to be left : IC13, IC14, IC15, IC16,
IC27, IC29, IC30, IC3l. Of these all except 1C27
keep their original connections.
Proceeding next with the stripping.
Having
removed the gain potentiometer the next thing is
to remove all wiring, and components in the wiring,
in this part of the chassis, from the output of the
transformer 1T4 right through to where the gain
control was. The heater wiring should also be
,

COMPONENTS LIST
Capacitors

*C1-1,000 pF Silver Mica. *C16-70 pF Silver Mica.
j *C2-1,000 pF Silver Mica.
C17 (C12A)-75 pF.
"C3-1,000 pF Silver Mica. C18 (C27)-.1 ,F.
C4 (C8A)-75 pF.
*C19-30 pF Silver Mica.
*C5-0-20 pF (variable with C20 (C1)-.01 HF.
C8).
*C21-330 pF Silver Mica.
C6 (C9A)-75 pF.
*C22-30 pF Silver Mica.
C7 (CIIA)-75 pF.
*C23-470 pF.
*C8-0-20 pF (variable with C24 (C22)-.1 pF.
C5).
*C25-330 pF Silver Mica.
it
C9 (C13)-.01 1,F.
*C26-330 pF Silver Mica.
*C10-70 pF Silver Mica.
*C27-8 ;,F 150 v. sskg.
j *C11-70 pF Silver Mica.
(Electrolytic).
C12 (C15)--.01 wF.
C28 (C29)-.01 pF.
C13 (C14)-.01 nF.
C29 (C30)-.0l i,F.
C14 (C16)-.01 F,F.
C30 (C31)--.01 ' F.
*C15-70 pF Silver Mica.
9

#,e4M1re1M-

11.r,41M..,111-.311,.1,o.,a..,.lbege.ist..,,a,,.m,o.1..11C1..=11-

Ou the right is an unmodified unit, Type 373, a,i
1,®1,.46,3.me,,.M.1,.e,1ot,o
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the valve IV5.
Before this can be attempted
the following condenser screening cans .should be
removed, either with a hacksaw or by brute force.
The latter method proves surprisingly successful.
The cans to be removed are ICI, IC2, IC7, IC10,
1C22 and IC23.
Next, the screening can of 1T2 should be placed
in the position held by IV5 and drawn around with a
pencil. Using the drilling layout provided by the
original position of IT2 it should
now be possible to drill and file
around the original 1V5 valve holder hole so that 1T2 can be
accommodated. A further hole
should be drilled between the two
secondary output holes to take
the fifth connection to the ratio
detector, which will he placed
inside this can.
The
small
utiary
screen under
rns
the
position
of the old aerial
may
input socket
turns
should next be
removed.
Having done
this the front
ondary
panel is now
turns
liar
cut. It should
ynd
be of 18 s.w.g.
aluminium. I in. long by
6in. high ; the tuning capacitor has to be mounted on
the panel so that it is just above
Capacitors
the space vacated by 1T2 and
f LF.T. No. 3.
does not foul VI or V2. The

:

capacitor shown in the illustrations is
hole fixing type
if, however, the
is used, the bracket may be bolted
panel. Make sure that the screening
;

of the single
bracket type
to the front
cans can be

i

..:: ..
:./s`...\..J,.:.aëé"'r?SC:>G...,.......:'.
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Underside after modification.

the tuning drive is simply an old volume control with
the main working parts removed from the back, so
that continuous rotation is possible. The cord is
then limited in its axial travel by the bearing in one
direction and the knob in the other. The suggested
position for this spindle is level with the centre of
the dial drive drum and immediately above V4. The
panel then has a balanced look. Having fitted the
panel by means of 6 B.A. nuts and bolts it is best
to remove it and put it aside until the tuner is nearing
completion. Before wiring can be commenced,

RI (R2)-100 K2.
"R2--6.8 K.Q.

*R3-4.7 K 2.
*R4-270 2.
R5 (R5)-100 Kn.
*R6-4.7 K Q.
R7 (R3)-47 K Q.
R8 (R9)-68 K P.
R9 (R7) -15 K2.
RIO (R8)--330 s.

Resistors

Rll (R15)-47 K P.
R12 (R23)--1 K s>.

R13 (R14)-100 K2.
*R14-100 K 2.
*R15-1 K Q.
*R16-1 K 2.
*R17-2.2 M2
*R18--6.8 K2
*R19-6.8 K

Valves
VI -4-6A1\46 or equivalent
V5 --6ÁL5 or equivalent

i

t on the left the F.M. Tuner described here.

,.oa.,,ense_,

placed on the valves.
It was decided that the 5in. diameter tuning drum
was of sufficient size to form the dial. This means
that the dial drive cord is in front of the panel ; a
nylon cord does not look unsightly. The spindle for

:

1
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Inductors and Transformers
(Construction described in text)
L1-5 turns 16 s.w.g.
L2-4 turns 16 s.w.g.
L3-5 turns 16 s.w.g.
TI (IT3) I.F. transformer
T2 (IT4)--I.F. transformer
T3 (1T2)-Ratio detector
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however, the transformers and coils will have to be
assembled correctly.
Coils and Transformers
The alterations to the. I.F. transformers 1T3 and
1T4 are the easiest, so they will be dealt with first.
It has been proved that it is much easier to do these
alterations with the transformer removed from the
chassis, so the first thing to do is to lift the connections
from each of the transformer terminals gently, so
that they can easily be re -soldered. The screening
cans are then removed and the 75 pF and 10 pF
condensers unsoldered carefully. The 70 pF silver
mica condensers are then soldered in place of the
75 pF ones and the cans put back. The two transformers are then replaced in circuit.
The 1.17. transformer IT2 forms the basis of the
ratio detector. First all the coils wound on it. and
their associated condensers, must be removed.
Then a third hole of about 16 s.w.g. diameter is drilled
in the bottom, midway between the lead out positions
for the secondary, which are coded green and white.
The coding, which for the primary is red and blue,
may be seen at the bottom of small holes drilled next
to the lead out holes.
The primary of the ratio detector is wound at the
top half of the transformer former, starting as close
to the centre piece as possible. The best method of
winding is to split a match in two and take a piece
just a little longer than half the coil former. Leaving
about tin. of wire for connections, one turn is taken
about the extreme end of the piece of match. The
primary coil, 26 turns of single cotton -covered
26 s.w.g. copper wire, is then wound around both
watch and former, so that when the twenty-sixth turn
has been wound a turn around the match will secure
the coil. It should then be covered with two layers
of Sel lotape.
Next, the secondary is wound. Again, this consists
of 26 turns of 26 s.w.g. copper wire, -but this time it
is wound in a bifilar manner. This means that two
pieces of wire are taken, each about 20in, long, and
13 turns of double wire are wound on the bottom
half of the former, using a match, as described above.
If the bottom end of one half is then connected to the
top of the other the coupling of each half to the
primary will be approximately the same.
Finally, the tertiary, or third winding, is wound.
This consists of seven turns of the same wire wound
oser the top end of the primary coil, the lower end
of it being connected to the junction of the two halves
of the secondary. The complete transformer is

shown diagrammatically in Fig. 2. The other cornportents to be placed inside the screening can are the
two 30 pF silver mica condensers. These are placed
one across the primary and one across the secondary ;
the best way of doing this is to use the condenser
leads as leads for the transformer and feed them

Fig. 3.-Details of
the oscillator coil.

through the four original lead out holes. The ends
of the coils are then soldered to them just before
they leave the can. The lead from the upper end of
the tertiary winding is taken straight out through the
specially drilled hole. The transformer is now
fixed in position.
Next to be wound is the oscillator and tuning
coil, L2 and L3. This consists of four (L2) and
five (L3) turns of 16 s.w.g. tinned copper wire wound
initially on a normal pencil, which is removed after
winding. First the five turns are wound, then the end
of the wire is bent back on itself and the four turns
arc wound : care_: should be taken that they are
wound in the same sense as the first five turns. The
distance between the two sections should be between
T,,in. and lin. The coil formed will later be mounted
directly on the tuning capacitor and does not hase
a screening can.
Finally, we have the aerial coil. This is wound on

the bottom half of the old IT1, the top half of the
former having been removed so that the co -axial
socket IPt, which has been removed from its bracket
can be mounted in place. If the hole in the top of the
screening can is opened out to sin. the aerial can be

plugged in when the can is in position.
The aerial coil itself consists of five turns of 16
s.w.g. tinnedeeopper wire tapped at one and a half
turns from its lower end for the aerial. As neither
of the ends of the coil is earthed it is necessary to
insulate the aerial socket from the can. The lead outs
to the underside of the chassis can=be taken through
two of the original holes. Once the coil has been fixed
in position the wiring of the tuner
can he commenced.

Wiring the Chassis
This is best done in two halves ;
first the limiter and detector, then
the R.F. amplifier and frequency
changer.
Before commencing wiring from
the circuit diagram the heater wiring
should be completed by connecting
the heaters of V5 to those of V4.
The wiring of the limiter is very
straightforward, the only difficulty.
being in the mounting of the
8 1sF condenser.
Because of t
size this has to he mounted above
the chassis.
(To be continued)
'.
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NVESTFIELD'

superheterodyne ;
Short -Medium -Long ;
4 Control knobs :
Off/On/Tone,
Volume, Wave-change/Gram.-Tuning.
Five valves
3

:

wavebands

:

CASH £ 12.12.0 or on Credit Terms:
E3.3.0 initial

payments

payment and

of

8

monthly

£ 1.7.5

Packing and Carriage 12/6.

*

in Walnut Veneered
exterior and
matched
Rexine
lined.
16/
Gns.
CASH or on -Credit terms : f4.6.8
initial
payment and £1.16.3 for 8
months.
Packing and Carriage 25/-.

zt

a&.

sx

,.$:

b

z

k
:..._.:..

COMPLETE RADIOGRAM
Cabinet (` Apex ')
...
Chassis (' Westfield ')
Changer (B.S.R.)

...

Speaker...

...

EI.10.0

...

£413.6

...

Total
Packing and Carriage

*

.t

.r«.,,.r...r,

£17. 6.6

£I2.12.0
£9.15.0

30/-.

AUTOMATIC RECORD CHANGERS
Latest -type four -speed auto -changer, incorporacing l6 r.p.m. for " talking -books " and
arrangement for manual control. Fitted with
high-fidelity H.G.P. 37. Crystal Turn -over
Pick-up head. A.C. mains 200/250 volts. 50
cycles only.
Packing & Carriage 12/6.
£9.15.0

COMPLETE

CATALOGUE
AVAILABLE
ON REQUEST

Latest Garrard R.C. 83 Model fitted with
G.C.2 Crystal Turn -over Pick-up head. A.C.
200/250 volts. 50 cycles.
i 3.0.0
Packing & Carriage 12/6.

* LOUDSPEAKERS, GRAM
tADIO INSTRMEiT
.

AMPLIFIERS, ETC.

STATION ROAD'IiARtLD WÓOD--ESSEX:_ LNG REaott
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QUALITY F.M. TUNER UNIT',
SPECIAL. PRICE
(P. & P.

2/6-C.O.D. 1/6)

e5.12.6

Circuit similar to that described

in Datà Publications, Ltd., Radio Reprint No. 2 (3rd Edition).
Price includes all components, including chassis,
dial, drive, diodes, valves, nuts, bolts and, in fact,!,
everything needed. This is a Kit.

I

Alignment charge 7/6 plus 2/6

P. & P.

Fully Wired, Aligned and Tested, £7.5.0.
Extra components for Fringe Area, 12/6. Valve
9/- extra.
Power Pack Components, 30/-.

Booklet 2/2.

Power Pack for F.M. Tuner (both models). Fully

wired and complete on chassis, 40/- (P. & P. 2/6).
Power Pack and Two -valve Amplifier on
Chassis. Fully wired and working (less Speaker),
65/- (P. &

ON THE BEAM

P.

2/6).

Speakers. P.M. 2-3 ohm., 6l in., 16/6 ; Sin., 20/
Garrard RCI 10 (250 v. A.C.) Mixer Autochangers. 3-speed, £7.17.6 (plus 3/6) .
See P.T. for our Band Ili Converters.
SEND S.A.E. FOR FULL PRICE LIST

GLADSTONE RADIO
Smith's have books on the newest
developments in radio and
television circuit design, construction and servicing. No matter
what your problems or interests
are, you can be sure of getting the
books you need through your
local branch of Smith's. Books not
available on demand can be
quickly obtained from Head Office.
Lists of the standard works
on any subject gladly supplied.

82B, High St., Camberley, Surrey.

MAKE
BY

SOUND

Contains 5 cores of
extra -active, non-corrosive
Ersin Flux. Prevents oxidation
and cleans surface oxides.

SIZE

i

;

lei

W. H. SMITH

HOME CONSTRUCTORS
2f6 PACK
In addition to the well-known
Home Constructors Pack (containing 19ft. of 18 s.w.g.
60/40 alloy) a similar
pack is now available containing
40ft. of 22 s.w.g.
60/40 alloy
especially suitable

CARTON
Suitable for 200

average joints. Md .

SIMPLY

Wherever precision soldering
is essential, manufacturers,
engineers and handymen rely
on MULTICORE. There's a

just made

MULTILORC SOLDER

for the job you have in hand.
Here are some of them.
FOR METAL FABRICATION

(Not wire -to -tag joints)
Contains 2 cores
of Arax flux. Flux
residue is easily

removed with
water.

I

for printed circuits.

HEAD OFFICE: STRAND HOUSE, LONDON, W.C.2

JOINTS

CARTON

5HANDYMAN'S

for technical books

2633.

:

Multitore

USING

Stationery and printing can
also be supplied by your nearest
Smith's branch.

& SON

Phone

Open Saturdays to 5 p.m.

SIZE 8 CARTON

51-

Handyenana Carib e 6d

BIB WIRE STRIPPER
AND CUTTER

-

Strips insulation
without nicking wire,
cuts wire cleanly,
splits extruded

flex 3f6 each

MULTICORE SOLDERS LTD.,
MULTILORE WORKS. HEMEL HEMPSTEAD. HERTS. (BORMOûR 3636)
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neerator
FOR THE

EXPERIMENTER OR SERVICEMAN

By

Leighfield

R.

THIS generator has been designed to provide a
simple, reasonably stable and accurate source
of modulated R.F. for receiver alignment. No
fantastic claims are made for its performance, but
will satisfy all the usual servicing demands.
A 12AT7 double triode is used as the R.F.
oscillator mixer, and A.F. buffer, for .w,
a neon
type relaxation oscillator provides the source of audio.
A switch, Sw. 1, shorts the neon, so that an un modulated R.F. signal is available ; or the R.F.
signal can be externally modulated by injecting the
audio into the A.F. socket.
The circuit employed for
the 12AT7 provides cathode

follower output, enhancing
stability.
Power supplies are straightforward ; due to the low
current drain, a smoothing
choke is unnecessary, and
resistance capacity smoothing
is satisfactory.

screws and nuts, and the rear plate to the chassis.
Assemble potentiometers, sockets and switches to
the front panel ; transformers, smoothing capacitors

Mes

Construction

Assemble the chassis to the
front panel using 4 B.A.

f2sov

C2

MNVMN1Mtv

R3

S6KQ

PI
3.3 Alf)
0

SK -3.4

o,

C6

SOpF

C3

SKI

Audio

Fig.

1.

L)

SK2
RE
Out

-Theoretical circuit' of

o

Sw3B

o
the generator,

with the mains section above.
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and valveholders to the chassis,
bolting solder tags under the
nuts ; coils to the coil brackets,
and wiring can commence.
It is advisable to wire the coils
to the range switch before bolting
the coil bracket to the chassis,
keeping leads as short as possible.
Connections must be made as
shown or valve will not oscillate.
If neon indicator type F is used
instead of the valve for V1, the
drilling should be amended to suit
the Edison screw socket used in
this position.
Calibration
Range 1.- 425-150 Kc/s.
Range 2.-1,200-450 Kc/s.
Range 3.-1,500-540 Kc/s.
Range 4.- 18.7- 62 Mc/s.
One method, which will ensure

i
Fig.

Materia/

064' Aluminium

Material

/6 SWG. Aluminium

2.-Details of rear bracket (left) and coil bracket (right).

Material

064" Aluminium
Outside

dimension

clear

48A

2

clear

Material

032"

Tihplate

2 off required

3"

Ej

-4-BA

clear

3.-Details of the chassis.

Fig.

a high degree of accuracy, is to secure in the place of
the dial a 180 deg. protractor ; also required is a

standard broadcast receiver.

Fig.

(Continued on page 117)

R1--3.3 megohms,
R2-- 3.3 megohms,

R3-5.6

watt.
watt.
R5---22 K, 3 watt.
R6--2.7 K, 1 watt.
K,

R4--10 K,

RVI-1.5

2

Resistors
watt.
watt.

1

K pot. with single -pole switch.

RV2--10 K pots.

Capacitors
C1-.002 uF 350 v. Hunt's Moldseal.
C2-.002 F 350 v. Hunt's Moldseal.
C3-.05 NF 500 v. metal tubular.
C4---.05 , F 500 v. metal tubular.
C5--.01 /T 500 v. metal tubular.
C6---50 pF 350 v. ceramic.
C7---.602 1AF 350 v. Moldseal.
C&- .001 1'F 500 v. metal tubular.
C9--.001 1T 500 v. metal tubular.
1

4.-Cabinet sides.

C10-8 IT 350 v. electrolytic.
C11-32 pF 350 v. electrolytic.
Valves

V1 --150B2 (Mallard) or neon indicator (type F)

(G.E.C.).

V2-12AT7 (Brimar).
V3 -6X4 (Brimar).

Ll--Wearite PHF1.
L2--Wearite PHF7.
L3-Wearite PHF2.
L4-Wearite PHF3.

Coils

Sundries

SW1-Switch on RV1.
SW2-Single-pole On/ Off.

SW3-A & B " Oak " type, 2 -pole 4 -way.
SK1-Socket Belling type L604S.
SK2--Socket Belling type L604S.
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TRANSFORMER

TELETRON BAND

Type A, Low leakage windings. Ratio t 1.25
giving a 2
boost on seroadary.
v. 10'8: 0.3 v., 1078 10.8 v- .,
2
, 1018 ;
1
19}6 ; 18.3 v., 10:0.
llìtto with mains primaries, 126 each.
Type B. Mains input 2201240 Grits. Soli
Output 2, 4, 9,3, 7.11, 10 and 13 volts. input
Ito two taps which increase otdp, t rolls by
ti
í
respectively. i 0 capacity,
suitable for roost Cathode 1.e5 1,11
With
Tag Panel, 21- each.
Type C, Low capacity wound Gant:Punier Pu
net with 2 volt Tulles with tallicg emission.
Input 220/240 volta. Output 2-14-17
at O amps. With 1 Panel. 17,6
NOTE.-It
e.ssential
toe, mains prim
tyj s with T.V. receivers loving so

Suitable all T,V. makes. T.R.F or Superhet.
Beady wound coils, two 11100 valves, all

THREE WAVEBANDS
,

PERMS

li v
Mialtiratio, push-pull 6 3. Tti,77 Ititt tIl
EX. CHOKES 117111 II.
MA.,
120 eA:, 1018 70,11.1ze e,A.,12:4
l ,L

U

x,

InA..

ti.I3

t

Long spindles.

1

4:
Rih
I.
10 grit
T-lwit £5.5.0 and six monthly

yy

6

1

,I9

¡¡

£16.19.8

tip"

sin.,

19 S ,

loin..

25(

,

127.,

30,

1

COPPER PLATED AERIAL RODS. I

fitting, II- doz., p.

B.S.R. MONARCH 4 -SPEED RECORD
CHANGERS
1957 MODELS
Brand new and bully gnarantee3 12 rural,.

11in. push

o

p. 1.i-.
ALADDIN FORMERS and core, tir,,, 8d, : Pin.. 10d.
º. FORMERS 59378 on,l Cans TV1 2.
- u}. -c
14ín. and ¡in. sq. c l lin.. 2.- ea.. will, cores.
TYANA.-Midget Soldering, in,,.
ltet 2113e of
130/250 v. 16/9 Solon Instrument bou, 24,-.
rime TRANSE. Ratio 50 1 3:9 ea. ;1110 1 10:6.
MAINS DROPPERS, Sin. x lin. Adl. slide,. di
amp. 750 ohms. 4(3
1.000 ohms, 4 3.
LINE CORD. .3 amp., 61 at/taper 0071,
p-155
Sans per foot 2 -way, 6d. per
t war 7d, pm foot.
&

JOB

CRYSTAL MIKE INSERT

,,

3

17y

GOLD CLOTH

lMin.

8/6

I

S5

1

LFOS
I

6SN7

LBC33
EF59
S}7

Red

EF91
B,Z80

PT N 40

lB

6017

616CT

'

4141

tKs

61h6
;

I

'

;-

-_-_

-;11

ET"P"
HP

3174
GAMS

OATù
637

Er

I

611W6
ODI

616

6K70T
EY51

I:A-.D

0:4

OD

1

-u-n.

,

holt1

g9K6

$ 6

HVR`;
'near)
dK7

EB

4.

:.D. ,

6Hf M

1

etc., f) v.1710011 v Size 43
.s 14in.
4 -pin Socket
A( 200/150
'FAMOUS MARIE.
I:. LIST PRIVE, 6556 OUR
PRICK. 336. Reads for 0v',
B.S.R. MONARCH.
3-speed Motor i I Turntable e oh selecting motel, tor 33 4 and 7.8
r.p.m. record., 100-110 v
1-200
200-250 v A.C.
0 eps.
Also B 6 R MONARCH Lightweight

15BE

6X5

141R.A
t'LN2ú

111`39
-_

116
I'11

I

1

-

_.

13,41

41

17.4d
K7,373í'
1

1P14
l'141
PK7
35Z i
61.47

tt

1

L.P.d

:

Ili

I

t

PACK.,,
l'in.
"Q Dust

HIGH
coreti
Short, -Medium, Long, Cram
itching.Sn
Single hole living with ccnee
n
ion diagiim, and circuit. 465 Kn/s I.E.

(

¡
I.

1.
,

I.
1

r
E''.

v

1

516

I9'.,,'

5,'6

4,e
1'
7/6
:tusk;7;8

-.
r12'ó

e eìte, " P

0

" type, 3/- cuit, Clamor Midget

f

PULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM uECTIFIERS,
2, 6 or 12 v. 11 amp., Sí9 ; 2 a., 17/1 ; 4 a., 17/6.
CHARGER TRANSFORMERS, Tappe I input 3001
e.le v. for charging at 2, 6 or 13 v., 1/ amp 13/6 ;

I

FLdI

EL$Z

VP'S;1

1

p

sapphire

Is

+

fALUMINIUM CHASSIS
15 s.w.g. nralrilled.
With 4 aides, riveted corners and lattice fixing
boles, 1lin. sides,
din., 416 i 0
5'9 ;
En., 6/ 13 y 9n 816; 14 Hin.,106;15 s 14in 12/6 ; 18 z 16 A aim, 16/8,

111,

k
t Ittrittiv8T bead, separate
lilt Itleos
, r
Standard record,
SPECIAL OFFER, THE TWO £4.12.6 Post 2/6
1 V
PRE AMP (MCMICHAEL)
'Tunable
le
Clormels t
(Will _Amplify O tl ,t 01 your
Rand Converter.) Midget size. High Gan.
Ready for nee. HILT, 205 v., L.T. 6.3 v., .3
arnp. r ui .}.) BRAND V14V, 25/ - each,
DIMES POWERPACK for abode 25 extra.
SUPERHET _COIL
276- Miniature
k

1hN0
1 Ldt

18

6V(C

07

4Tì

i117

P1IC'

c'-

IT.) v.

" Q " tope adj. dust cote, 4/- each. All
TELETRON, h. & Merl. TALE., with oath ,, 3B.
FERRITE ROD AERIALS, M. \Y., 8,19 ; M. & L.,12/6,
T.R.F. COILS A1111/, 7/- pair. H,F. CHOKES, 26.

Pick-up with sapphire needle, will match any
Amplifier or Radio, Less than half price.
tt
d In
5
$n
N
C.O.D.
ALLDRY UNIT POWER PACK. Replaces

EB91141410+1
1 CL30
] (.AJ2

`7
634

1

COILS 'd

OLLARO AUTO -CHANGER RC531 for 78
loin, and / in. record... Brand rew in
leer's bovea
High impedmme lightweight
eight

r, R. -v

1

,

1
1,000+1,00016 v.
V.
2l `,+16/410 5/8:6
Arrow Baae Type 512 813110- v, 3
111500 v 4%-,
ENTERCEL RECTIFIERS. E.H.T. TYPE FLYBACK VOLTAGES. 1(3/15 2 k1
5
K3;40 3.1
kV., 7
K3115,
6 1.\., 7/6, K3150 4 kV 8/-;
1101.1)0 0 kV.,146,
MAINS TYPE. CONTACT
COOLED 135 v.:al ,n
8.6, 85 ml., 9/6.

5950

0/-

& Guaranteed
0,'6
10r8Z1

216
E1142;

o
S0/25 e

ITTSH
each. Brand New.
May (e used in place of Milliard 0171,

Battery

G'- 16+166500

& 3

0/Stil v. 2/9 CAN TYPES
v.
89, rip.,
lel450 v. 3.6 clips
16;500 v. 4I .Ili.47,11 v. 1B 111+110,37ä
'11/350
/8.
4l100+
0
,'
2./1

atton Receivers, Oscillators, Transistor
is, Microphone Pre -Amplifiers, etc.

It515.. 101 -

(A1 -3;(A1-3;:,
(

1

41440 v.
1;4ún

JUNCTION TYPE (RED -SPOT)
in Radio Contrid, Signal Tr e'

-'New

'

6B8

1'C4

351
1V4

56

I

56

VALVES

All Boxed

lib3

_5r.

0,

in.

NEW ELECTROLYTICS. FAMOUS MAKES
..TUBULAR
TUBULAR
CAN TYPES
1/359 v. 2.-.t00
º
2,
5s
v
2/450 v.
l'I 04.8/500 v. 416 if 4-11it.. (u vv 8/-

TRANSISTORS

SWITCH CLEANER Fluid, squirt spout 4,3 tin
TWIN GANG TUNING CONDENSERS
midget idin. Xl'in. n If im, 10'-, .500, Stantlan
Me with trimmer., 91-; less trmsto r,, 8;-; ditto
oiled, 216; .0003 mid. 3 -gang, 7/6.
PRAKER FRET
Expanded Metal t
1 oliº., 21- ea. 14tin. - 12 hi, 3

21,in. x

High Q and good bandwidth.
Data sheet supplied.
Wearite. M8Ò0IF 465 Ec,,s 12/6 per pair.
x

:

Precis
Bargain

Size only
x ,Ii iir
Price 613, No trans-Monet required.

Eris Slug tuning Miniature Can.

By Pye Radio.

STOCK

£8.15.0

LOUDSPEAKERS P.M, 3 016M
m. 17/6.
áín. Goodman 17/6.
r v lit (.0,tlIn
31in. square, Elac., 211
sin. Flac.. 22;6.
tHin. Goodman, 1813.
Hie. B. a 1, 30-.
TI31 Tweeter, L01175,S;8
17.0. Plessey, 30' .
Sm. M.E. 1.31i. field, tapped O.P. Gantt.,
tt., 246.
CRYSTAL DIODE, C E.C, d
GEX34 4'-,
HIGH RESISTANCE PHONES 1,000 ohms, I6 e

:

IF. TRANSFORMERS 7/6 pair

Designed to play 18, 33, 45, 73 r.p.m. Records,
lino, min., 12in. Lightweight Xtal pick-nth
turnover head, two separate sapphire styli,
far Standard and L.P., Each plays 2,000 records,
Voltage 260:259 A.C.
CUR PRICE
each, Post Free.
Terms
Leposit £5 and 5 monthly payments
of £I. Space required 14ín, x 121ín. 5ín
above and lin, below.

-amp.,

engineereci.

LINE REJECT

C

1

SOCKETS
1- OUTLET BOXES
3
BALANCED TWIN FEEDER, yd. 6d. :.3143r 300 ohms.
DITTO SCREENED per yd, 1'-.
81 ohms out t
WIRE-WOUND POTS. 3 WATT.
Pre -Set Mix;.
'I V. Type.
All v
i oho,. to 30
3- es,
..10
4'-. (Carbon 30 K. to '1 r ., 3 -, )
WIRE-WOUND 4 WATT. Pots. 14 in. ,Spindle,
Values, looohm.; to 50 K., 5 6 HO K., e &.
CONDENSERS.
New stock.
001 mid. 7 LC'.
'1118,18., 1 6, Ditto 16
1., 6/8 ; 1u' pi. to r,(30
Micas, 85.1 Tubular 5110 v. dell to .01 mad 9d,
.t,5, .1, 1'
1/8
20.
1,30Y 9d,;
.11600 v., 1,3,.1 tuft
1100 volts, 41
CERAMIC COEDS., 500 ,., .3 pi. t 01 mid., 101.
SILVER MICA CONDENSERS, 109S,a pr. to 500
1
600 pf. to
Pf
5110 of., 13.
DITTO I'Ito
1.ií pf. to 500 pf., 1,9
1., pt to 3,000 pf.. 2-,

PRICE
Can Om 10.6
MATCHED SPEAKERS FOR BOTH CHASSIS

1511l

COAX

Sem,.air spa mail Poly
Midget, thene Fs l ted. Iin. lt;s.
0,000 ohms to
Meg. Stasi t 1 core. ¡IA
s! S P S
N
Losses cut bll° .7i1. yl,
4
49
STANDARD R
Lin or Log Tra<l.s,
Sin. Coax vw y].
COAX PLUGS.. 1'DOUBLE SOCKET ... 1/3

eel

1.

4y.4a.,5v. tapped4 v. a tt 31
21/.
HEATER TRANS. T I l ed print., Out
la}atte., 768 tapped ,. 4, 6.3 -., It epos, 8,6
prim. 230 v. Sea 6." v. 3 amp 106.
1

Volume Controls 80 CAVE

AM/FM RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

11

10

,

ani-ortt required only l0.1iu. t 17 in. -Vakua
plug metal e t
gram. socket, piano key
e arm tbangc,lone control, med., long and
1.1-1.P.
td`. Mitre line-do:
1C(1.0:
la "t,S1 111,811, EAB( 0, E1,11
For A.C.
mania 100-150 v_

I,',39

5

..

1.111211.

'llro'rrer eats 13in. c flin. r lin. high.' Dial

L. 4'6

1

11,
E

-paints ui £1.

12/6 PURETONE RECORDING TAPE
1,200 St. on standard fitting, 7' Plastic
reels. Brand new, boxed, 12/6.
Spools 5" metal, 1/6, 7` plastic, 4/3.
FERROVOICE 1,209 It. Plastic Tape 25/-.
o

17C1142,

1

,

Heat

FIVE VALVES

I ATF/.T Mi LLARD.

i:.'

-

))

MAINS TRANS.

sol0

-2,090 n
11,-41, 1:7,40,
12 month guarantee.
20Oi280 v, 4.-ryay Switch ; Short-Medi,m,"
krn,l,Ar,d Negative feedback
t
131
1
Glasss D,ul
horizontal
tal
t 1 ao,ilable.
t Lamps,
l
Emu I- 1 Walnut or Ivory.
Igtet and,.alihrat I Chassis isolated
limn
T.S.L. Zweeter qipphed Free

t.

O/P TRANSFORMERS.

---30 n
-::50 in.

1

«i.l\'. 200

,

V

RADIOGRAM CHASSIS

1957

,

k.11',

lt,

components, punched chas'i circuit diagram.
wiring, plans, COMPLETE KIT for in.e;ns
operation 200-150 v. A.C. £3.10.0.
1s ',POCO less POWER PACK
Beenires
200 e. 25mA- H.T. 9.3 v-. .0
La'. 63.5.0,
Mark H cascode £1 extra each Kit
-Mains Transformers too above Spec,
,.. 1016
Min. Contact Beet. 150 v, 35 n1A.
8:6
B.B.C./LT.-1. aerial crossover unit ...
76
Punched and drilled cha.=s,s .,
..
8,9
i.arger chassiso. Mains Model ,..
6
Teletron C lise- with plans
.,
... 15;F1111 plans e.n,l circuit details ...
...
6d.
,

1 V., 9d 1!, t
;+o
13; Otio
116 500
Peo 1 $
RESISTORS, All values.
1(1 àhu a i
lo x, _.
á w., 4d. ; .t w., 64.
1.
w., 8d. 71 or.,
RIM STABILITY . r., 1", 2'-, Prue, reda.Ti,
100 ohms to 10 ;nee.
3 watt
WIRE WOUND RESISTORS
i13
Ill watt 13 ohnis-15.500 ohnu
t1:'8
1
watt
2:2;1000 ohms- ,
ohm, , w., 1 9 U w., 23

l09 pf.,

CONVERTER

SPARK I

onoeeted heater..

TRIMMERS, Ceramic.

Ill

For London, Midland and Northern LT,A.

:

:
-

VALVE and T.V. TUBE equivalent books. 51-.
TCGGLE SWITCHES S.1. 21 D.P. 3/3 ll
ACID HYDROMETER. New tx Govt. L breal,able. Packed in metal case,, e, 1 tin., di,a., 46.
WAVECHANGE SWITCHES.
5 p, f-way 2 wafer, long spindle ,..
2 p. 2 -way, 3 P. 2-way, short spindle ..
2 p. C -way, 4 p. 2 -way, 41, 1-way, long spindle 3/6
3p. 4 -way, 1 P. 12 -way, long spindle ...
.. 316
VALVEHOLDERS. Pax. Int. Oct., 4d. EON, EA50,
6d. B12A, CRT, 1/3. Eng. and Amer. 4, 5, 6, 7, and
MOULDED Mazda and Int. Oct 65,
9 pin, 1/-,
R,G, BSA, BOG, BOA, 9d., BIG with eau, 1,'6.
VCR97, 2,6, BOA with can, 2/6. CERAMIC EF59,
BIG, BOA, Int. Oct., 1/-, B7G with can, 1/9.
BLACK CRACKLE PALNT, air drying, 3/- En-

We have na connection with any other firm. Please address all Mai Orders correctly as below.
307 WHITEHORSE edRD., WESó CROYDON
OPEN ALL DAY-(WTel;
THO 1665. Buses 133 or 68 pass door. 43 -hour postal Service. P. &P. 1/-, L2 orders boss free. (Export Extra.) C.O.D. Servie I/S.

RADIO COMPONENT SPECIALISTS
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TRAWLER BAND R.I155s.-The latest version of thisl
famous Communications Receiver to be released by the Air
Covers 5 wave ranges : 18.5-7.5 Mc/s, 7.5-3.0 Mc/s,
As used byt
3.0-1.5 Mc/s, 1.5 Mc/s-600 kc/s; 500-200 kc/s.
All sets
Coastal Command, Air Sea Rescue Launches, etc.
before
despatch,
working
order
thoroughly tested and in perfect
and on demonstration to callers. Have had only slight use, and
are in excellent condition. ONLY £12.19.6.

Ministry.

A.C. MAINS POWER PACK AND OUTPUT STAGE,

receiver to be operated immediately by just plugging in, without any modification. Can be
built-in
61in. Speaker, £5.5.0.
WITH
supplied as follows
LESS Speaker £4.10.0. WITH Bin. Speaker, £6.10.0. DEDUCT
POWER UNIT.
AND
10/- IF PURCHASING RECEIVER
TOGETHER.
page booklet
or
1/3
for
14
Send S.A.E. for illustrated leaflet,
which gives technical information, circuits, etc., and is supplied
free with each receiver.
Add carriage : 10/6 for receiver, 5/- for power pack.
WIRELESS SET NO. 19 MK.II.-The famous Army Tank
Transmitter -Receiver. Incorporates "A" Set (TX/RX covering
2.0-8.0 Mc/s, i.e. 37.5-150 metres), " B " Set (VHF TX/RX
covering 230-240 Mc/s, i.e. 1.2-1.3 metres), and Intercommunication Amplifier. Complete with 15 valves as follows : 6 of
6K7G, 2 of 6KBG, 2 of 6V6G, and I ea. 6BSG, 6H5, El 148,
EF50, 807, and booklet giving circuits, notes, etc. Size 17!,in. x
I8:Ein. x 121.in. Magnificently made by famous American firms.
IN NEW CONDITION. ONLY £4.19.6 (carriage, etc., 10/6), OR
with 12 volt Rotary Power Unit, £5.10.0 (carriage, etc., 15/-)

YOU CAN MAKE MONEY!
Know -How

É

OSCILLOSCOPE No. II

Made for Anti -Aircraft Command, and just released by Ministry
of Supply. Manufactured by A. C. Cossor in 1952, this is a First
Grade L.F. Oscilloscope incorporating a Hard Valve Time 'Base,
with existing speeds of I-5-40 milliseconds, but is easily converted
at a cost of a few shillings to produce speeds of 3 cycles per second
to 30 kc/s. Has High Class Amplifier with Fine and Coarse gain
controls, plus Brightness and Focus controls, and X and Y shifts.
Conservatively rated Mains Power Pack is for nominal 115 v. and
230 v. input, and is adequately fuse protected in all circuits.
Tube employed is 2.11in. ACRIO. Will make up into an ideal
workshop or servicing oscilloscope. Has grey and black engraved
front panel size 19in. x 7in., depth of unit being 12ín. In heavy
steel transit case, in which it can be used, or removed for
standard 19ín. rack mounting. Complete with leads and suggested modification data. BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S PACKING
CASES. ONLY £12/I0/- (carriage IS/-).

Portable

Valve Superhet
e Medium & Long Waves
O 7 guineas complete
You

can't go wrong with our

" FAULTLESS

Ex-Admiralty,
with 230 v. 50 cycles primary. I. Secondaries 5, 10, IS, 20, 25,
7,
14,
21, 28 volts
2.
Secondaries
29/6.
ONLY
30 volts at 5 amps.
at 12 amps. ONLY 42/6. (Postage on either 2/9.)
Read
up to 20
(MEGGERS).
TESTERS
INSULATION
megs. at 500 volts pressure. Overhauled and in perfect order.

L.T. HEAVY DUTY TRANSFORMERS.

-

ONLY £8.10.0.
A.C./D.C. BLOWERS, 220/250 volts 300 watts. Complete
with filter pads, branch for dividing outlet, flexible hoses, etc.
BRAND NEW. ONLY £4.19.6.
POCKET VOLTMETERS. -Read 0 -IS volts and 0-303 wilts
A.C. or D.C. BRAND NEW and UNUSED. ONLY 18/6.
WALKIE TALKIE TYPE 18. Covers 6.0-9.0 Mc/s. Transmitting and receiving units in metal case, complete with valves.
In excellent condition. ONLY 79/6.
TRI196 TRANSMITTER SECTION, complete with valves
EL32, EF50,- CV501, and all components.

ONLY 12;6.
159 RECEIVER

BRAND NEW.

Price

UNIT. Contains each valve, types EF50,
EA50, SP61, RL37 and 24 v. selector switch. ONLY 76.
1

U.EeI. CORPORATION

138, Gray's Inn Road, London, W.C.1. (Phone : TERminus 7937)
We ore 2 mins. from High Holborn
(Open until I p.m. Saturdays.
(Chancery Lane Station) and 5 mins. by bus from King's Cross.)

TECHNIQUE

IF Post free.
Make them all with only Screnedriver, Pliers and Soldering Iron.
The "UNIVERSAL" AC/DC.
V1.19.6.-Ideal for schoolboys.
The " METEOR III " AC.
£5.9.6.-E very man can
make it.
The "SIMPLEST SUPERHET."

5 -valve set.
All
post pluspkg8

Any

£5.19.6.-A p.r?ect

"KNOW-HOW"...
Write today to

Dept. PW,

68,

1/- Post

free.

:

NORMAN H. FIELD

Electronics

HURST STREET, BIRMINGHAM,

S

Birmingham's Largest Constructors' Store

BENNETT COLLEGE

2 valves EF54 and

1

way.

easy

® 4

kF UNITS TYPE 2d For use with the R.1355 or any receiver
with a 6.3 v supply. This is the variable tuning unit which uses

I
of EC52. Covers 65-50 Mc/s (5-6 metres).
Complete with valves, and BRAND NEW IN MAKER'S
25/- each.
ONLY
CARTONS.
CLASS D WAVEMETER. Another purchase of this famous
which has been repeatedly rewavemeter
crystal -controlled
viewed and recommended in the "R.S.G.B." Bulletin as being
Covers 1.9-8.0 Mc/s, and is
transmitters.
suitable for amateur
complete with 100/1,000 kc/s, crystal, 2 valves ECH35, two 6 -volt
for 6 v. D.C. operaDesigned
manual.
vibrators and instruction
tion, but simple mod. data for A.C. supplied. BRAND NEW IN
Transformer for
£5.19.6.
ONLY
CASES.
TRANSIT
MAKER'S
A.C. modification, 7/6.
with
2 v.
a., 79/6.
kV.
(Rect.)
5.5
EHT TRANSFORMERS.
7 kV. (Rect.) with 2 v. I a., 89/6. 2.5 kV. (Rect.) with 2-0-2 v.
2/- per
42/6
(postage
etc.),
97
tube,
VCR
(for
1.1 a., 2-0-2 v. 2 a.
trans.).

the

shows

"GOOD COMPANION

in black metal case, enabling the
:

'

NO RADIO KNOWLEDGE NECESSARY

can train your mind to SUCCESS
WHAT CAREER
DO YOU WANT?
Building

Carpentry
Commercial

THROUGH
PERSONAL POSTAL TUITION
A FREE book

vital to your career!

Read how the famous Bennett College can help you
Send now for this recently published
to success

Art

!

FREE book, "Train your mind to SUCCESS",
which tells you about The Bennett College proven
success in postal tuition
and how it can help you to
success in your
career.

Diesel Engines

Draughtemanehip
Electrical Eng.
Fire Engineering
Mechanical Eng.'
Quantity Surveying

..

Radio Eng.
Surveying

Telecommunications

//

fI///

Television

uri

Acceuntency Exams.
Auctioneer's Exams,
Book.keeping
General Education
Journalism

MM

MM

a

/S%/%ií,,,,Gá

Languages
Mathematics
Police Subjects
Salesmanship
Secretarial Exams.

MMMMMMMMMMMM

MMM

shorthand
Short Story Writing
and many others
GENERAL CERT.
OF EDUCATION

rmsisMMM®9®®

YW®Sea

MMM

afel..

To The Bennett College (Dept. 8.104E). SheRell
Please send ene, without obligation, a free 'copy of
'Train your mind to SUCCESS' and the College
Prospectus on:
SUBJECT

biAnte

Se/Wit/VOW

ADDRESS
ACE

("fonder ax)

TN/S COUPON
COULD BE YOUR
PERSONAL PASSPORT
TO SUCCESS.

_

Please write in Block Letters

April, 1957
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This dimension is from Inside back to outside
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front

flan

4BA ruts
soldered
behind
holes in

front

flanges,
using

4BA Clearance

Aluminium

screws to
hold in
position
during
soldering

ho/e.,

Cut-out

in four
corners

Material

'032"Tnplate

'

o

/

Assemble by
soft soldering

o

512-'7"__/

Fig.

5.-The containing

case body.

Fig.

6.-De

ta is

of

the case.

Set signal generator range
switch to Band I, switch receiver
to long wave, and tune in to
broadcast station of known frequency. Couple R.F. output of
generator to input of receiver, and
tune signal generator tuning until
the output beats with that of
the station.
Switch off -modulation and
adjust for zero beat, and note
dial reading on protractor. (Reduce level of generator output as
required for satisfactory adjustment.) Care must be taken to
ensure that station is not beating
with harmonic, but the fundamental frequency desired.
When several check points have
been taken, plot them on graph of
frequency/degrees scale reading.
This graph can then be used in
conjunction with the protractor
scale as it stands, but it will
generally be more convenient to
prepare a direct reading scale by
translating from the graph.
This method can be used for

-

Material
/6 SWG_ Aluminium

This dimension to suit
shaft of Tuning Capacitor

To

Fie.

7.-Front panel details.

Fig. S.

-

Grid circuit

To

Cathode circuit

Coil connection data.

April, 1957
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all bands except Band 11, although this method can be
used here also if a receiver such as a communications
type, which covers this band, is available. Failing this,
as this band is primarily used for LF. alignment, it will
generally be sufficient to spot the 1.F. by injecting the
modulated signal into a receiver's I.F. stage and noting
the setting for maximum output. Rough, but normally
quite adequate.

RV2

Sw3

"lt

SK

MUM

R4

3_way
tag strip

C4

R2

LI
L2

Varying the Note
More refined results can be obtained by beating
with the output (in a similar set-up) of a calibrated

L3
L4

RI

L

9

Quality Diode
Transistor Receiver

Avoiding Damage
One or two readers have experienced great difficulty in connecting transistors in circuit without
damaging them. To keep them from moving after
they have been wired in circuit they may be attached
to a sheet of paxolin, passing the leads through holes
drilled in the sheet, or even sticking them in place
with a good adhesive. Various suggestions on these
lines have been made by readers, although in the
original they were merely suspended in the wiring
and the connections neatly taped to avoid shortcircuits. So far as the actual process of making the
connections is concerned, it is essential to use a

On

DC?

tit

generator.
Should the A.F. note not be suitable, this can be
varied by adjustment of R. and C., increasing either
lowers the pitch of the note, and vice versa.

issue dated January this year we described
IN aour
receiver under the above title. In some cases,
however, it appears that the reproduction of the
circuit was mutilated and the connections in the
output push-pull stage were indistinct. We therefore
publish the circuit again below, and it will be seen if
this is compared with the original that, in addition, the
connection from T2 to the H.T. line has been
transferred to the other side of the switch. In this
manner the battery or batteries are completely
disconnected.

RVt

SKI

!Ci

top

of

Chassis

C/O
li

ili

(iWiüilüiÍl

ÍÍ

R6

CtI
üüüüül!üf!L:IìiU;i'ülìüüüiläi'

Fig.

9.-An

underside view of a suggested
layout.

thermal shunt to avoid the heat from the iron travelling up the leads and damaging or even destroying
the transistor. The simplest shunt is a pair of pliers,
but these must be placed in such a position that the
majority of the lead is gripped and even then the
iron must be really hot, the lead and connecting wire
thoroughly clean and the iron held in position for
the minimum of time. With a good electric irpn, a
tinned lead, and a short piece of small diameter
resin -cored solder it should be possible to just touch
the iron on the point and remove it almost immediately, leaving a bright, clean soldered joint.

V

circuit of the duality Diode Transistor Receiver.

April; 1957
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T/V CONVERTER -185 Mc/s-199 Mc/s

3

Suitable for London, Birmingham and Northern Transmissions

£2-5-0 post free
(li-' ITarld circuit), 6'6

A highly successful unit

all Post free.
Wiring and aligning of
above 20 extra,
Full range of Band 3 aerials in stock. Adaptors
from 7/6 per lei. Indoor or outdoor dipoles
with 5 yds. cable, 13.9. Band I-Band 3 crossover filter unit, 76. Variable attenuators
6 db -36 db. 7'6. BBC Break -through Filter,
suitable for BBC pattern rejection, 8;6.

incorporating variable oscillator tuning, Midget
BVA valves, etc. Chassis side 7 s 4 s 21in.
Thousands already in use. Suitable for most
types of T¡V sets. TRF or Salperhet. Kit al
parts 45'-. Blueprint 1;6, Power pack kit 30;-.
Switch kit (Band 3-Band 3 Ae switching),

ELECTROLYTICS ALL TYPES NEW STOCK

Volume Controls 80

('ABLE COAX
STANDARD jin. diam.

Log. ratios, 10,000 ohms
-.11 Megohms.
Lang

\

(1R ADE

.

"A "

ONLY

SPECIAL
Sent -air
10,000 spaced polythene.
80
M gohmn
ohms
`it
m
fin.
diam.
Coax
Less :,witch 4r- each
Coax plugs 1,2.
Coax Stranded coge- Losses
sockets, 11-.
Couplers
t 30%.
9d. yd.
143.
Outlet boles, 418
TWIN-FEEDER, 80 ahans, 66. yd. ; 300 hnis, 8d- yd.
TWIN SCREEN FEEDERS, 80 ohm:., 11'3
50 OHM COAX CABLE, 8d. per yd., tin. dia.
TRIMMERS, Ceramic, 4 pl. --70 pf., 9d, ;
100 pf.,
130 pi., 113 ; 250 p1., 118 ; 600 pf., 119. PHILIPS
Beehive Type 3 to 3 pr
to 30 pt., 1/3 each.
RESISTORS.-Pref. Wad
10 ohms 10 megohms,
20.

.

CARBON
Type, 1 ar

5d.

;

,

I w,

WLRE-WOUND

3d.

e.

6d-

10
7

,

58t,

l'-;

l

Hi Stab
, 2'WIRE WOUND
POTS
Y: S t 1'li T.V. Tape
Knniled Slottedd Knob
1

yid..

oo K.

ta

CONDENSE^
1} t áß0p

l

61

)}

70 000

1

1.11,000-

1,-113

ahms

l

í

16
21

59

Oui
2

i

a LAB. COLSERN,Etc

Ilt1
Indre,

e

I{

hit' f

1e

411 Value,. lus Min.s to
u) IC., 546 100 Ii., 646.
IVif EXT. SPEAKER,
CQBTROL ln 2 3,-_
Mica. Ill
lees.

lie -1/41
,

W

S

1

types.

1f

000

i as available, 9d each Tabu3 r
0
Hunts
and. T.t.G., Ott
n
Ol mot .1
001, 00
9d,
.1)2, .143, .1, 500 v. Mints T C C , 11-.
Hunts, 1¡6,
1,500
Htnta, 119
1
T C.C,
r }I cl 318.
Nt, 6 kV., 7.G.C., 5;8.. 1) )1 -O kt l C C 916,
9ì,.a
STANDARD 3 WAVEBAND COIL PACK.
u
2
1171. depth 4p
eLong,
Med., Short, Grain. Inlet -core millsla pre/Mg-tied for
46.3 Kcls I.F. Complete with trimmers, eall to u-.
,.
A very sensitive and efficient Corlrck.
Manuíactarer's Surplus.
Bargain Offer, 27'3.
SO ON SOLDERLNO IRONS (2001220 v. or 2T/-250 it.)
25 watt TariraInsivirnent type, 2B6
03
Pencil
Bit Type, 26/8
63 watt Oval Bit Type, 251-.
Comprehensive stock of spare, zit:Sable.
1

,

th

I

C

r

aisolated ta,6

arc 3

p

8.

t match

125

2

2ai_,

o

me,

lVorkshisps to Top

t

'-

u

ils, Nigh

rid

1,

i.

e,1411,
HEATER. TRANSO,- I

13.5, 1E4, 7,6

L98

0E7
6K8
6Et7

GS1Y7
11V6

9i6!

S161E13C33
816;11C1.184

.

,orlö
+

8a

,

o.)
,

pe.1.u.. 41114, et..), 4;8LOUDSPEAKER.- PM.

4 3.

1.6

T

8

r

Mac.,

G

!aim R. mid 4 25
0,e iman, heavy
tc,
.31 in. Iliac., 1716,

Litz

parr.

y. 11

.,7¡6,

;

3

OHM

4in.

1

5

ill.

oain

I

Ties.,17,P :
Elliptical
t.al
18.

toodumus- ecia
1.12-0y,,15/15

i

I

;

1

tennis p.c.,

P!rl II -6

1016'l'í"

9,-.EF80

E086-

WPM':
L6,1'1>'o

1<

9'8EF91

Ci6EL41
6'6-EBC41 1046 EL84
8í6'11B91

.

7,6

e

GUARANTEED
12:6

106

Q'-'11041

3a4, 0V4 81- EABt ;,O
6AT6

3

21002336.3

-r

:.9v 2,2.,cr12

L.F. CHOB2S,-1 ) H.
a t':- 13 H. 100 n,rt.,
10 H. 120 rime, 10,+6
20 111. 150 ma., 1516
ti -m1 t
I0 8; ti: r 1 r ter 10.6.
OUTPUT
TRANSF- 0tanderd pentode, 4iS
ditto tappe1i
pi:ii .. 4;9,
lx.ntsdc, 310, Midget battery
-

i,

cHTRL

1

91-HCL80 1011Pci-9a

1) 3116

7¡0DKlid

57,1

dust core
Lsxenin rut,

VALVES

NEW
BOXED
1R5, ill,

I

midget

t

it

-

.

t

1,

ISOLATION TYPE.-leakage t w rth R willtmT
boost. voltage. Ratio
1
1
125, 1
4 t,
v. or 13 v.,10,'6 eve. Ditto
h mains prinAries
200230
12,'6.
Special to order.SPECIAL
TYPES. Ta designer's spec.
Vrewv,,,.:-,er, 35r-;
Mcllºrl .;Y.l Main, .ra:nst., 35i.-, AMP., 35,-;

;

1

32' Ie

rade spec.

and impregmitel.
ti v. 01)
TYPS

ALUMINIUM CHASSIS, --13 s -w.
foin nil il.ed
folded 4 sides and riveted corners lattice fixing boles
Strong and soundly constructed with E1 in. ides
lin. a din 416 ; gin. a Ain., 5.9 lli
m. 6:9
13in, x 9
8,B
14in. a lam., 1a: 5 , n1 16in, a
1cm. s 8ìn., 16.16.

B

4x.,18:6;

our ow
Full} interleaved
RADIO AND AMPLIFIER
KW. e
7
a.

TRANSFORMERS.

-

465

mA., 6;9;

.R513 125 v. 1'.0

.1_aFs.,$,9; 3a.,15;'6;

12

MAINS

RECORD PLAYERsBARGAINS

TRANSFORMERS

;

.

0

Latest Model UA8 BIN Monarch 1. -speed autA
changer 53.15.0, cam. 4t6. COLLABO l sce tt
Autb .ganter, Model RC456, 10 gus., cirri .go
4116. As available.

I F

11,'6

c

1916; 4a.,22;6, 6a.,28,8.
FULL WAVE BRIDGE SELENIUM RECTIFIERS. --

' Valve De Luse, push-pull EL41 version, 7 watt
ontPnt, £12.10"0 l'; rt

n

.

60

5!-

1144 230s.250nA,16:-; 1ì324B type 270n 4,17ió.
CHARGER 'TRANS. Prim.--4)l=n0i259 s
., 0.0c.-1
P ir charging b v. and 12 v.), l.n aa, 13;6

ppn
8

SCOTCH BOY, EhIITAPE, etc.
playing, t till rit, r
45-. 1e ptr tape,
5,10tity, 1,200H., S2,8 Heels only.
3:1, ur

72[580 v. Dub.
4232-412/4311 v. T.O.C. 0,6
011/3511
0
T.C.C.
6-6

4;- 160+T00l350

v.O-t.

velU1inA., 49

125

ve t

n.. BARGAIN é!

1

;

station name:. it >I t or ivory knobs to choice Aligned
calibrated ready Dior use. Sensitivity
and @deli Y nt
Lost
C'b

38

D,m.

00. T.C.C. P6

;

,

10

MEC.

-

I

12'd
50/273
c, L.L C'. 6i8 l 100-n200/275 i ,
12'6
SENTERGEL RECTIFIERS.
E.H.T. Type, FlyIlach Voltages. 60135 2 kV., 5,K3r40 3.2 I.v.,
6l9 , 173'43 :3.1ï kt , ,;3 K::}90 +kt'., 7/9 KJ1100
4 kV., 12¡9, etc.
MALNS TYPES= -R111 125 v. 60 rnA.,
RS2
;

ALL-WAVE RADIOGRAM CHASSIS
WAVEBANDS, 5 VALVES
S 'ai
10 m
alt e, ,
LATEST MIDGET
91.W. Inc m.--550 m
', A
L.AV, hilt ca,,- 000 m.
SERIES
Brand new and gum Aft. _00'05 ,, v., 4 pots. It 'C
Short-àledt ',n -t ung f,ra,íi. PT-. socket. High
(I dust core e ills. Latest circuit technique, delayed
AVC ani nei feedback.
O,1' 4 watts. Chassis

vez

¡

;,o v. Dub.

1;0,:aiii

;

3-

a or
-' (

hr

)

St

1

x

sw.

1S

-

z3
to 0u
- ea.
0 K
4
Ditto Ca h
1 c..

R

ì

-

Ratio,

lty,
ló Type,

All

1

rn)O

8d. yd.

Sw. ,S.P w. D.Y aw.
4'4; 9

3,-

.inear

Tubular Wire Ends
1242'350 v. E.E.C. 5¡6
y.
2'3 Can Types, Clips 3d. ea.
.'12 v
84110 v. T.C.C.
4-6
I81
11b,-.
-,a50 v- 2;2:3 '.8716 401 . :Hunts
H.E.C.
l41
Dib.
2,6 16-n10184350 r
5'8
.1-1 v. DM.
4,6
10+16450 -- 'I C,C.5,'6
4.50 V. T.C.U. $'10+24+80i:10 v
11 -

Polythene insulated.

spindles.
1.
year
guarantee. Midget Ed s van type.

t

10:11 3

10i61PYs1

114PYB2

104E27

6l6ET51
124EZ40

£6

1.'6

5'6

11:6
8,6 IIBC41 5;6

3

&6111CF80 12,6 HMO

14C1142

7r6!ECP83 12181.X2T14
9'6
16'6
7 6:73171142
PCOB} 10'8'CF41
10:7 6
10'81'CFBH 11.6..'141 1018
DA F0î fll-IEC'181 10,16.PCF82 10:'6'IIYd1
818
SPECIAL PRICE PER SET
11135, IT4 I. 3, 104 or 144 or 1V4
27 6
35
DK06, 1)094 OtFJf
61(8, OK7, 6Q7, 13V13, 74 or 6115
.. oa
SPEAKER FRET.- Expanded Bionze
metal Sin. s ,Ir.., 2,3 ; PA. s R
1210. s¡
3
l'7an., 413 ; totn, y 16rn., 8-' 2 -lin. 1_ìn., 8i6, etc,
6X4

(H5

RECORD PLAYER

CABINET

Cabinet size 181 -in v 131in. x Ht. 81 -in., with uncut
in. a 12
motor board 13 tin.
£3 3 0, raer. 3/6. valve
ainptifier to fit above, ready wired and tested with
speaker, £3.22.6, cam. 2;0. Record changers
atigilable to suit this cabinet.

.
D1.90
,

.

;

I

ßA'1, TUNER -UNIT ïS7 me s--105 no's) by Jason.
Ar riexo :gibed ¡n Radia Constructor.
Designer
Approveil Kit of parts to build this modern highly
1

-t

1

dJB d:I

h..

COMPONENT SPECIALISTS

TRS RADIO

50 yards Thornton Heath Station.

a.m.-6 p.m.,

I

xl'e lasques P.0.4, eg4., p yaile

ao

Hours
Terms:

C4114.0. or

C.O.D. %ire fg

:

9

Buses 130A, 133, 159, 166

p.m. Wed.
T.R.,l,

d

(Est. 1946)
(THO 2133)

70 BRIGSTOCK ROAD, THORNTON HEATH, SURREY
Listed above are only a Few items From oar very large stork.

11

valo ves
ve and 11 components,
1y £6,10,0 post tree.
SUPERIOR
TYPE GLASS DIAL (as illustrated). -Calibrated
)r 75
i edge lit by 2 pilot lamps, 123 extra,
illucnai .3 Laiejbooh with Pull details 2 pest free
R%Y

t 3, toe

&

190.

Send 3d. stamp today for Complete Bargain List.

OPEN ALL DAY SAT.

Po 4P P ,73,10 up

ge 1,455,

,t,,

HO..

1,1,

:Sib,

14), sib, 0.5,

11118,

8')
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The NEW I.C.S.
LEARN -AS -YOU -BUILD
PRACTICAL RADIO COURSE
LEARN RADIO as you build your own

receiver and testing instruments
This new addition to the unrivalled I.C.S.
range of technical training courses offers
Here is your
you a double opportunity.
chance to gain a sound knowledge of basic
Radio and Electronics theory-under expert
tuition-whilst building your own 4 -valve
radio receiver, signal generator and high quality multi -tester.
WHAT YOU GAIN At the end of the course,
besides the permanent, practical and useful
equipment, you will have accumulated a personal " library" of reference material-I.C.S.
Instruction Manuals expertly edited and
presented-which you can keep by you
always for guidance.

TRAINING TO SUIT YOUR NEEDS Whether
you plan to have a business of your own, to
become a service engineer, to pursue a career
in the radio industry, or to take up radio as a
serious hobby-this course provides the
ideal way of obtaining a firm foundation of
essential knowledge.
OTHER COURSES INCLUDE
RADIO ENGINEERING,' RADIO SERVICING AND
SALES, BASIC RADIO, RADAR ENGINEERING,
BASIC RADAR, F.M. ENGINEERING,
TELEVISION ENGINEERING, TELEVISION
SERVICING, BASIC TELEVISION,
INDUSTRIAL
ENGINEERING,
ELECTRONIC
ELECTRONICS, BASIC ELECTRONICS and guaranteed coaching for professional examinations.
POST THIS COUPON TO -DAY to receive a FREE book
which gives information on careers in Radio, etc., and full detail
of I.C.S. courses.

(Read T ade Mork)

SOLDERING EQUIPMENT
ILLUSTRATED

A.' Detachable
bit type (List
No. 64)

(List No. 68)

Head O>hce, Sales:

Catalogues sent
FREE

ADCOLA
PRODUCTS

LTD.
Gauden Road,
Telephones

Clapham High
St., London,
S.W.4

:

MACaulay 4272

&

3101

11ín. £1.10. 14in. £5.10. T.V. TUBES
12 MONTHS' GUARANTEE
e are now able to offer this wonderful guarantee. 6 months
full replacement and 6 months progressive. Made possible only
by improved high quality of our tubes. Ins. & Carr. 1516.
CONVERT YOUR Ein., 10in., 12ín. set to 14ín., 15ín., 17ín. Our
pamphlet is free, and on many sets it costs only the tube to
give you these giant pictures. SPECIAL OFFER 14ín., Thin.
and 16ín. T.F. 'TUBES, £5. Perfect. See them working in our
shops. 12ìn. T.V. TUBES, £5. Shortage may cause delay
enquire first. We may have alternative, and can tell you delay
if any. Ins. & Carr. 1516 on all tubes.

CONVECTOR ELECTRIC
HEATER 9916

kilo -watt (1 or 2 units per hr.) Switched.
Gilt finish. Illuminated grille. Size 26in.
r 18ín. x 72,in. deep. 200-250 volt AC/DC.
Famous Mnfr. Ideal for home, office or
works. Ins. & Carr. 10/6.
39' 3 band, including
COIL PACK r pair of 465 I.F.s 2-gang
cond., and printed dial (similar drawing
2

FREE). Post

2/1.

SELF FEED SOLDERING
SOLO TOOLS
6v. -240v.
6v. -110V.

Dept. 170H, International Buildings, Kingsway,
London, W.C.2.

29/6

Age

45/ -

Made for the American market.
Car Battery or Mains. Export

Clock letters please

Address

Occupation

Reg. Designs,
etc.

Protective Shied

INTERNATIONAL CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

Name

British and
Foreign Pats.

4.57.

INTERNATIONAL
CORRESPONDENCE SCHOOLS

quality. Export orders invited.
Carrying case. Reel of Solder.
Spare bits. Post 2/3.
By train Liverpool St. to Manor Pk. Stn., 10 mine.
Open Saturday all da
1957 Catalogue FREE,

DUKE & CO. (PW)
621, ROMFORD

RD., MANOR PARK, LONDON, E.12.
GRA 6677-8.
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Operating Battery Receivers
from the Mains
HOW TO MODERNISE OLD -TYPE SETS
By W.

THERE are probably a great many battery sets
which, for one reason or another, are lying
idle in attics and lumber rooms. The most
potent reason for their desuetude is the trouble and
inconvenience, not to speak of the cost, of battery
renewals or a set may have been giving trouble so
that the owner grudged it its cost in upkeep. At
any rate they now lie gathering dust, and the secondhand value of these sets is almost nil.
Sets ten, fifteen, or even twenty years old of the
superhet class may, with a little trouble and patience,
be converted into all -mains models which, though
they may not give the variety of stations which a
first-class job would give, nevertheless provide ample
coverage for the unambitious listener-and that
means 99 per cent. of all listeners.
Provided there is no defect in the L.F. part of the
set, it can be quickly and efficiently converted. It is
advisable to test with a pick-up, if pick-up sockets
are provided this will obviate subsequent difficulties
should there be any defect in the coupling arrangements, such as a " dis " in the coupling condenser,
or a break in the transformer windings in the case of a
transformer coupled amplifier. You might be able
to borrow batteries for this purpose, since they are
only nee de d for the test,
unless, of course, they are in
2
;use in another receiver.
It is a rather formidable
task to change every valve F
holder in the set, so for the
sake of simplicity two valve holders only are changed. 0001
jrF
The frequency-changer and
the intermediate frequency
amplifier are passed by and
a detector -output arrangement
;

;

Nimmons

fourth valveholders will need to be changed to their
mains counterparts. Whether the substitution be of
British octal, American octal, side -contact, etc., is left
to the discretion of the individual, but two suitable
valves are given in the British octal range in case of
doubt. These are the Mullard TDD l3C (double -diode triode) and CL6 (output pentode). The former has
a 7 -pin base.
These have 0.2 amp. heaters, and it is important that
any two valves chosen should have the same heater
current. The heater voltage is not important, but
these have 13- and 35 -volt heaters respectively.
in Fig.
the new valveholders, components and
wiring are shown in heavy lines. The components
required are few in number and comprise an H.F.
choke, grid condenser, grid -leak and the 0.1
chassis isolating condenser. In addition there is a
wavetrap, which is useful in suppressing a powerful
local -station. The H.F. choke may be replaced by a
resistor of about 10,000 ohms, or neglected altogether
since the anode has a resistive load.
"

I

The Practical Side
The first thing to do is to remove the old valve holders, unsoldering the connections but leaving them

VJrV1VM
20Kf1

-

H.T.

0

employed.
This will, in
suitable circumstances, put up
quite a surprising performance, since the mains valves
employed are much more
efficient than their corresponding battery types.
is

Modifications
From Fig. I it will be seen
that the original signal frequency stage of the frequency changer is retained. If this is
band-pass coupled it can still
be used ; it is only necessary
to take the lead " X " from the
former control grid lead of the
frequency -changer valve.
The first and second valves
should be Withdrawn from
their holders. The third and

250
Kí2

(tF

r

'T-

Chasses

Fie. 1.-The old battery sirperliet cirrir't has been
broken down to a limo-raire mains rersio
Some of
the parts aie retained, and the new parti are shown

i

in hears lines.
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ready to be soldered again to the new valveholders.
The lead " X," together with the grid condenser
and leak, will be above chassis, since it leads from
the grid flying lead of the first valve (not used) to the
top cap of the double -diode -triode, mains valve (the
diodes are not used). The only reason, in fact, for
using a double -diode -triode valve in this position is
that there does not appear to be a triode valve with
the requisite impedance issued by any maker. The

up the volume and sharpen the tuning since the valve
need never actually oscillate.

Power Supplies
Turning to the power supplies; we have the alternatives of a purely D.C. supply or an A.C./D.C. source.
The former scores on the point of simplicity ; the
latter, while slightly more complicated, is not unreasonably so. In fact, in the form advocated for this
receiver, it is little more complicated than the
conventional battery eliminator.
In this respect the fact that we are dealing with a
battery set leaves us in a more fortunate position
than if we were making a modification to a mains set.
The mains set usually has its full complement of
components, so that it is difficult to find room for
any extras ; whereas in the case of a battery set we
have the whole compartment formerly allocated to
the batteries to play with, and this not only leaves
room for a power -pack but for the wavetrap as well.
In actual fact the power -pack needed is extremely
simple, and can be made up in the form of a unit
which will go in the battery space. The A.C./D.C.
version is only slightly more bulky than the one
designed for purely D.C. operation.
As will be seen from Figs: land 3 the two units
are essentially similar, the main difference beingthat
the A.C./D.C. version incorporates a rectifier.
There are no bulky transformers, and in this respect
the scheme is no whit different from the majority of
universal receivers.
The two H.T. leads of the set, plus and minus, are
connected to the appropriate sockets on the power pack. Similarly, the two L.T. leads are connected
to the sockets marked L.T. plus and minus. There is
`

Fig. 2.-The complete powerpack, showing how the
mains may be adapted to the leads of the battery set.

nearest are output triodes, and these are unsuitable
for the detector position. The detector works on the
power -grid principle, hence it gives good quality but
is unsuitable for very weak signals.
When connecting up it would be advisable to check
the load resistance of the detector. This should be
about 30,000 ohms, and if much higher, say, 100,000
ohms, it should be replaced with a resistor of suitable
value. The decoupling resistance should be around
20,000 ohms. In certain cases a transformer may b.e
employed instead of resistance -capacity coupling.
In this case the decoupling resistance should be 50,000
ohms, and the transformer should be parallel -fed.
The aerial arrangements include an extra aerial
terminal, namely that connected to the wavetrap.
The original aerial terminal may not convey enough
signal to the detector ; it may be rather loosely
coupled, but A2 will provide a good signal and at the
same time cut down interference from a powerful
station. The wavetrap may be located somewhere in

--If 00000 )11---)sHT-t

0

app

600WW.Lamp
LT_
the cabinet.
HI
H2
i[1ì7
.Battery grid -bias is shown, but if automatic bias is
LTt
to be used join the bottom end of the 1-megohm gridleak to chassis, break the lead from the cathode of the Fig. 3.-The A.C./D.C. version of the power-pack.
output valve to chassis and insert the appropriate
bias resistance, shunting it with the usual condenser. just one detail which may prove slightly confusingIn the interests of simplicity the oscillator coils are the incorporation of the two heaters, Hl and H2, in
not shown, nor the intermediate frequency trans- Figs. 2 and 3. Actually, they are not present at all
formers, since none of these is used. No reaction but are, of course, in the receiver. However, this
is shown, but it might be possible to obtain this by sort of composite diagram has its use in showing the
connecting a reaction condenser between the anode heater chain.
The 60 -watt lamp can be either on top of the power of the detector valve and the top of the aerial coil.
No guarantee, however, can be given that this will pack unit or, what is more attractive, extended leads
result in reaction ; it depends upon the direction can be made to a table lamp on top of the set where
of the aerial winding relative to the grid winding, it makes a handy reading .lamp.
and since the aerial winding is not specifically designed
In the case of the D.C. unit, reverse the connections
for reaction purposes it may just as readily go the to the plug if no signals are obtained. The 3 IrF
wrong way.
smoothing condensers are adequate ; these can be
A wire taken from the anode and laid alongside electrolytic, and are much better than 2 pF paper
the lead " X " will provide a certain amount of feed- condensers. The switch is purely optional, but is
back, and this may be all that is necessary to bring handy when the set forms a bedside companion.
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PRACTICAL
t
. aECTRONic
Etc,G.

,TELEVISION

NEWTHE
RADIO

Of Learning
RADIO
SAN.
AMATEUR

CARPENTRY,

PHOTOGRAPHY

MECHANICS
`

2-stageradioequipment

CO U S
R I MENTAL
TECINOLOGY
EXPERIMENTAL

ac5u-rfve1cwrvu

XE
COMPLETE
IN SCIENCEAND
4W...
completely up-to-date methods of giving instruction in
wide range of technical subjects specially designed and arranged for
a

self-study/sttud

at home under the skilled guidance of our teaching staff.

IIGiIexperimental

outfits and lesson manuals are despatched
on enrolment and remain the student's property. A tutor is allotted to
and
individual tuition throughout the course.
each student for personal
In the case of radio and television, specially prepared components are
supplied which teach the basic electronic circuits (amplifiers,

SUBJECTS

INCLUDERADIO

SHORT WAVE RADIO

TELEVISION

CHEMISTRY

MECHANICS

complete
oscillators, detectors, etc.) and lead, by easy stages, to the television
design and servicing of modern commercial radio and
receivers.
If you are studying for an examination, wanting a new hobby or
interest, commencing a career in industry or running your own fulltime or part-time business, these practical courses are ideal and may
be yours for moderate cost. Send off the coupon to -day for a free
Brochure and full details. There is no obligation whatsoever.

PHOTOGRAPHY ELECTRICITY WOODWORK

The only Home Study
College run by
a World-wide

r

ELECTRICAL WIRING DRAUGHTSMANSHIP
ART, etc.

Kilt. Ili

COUPON

COURSES FROM
IS'- PER MONTH
E.M.I. INSTITUTES Dept. 32X, London, W.4

NAME..

industrial
organisation.

EMI'.w

-.,?

Myxc^a..ax

^ -...

E.M.i.
y,,
"@__'Factories
º

.;...........

.

AGE .................
(if under 21)

ADDRESS

v.-at Hance.

1

ans

INSTiTUTES
"Híe 41p te, »ice;

BLOCK
I

CAPS
PLEASE

.-. _
interested in the following sublect(s) with/without equipment

...:..___-...,_.__.._............_..._.._......_._.:..._.._.._...._..._......_..._ ................_._.._V,

-Part

o

APR57

We shalt rot worry you with personal visits

41nycoHíph©ne

.

etc.: etc,
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COMPLETELY BUILT SIGNAL GENERATOR
Coverage

Kc,ts-230
c

120

300

Kes

Reis -

2.75 Mol 90 2.75 Mc/s-8.5 Mols.
1
Mc/s
8
Mc/s-28 Mes.

"

.,
24 Mc/s-81 MOS. Metal
case
ix
n x 4 m Size
of scale, 6 sn x 3 -m 2 valves
and rectifier.A.C. mains 230
ll ti"
250 v. Internal modulation oC
1400 é.p.s. to a depth of 30 per
0 o
cent., modulated or unmodu
lated R.F. output continuously
variable 100 milli-volts. C.W.
and mod. switch, variable A.F. output and moving coil
output meter. Black crackle finished case and white panel.
Accuracy plus or minus 2°,,. £4/19/6 or 34'- deposit and 3
monthly payments 25/-. P. & P. 4/6 extra.

¡..,1
%-

'

I

I

COMMERCIAL TELEVISION
CONVERTER
SUITABLE ANT T.V. (except Philips)
ALL CHANNELS
TO
SET I
NO
ALTERATIONS
Complete with built-in power supply.
230-250 v. A.C. mains. Crackle finish
case 51in. long, 34 -in. wide, 4.in.
Incorporating gain control and band
switch. Illustrated with cover re-

.¡ilrl

high.

£3

l9.6

Model B, 31/9.
Model A, 33/, Model B, 35/-. These
kits are made up for the Brenell and Collaro Decks. If Lane or
Truvox Decks are being used this must be stated when ordering.
OUTPUT TRANSFORMERS. -Gilson OP767, 25/6. Elstone
OT/3, 21/-. Partridge SVO/l, 60/-.
ELCOM PLUGS AND SOCKETS. 004 Chassis Plug, 3/6.
SO4T Flex Socket, 5/3.
IGRANIC JACK SOCKETS. P71, 3/4. P72, 3/10. Bulgin
lack Plugs to fit, 3/-.
BELLING LEE PLUGS AND SOCKETS. Speaker Sockets.
L316 Red and Black, 1/- each. L378 Plugs to fit, 10d. each. Co -Ax
Socket L734S, 1/-, L604S, 1/3. L734 Plugs to fit, 1/3 each.
McMURDO VALVE HOLDERS. BMP/U, 10d. XM9/UCI,

One Switch for

A, 32/6.

B, 16/6.

BULGIN TAG BOARDS. C120, 1/3. C125, 2/3.
Plugs 2/3 each.
EQUALISER PLUG AND SOCKET.
o..

JR

2//6.

Model A, 33/3.

CONDENSER KITS.

Model

yd

elm'

Plus P. & P.

specified.

1/7. XM9/UGI,2/3.
SWITCHES. Set of three for Model

-

^

MULLARD TAPE AMPLIFIERS
We stock all the components for the Amplifiers as described in
the Mallard Tape Recording Booklet.
RESISTOR KITS. LAB.
All fixed and variable resistors as

°

-.'

Mc/s.

moved.
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Socket, 6d.

CERAMIC STAND OFF PILLAR. 1/ -each.
OSCILLATOR COILS. Brenell, 8/-. Truvox TR98, 6/9.
CHASSIS. Denco. Fully drilled. Model A, 31/6. Model B, 31/6.
ECC83VALVES. EF86-Mallard, 24/4 ; Alternative, 15/,
Mullard, 19/6 Alternative, 10/-, EMBI-Mullard, 18/1. EL84Mullard, 16/-; Alternative, 12/-. 0A71 Diode, 6/-.
KNOBS.-Bulgin K370, I/6 each. EM81 ESCUTCHEON, 2/4.
SUNDRIES KIT. Contains all nuts, bolts, tags, wire, flex solder,
etc., 8/-.
;

AC/DC MULTI -METER KIT
Comprising 2in. moving coil meter,
scale calibrated in ACIDC volts.
ohms and milli -amps. Voltage range
AC DC 0-10, 0-100 and 0-500. Milli Ohms 0,1000 and
seeps 0-10, 0-100.
0-10,000. Front panel, range switch.
wire wound pot. (for ohms zero setting) two toggle switches,
19/6
resistors and meter rectifier. Complete in case, grey
Plus
P. & P. Ii6,
hammer finish.
Point to point wiring diagram 1/-. Free
with Kit.

'.,

/
y

-

ry-

-

BATTERY CHARGER

6

0r

12

v.

4 amp.

Fitted ammeter, selector switch, fuses.
battery clips, indicator lamp. Incorporating G.E.C. Metal
Rectifier. Ready for use. In grey hammer finish case. Wall
A.C. Mains 200-250 v.

fixing. 59/6. P. & P. 3/6.

TRANSISTORISED CRYSTAL SET KIT

Medium and long waves, in plastic cabinet, comprising transistor, tuning condenser, iron -cored coil. 19/6
Plus P. & P.1/6
Point to point wiring diagram 1,. Free with Kit.

A.C. MAINS 3 -VALVE CHASSIS
Comprising chassis, tuning condenser, coils, valves,
19/6
valve holders, volume -control, resistors, condensers.
Plus P. & P. 2/9.
Point to point wiring diagram l'-- Free with Kit.

T.R.F KIT in PLASTIC CABINET
3

valve

rectifier,

plue

A.C.

metal

mains

fá

Medium
In
and Long waves.
pastel blue or broom.
2
line-up :
Valve
200-250

v.

VT52,
and
VR65s
Size 15;ín. long by
gin. high by lin. deep.
P. & P.

£3.19.6

P.A.

is available free upon request. This gives prices
for complete kits and details of Power Unit Components.
FULLY DETAILED LIST

WATTS RADIO
8,

Apple Market, Kingston -on -Thames, Surrey
Telephone

:

KINgston 4099

This llilonth's Bargains

G2AK

POWER UNITS in black metal case, with input and output
sockets. 200/260 v. input, output 200/250 v. 60/80 mA.,
fully smoothed and fused. Also gives 31 v. 0.3 a. D.C. and 6.3 v.
3 a. A.C.- Fitted with 6X5 rectifier. 50/- each, Carr. paid.
3 in. LOUDSPEAKERS.
Ideal for personal portables, only

9/II each, plus If- p. &
HI-FI EQUIPMENT.

p.

Amplifiers, speakers, pick-ups by
Grampian, Leak, Quad, Rogers, R.C.A., Spectone, W,B.,
Wharfedale, etc., available for immediate delivery.
HEADPHONES. H.R. Type 4,000 ohms, very sensitive.
Only 12/6 pr. Post 1/6. C.L.R. type (low res.) 8/6. Post 1/6.

AMERICAN

BREAST MIKES. swivel head, push to
talk and lock -on switch. Excellent job. Only 12/6. Post 116.
BRITISH BREAST MIKES complete with pr. of H.R.
New W.D
4,000 ohm phones in wooden carrying case.
stock, unrepeatable at 17/6. Post 2/,
140fí
IO'-,
Copper, 7/25 stranded
70ft. 5/-. Hard Drawn 14g.: 140ft., 17/- ; 70fí., 8/6. P. & p.

AERIAL WIRE.

I

lI

'',ION',, (iIi

Point to point wìring.diagram

1/e.

Free with Kie.

RIBBED GLASS 3in. AERIAL INSULATORS, 1/6 ea.,
or 6 for 7/6. 12 or more post free. Small Shell Porcelain.
4';d. ea., or 41- doz.
CONDENSERS. 8µF 600 v. Trop. 750 v. normal condensers. NEW, ex W.D. stock, 5/6. P. & p. 1/6.

New TCC Type III. 8 mfd. 1,000
£3.) OUR PRICE 10/6.

RADIO & T.V. COMPONENTS (Acton) [TD.
23, HIGH STREET, ACTON, LONDON, W.3

PLEASE

Where post and packing charge is not stated, please add 1/6 up to 10/-,
2/- up to £1 and 2/6 up to £2. All enquiries S.A.E. Lists _55. each.
Goods not despatched outside U.K.

Dept. ' P'

-

v.

D.C. wk'g. (List over

P. & p. 1/9.

No C.O.D. on orders under El.
PRINT YOUR NAME AND ADDRESS

CHAS. H. YOUNG LTD.
110,

Dale End, Birmingham

4.

(CEN 1635)
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TANKS

By O. J. Russell, B.Sc., A.Inst.P. ;G3BI-1J)

THE Pi tank circuit has become almost the
standardised choice for the amateur transmitter design for the DX bands. The
conventional arrangement (Fig. I) is virtually the
preferred " circuit for TVI protection.
There are a number of points, however, about the design and use of the PI network -type tank circuit which
deserve attention if the optimum is to be achieved in
performance. Thus the usual arrangement in an
" All -band " transmitter is to arrange for covering

capacitor for 80 -metre -band operation, This can
be effectedas shown in Fig. 4. The fixed capacitor
chosen must be a high-grade, low -loss, high -voltage
type. If necessary a series -parallel arrangement of
high -gradé, high -voltage mica capacitors may be used
tò enable the capacitors to operate within their
R.F. ratings.
The T.C.C. mica capacitors type
M3KO-will be found useful in such applications
for transmitters around the 150 -watt rating. Notice
also that mica foil condensers rather than silvered
mica types are preferable in such
R.F. applications. The foil types:
will handle high R.F.-'currents..
that may damage the thin sliver
ck
deposit in silvered mica lypds.
A further aspect of Pf;(a ik.,cir
cults is the pros isipn
TVt
precautions. Thus it is oft e n
assumed that fitting -'a' -N tank
circuit in a screenedtransriiitter is
all that is needed. While` the PI
t a n k-type
transmitter h a s an
advantage over some other types
of tank circuit in the matter of
harmonic suppression, the Pi tank
is not an infallible cure. Often in,
high TV signal areas a Pi tank
may make the needed improvement to clean up TV1. However,
Fig, 1.-The basic P/ tank circuit
Fig.
Switching orrang,enrent for In many cases, not n o t c a b le
arrangement.
multi -band operation.
improvement may be effected by
a Pi tank circuit. This may be
the five bands from 80 metres to 10 metres by the use due to the PI tank not providing enough harmonic
of switching a tapped coil (Fig. 2). This immediately suppression to clean up the TVI, despite the fact
brings several problems. The first and most obvious that it may have very much less harmonic radiaproblem is the question of coil efficiency upon the tion than the original tank circuit. In such caess
highest frequency bands. Thus, if one single tapped it is necessary to " assist " the Pl tank by fitting
coil were used the efficiency upon 10 metres particu- further. TVI suppression devices. In this connection
larly would be low as the one or two turns of inductH,I.
ance would be tightly coupled to the short-circuited
rest
of
the
the
tank
coil.
section
of
Accordingly the
©c Put'
usual solution is to make the 10 -metre coil a separate
free
front undesirable coupling
,OjOnjOAfjx
coil which is then
if
it
is
kept
away
from
effects
the main tank- coil
(Fig. 3). This expedient might even be extended to
cover the 21 Mc/s coil as well.
o
A further trouble on the " Ali -band " arrangement
6
is the choice of tank tuning capacitor. For optimum
results a large capacity is needed for efficient 8.0 metre operation, while upon 10 metres the required
tuning capacity may be smaller than the residual
strays of a large variable capacitor. Also, of course,
the cost of a high -voltage tuning capacitor increases
as the capacity increases, so it is desirable on both
economic -and technical grounds to avoid a large
capacitor if this is at all possible. One way round
'this problem is to use a reasonable size of tuning.
Fig. 3.-A separate coil section for IO metres obviates
Capacitor, and to switch in an additional fixed
short-circuit losses for H:F. operation.

tp

:gee

2.-

i
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do not overlook the old friend-the trap circuit
resonated to the TV channel inserted in the anode
circuit (Fig. 5).
A further TVE device for assisting the suppression
of TVI harmonics is the
gimmick " connected
Hr.

April, 1957
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a value of around 100 pF only will be required. The
usual solution is to usé a two- or three-gang capacitor
with the 500 pF sections paralleled for the " loading "

condenser. To make the loading adjustment easy on
10 metres a switch to cut out all but one section

Fc,

Fig. 4.-The LíC ratio required for 80-metre
operation can he achieved by snitching in an
auxiliary fixed capacitor across the main tuning
This enables the Indn condenser to
capacitor.
be a convenient size for comfortable tuning of the
higher frequency hand'.

directly across the coaxial output socket. This consists of a small value mica or ceramic condenser, say
50 pF, with an inductance in series with it. The
inductance is adjusted by a grid -dip meter to resonate
to the local TV channel. Adjustment is by squeezing
together or pulling apart the turns of the inductance.
A few turns wound round a lead pencil as former
are all that are required for the inductance. Alternatively -the adjustment of inductance may be made
by adjusting for minimum TVI on the home TV
receiver (Fig. 6).

S. --A Tl'1 trap circuit resonated to the local
TV channel ,nay assist in reducing harmonic
radiation when the PI .tank itself does not give

Fig.

adequate harmonic supression.

desirable. Moreover, unless one has a two- or threegang capacitor on hand, the purchase of a new ganged
condenser bank is expensive. One way out is to use a
relatively small variable condenser-say 150 pF
capacitance-and to switch in a bank of mica condensers as " coarse " loading steps for the other
bands (Fig. 7). The use of a " progressively shorting "
type of switch is economical for this application, as
in the maximum capacity position all condensers in the
bank are, in circuit. High-grade receiving -type mica
foil condensers will be found suitable in this application.
is

H2
FC.

Output

6.-The

series resonant combination Lx and
C,v is tuned to the local TV channel to remore
harmonic rcdiation from the PI tank- output. An
anode circuit tap atar also be used in conjunction
with the aboie "gimmick."

Fig.

Output Loading

A further consideration in multi -band PI -tank
transmitters is the output or " loading " conu...,ser.
For the 80 -metre band 1,000 pF, 1,500 pF, or even
more, may be required for loading. On 10 metres

Fig. T.-Fine and coarse loading control hr means
of a small variable capacitor in combination with a
switched bank of fixed mica capacitors.

A further difficulty experienced with multi -band
PI tank transmitters is in the choke supplying H.T.
to the P.A. anode. It is extremely difficult to obtain
good results from improvised chokes. Moreover,
due to slight differences in winding, considerable
adjustment may be necessary with the choke designs
often published for home construction. This is particu(Continuerl on page 129)
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LASKY'S BATTERY PORTABLE
FOR HOME

CONSTRUL'TION

ON PRINTED CIRCUIT
CAN BE

BUILT FOR;

RECORD PLAYERS

B.S.R. 4-spd. with t.o. crystal pick-up.
Auto and manual control, 68.15.0. Post S/,

COLLARO

4/564,

with Studio O or

4 -sod.

7

single player

cartridge. 69.7.0.
NEW PURCHASE.
Collaro 3-spd
Single Players 3/554, complete with
Studio O t.o. crystal pick-up. 66.19.6.

*
*
*
*

GNS.

Carr. &
Packing
8/6 extra.

P

Post, 3/6.

B.S.R. TU8. 3-spd. single
Post on single players 3/6.

COMPLETE

player, 92/6

PICK-UP BARGAIN

B.S.R. 3-spd. HGP 59/3, with crystal head
and stylus. 37/6. Post 2/6.

BRAND NEW AND PERFECT
16" METAL CONE C.R. TUBES

Brief specification : 6.3 v. htr., ion trap,
14 kV. E.H.T., wide angle 70 degrees,
standard 38 mm. neck, duodecal base,
mag. focus and deflection.
Length
17-11/16in. Circular shape. Guaranteed
by us for 3 months. List £23/9/10.
LASKY'S
Carr. & Insur.
C
ßi0 3 9
22/6 extra.
PRICE
ái0.3

PARCEL contains

printed

*

CIRCUIT DIAGRAM, data, instructions,
and chopping list, 1/6 post free.

*

TRANSISTORS, SPECIAL

OFFER

Junction type suitable for use in local

station receivers, amplifiers, pre -amplifiers, etc. Each, 19/.. Post free.

LAISK 'S (HARROW ROAD) LTD.,
-

RF24, 10!- ; EF25, 12'8 ;
BRAND NEW
RF26 251-.
WITH VALVES. Carr. 216.

B.S.R. RECORD
CHANGERS
Very latest type "Monarch."
13 -speed with HGP37 crystal
turnover pick-up.
Plays
mixed records. Brand new and
guaranteed. Listed at £16/10£7119/6, carr. paid.
B.S.R. 4 -SPEED
Plays mixed records.
£8115!-. P/P 3/6.

TRANSMITTER/
RECEIVER
(Army Type "17" Mk. II)
This well-known RIT Trans receiver is offered complete
with Valves, High Resistance
Headphones, No. 3 Handmike
and Instruction Book all con
tamed in wooden cabinet.
Frequency
44.0
to
61.0 Mc/s.
Approximate Range : 3 to
8 miles.
Variable Tuning.
Power Requirements
Standard 120 v. H.T. and
2 v. L.T.
deal for Civil Defence and
Intercommunications.
:

:

59/6

BRAND NEW.

*

,_ lut../41i nine

4 -valve

waves.

*

-Appearance.
Every
Component
separately.

x

long

available

DEMONSTRATION MODELS
AT BOTH OUR ADDRESSES

NOW READY
ABLE

GRAM.

LASKY'S PORTAMPLIFIER KIT

I

Very small size, 6 in. x 3.1in., max. height
5in. The T.C.C. Printed Circuit greatly
simplifies construction.
Utilises EL84
output and 6X4 rect., double -wound
mains trans., tone control, 6ín. x 4in.
elliptical speaker and o.p. trans. LASKY'S
PRICE, Complete Kit including valvas,
speaker and full

77/6

instructions.

I wnti,

Circuits, etc.
£9117/6. Carriage paid.
Or with Matched Mullard 0072s (200 Milliwatts Output) and
7
a 4 Elliptical High Resistance Speaker 30!- extra.
Suitable Plastic Cabinet, easy to assemble, 18/6.
Call and hear demonstration model working.

EAVESDROPPER" THREE TRANSISTOR PERSONAL
Aerial or Earth Required Pre -selected
IORTABLE. No
2-station Receiver
E

can supply all the components for building the above set as
per " Radio Constructor " less Microphone for 77/6. Acos
We

241-.

TRANSISTOR SQUARE WAVE GENERATOR
Complete Kit with 2 Transistors, Components and Circuit 25/-.
TRANSISTOR PUSH-PULL AUDIO AMPLIFIER
(150 Milliwatts ()Minn)
Build this Push -Pull Amplifier which is ideal for Crystal or
Magnetic Pick -Up Amplification, Baby Alarm, Microphone
Amplifier, etc. Powered by 6 volt Dry Battery lasting for
months. Complete Kit of Parts including 4 Transistors and
all. Components with Circuit (less Speaker), £4/101-.
STAMPS FOR NEW 1957 28 -PAGE CATALOGUE
OPEN MONDAY to SAT. 9-6. THURS. 1 o'clock.

HENRY'S RADIO LTD.
TEL.:

Calibrated Wavemeter for
same, 10/-.
S, HARROW ROAD EDGWARE ROAD, LONDON, W.2.

71in.
and

Automatic Volume Control.
Style Contemporary Case.
Lightweight and Handsome

PRE-SELECTED SEVEN TRANSISTOR PUSH-PULL
PORTABLE SUPERHET
Just switch to your favourite Station. No tuning, no aerial or
earth. Pre -select 3 stations. Complete with all components
and seven 'transistors. 7 x 4 Elliptical speaker. Teletron
SuperhetCoils and I.F.T.s. Powered by 71 v. dry battery which
lasts for months. 150 Milliwatts output. All the above with

Miniature Hearing Aid,

size

med.

Low consumption Valves.
Double
Battery Life.
Ferrite Rod Internal Aerial.
3in. or Sin. P.M. Moving Coil Speaker
(your choice).
Brand New T.C.C. Capacitors.

,Function Type (Red Spot) P.N.P. 10/- each
(Tested and Complete with Data and circuits.)
N.B.-These Transistors may be used in place of Mullard1
or
similar Transistors.
10071
Please note that these Red Spot Transistors are ideal for most
circuits including " W.W." Pocket Transistor Receiver and
Transistor Amplifier. All Transistors are British Manufactured
and Guaranteed. Send for circuits and Data.

Mike, 15,'6.

CIRCUIT,

Superhet,

*. New

POWER UNIT for above, also suitable
for other battery portables. Complete
Kit including printed circuit, 45/-.

42, TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, W.I.
Telephone : MUSeum 2605.
370, HARROW ROAD, PADDINGTON, W.9.
LAD 4075 and CON 1979.
Open all day SATURDAY. Half -day Thursday.
PLEASE ADDRESS ALL MAIL ORDERS TO HARROW ROAD.

62A INDICATOR UNIT
Containing VCR97 with MuMetal Screen. 21 valves
12-EF50,
4-SP61,
3-EA50,
2-EB34. Plus Pots., Switches,
A.V. Cond._. Resistors, Muir head SIM Dial.
Double
Deck Chassis and Crystal.
BRAND NEW ORIGINAL
CASES, 6716. CARR. FREE.

*

all components, valves, case,
diagram, and al! instructions for building
this latest design 4 -valve superhet portable, med. and long waves.

circuit,

10 STAR FEATURES
PRINTED

Post

26.

TRANSISTOR SIGNAL
TRACER
Complete Kit with 2 Transistors, Components and
Phones with Circuit, 42'6.

INDICATOR UNIT
TYPE 182A
Unit contains VCR517 Cathode Ray tin. tube, complete
with Mu -Metal screen, 3
EF50, 4-SP61 and 1 51740
Calves, 9 wirewound volume
controls and quantity of
resistors and condensers.
Offered BRAND NEW (less
relay) at 67/6. Plus 716 carr.
Radio -Constructor " 'scope
circuit included.
1355

RECEIVER

Complete with 11 valves
8-SP61, 51.14G, VU120; VR92.
As specified for inexpensive
T.V. In absolute new condition, 27/0. carr. 5/-.

MINIATURE I. F. STRIP
TYPE " 373 " 9-72 MEG.
Brand new miniature I.F.
Strip size 101in. x tin. x
lin. high.
Valve line-up
3-EF91 and EB91.
With circuit.,
Complete with valves 42/9.
Less valves 8/-.
2-EF92.

F.M. CONVERTER
UNIT 88/100 Me/s
Containing
6
valves -2
6ßA6 Eß91, VR137, 2-EF54.
Two I.F. stages and separate
local oscillator, graduated
Vernier tuning. Just plug in
to your radio and obtain good
listening on F.M. Voltage
required 250 v. 50M/A. and
6.3 v. 2_ amps. £7/19/6.

PADDINGTON

1008-9,

0401

ALFRED PADGETT
RADIO VALVES with 90 days
Post 9d. per valve.
guarantee.
Doz. lots Post Free, Less 5° ,.
12SJ7M4' 832 17/6I6AC7M
4 12SG7M VR150/30
6C4
4; 4'
PFN46 2-6 6AG5 4
12SE17M
ì

¡

954

3;

1/3 '6B8

2

-

EF50 3'-', VR92 9d.
1'3 VR136 4-.VR1371'3
EF36 4i-:VR65 1 6
12SK7M
4-, 6K7 2'-'VR66 1112AH7M 6SN7 6- `KT2 376
4' 6G6 3,6,QP220 3'6
,210LF 1/6
12C8M 4'-. 6SH7M
2'6 !DLS10 216
1215GT3!
12A6M4 61 6H6M 1,13 KT33C 6/12H6M

I

2'6.6H6G 9d. CV63 1'-

9002

2'6" 6SK7M
6d.
6D6
1;'

9003
9004
8D2

1/6
'2X2
VU111 176

3i-_'.

3'-'AC6PEN

4'6
6J5GT 3/6
(BRIT)4;-:6J5M 4`6:7193 1,6
SCR522. BC624A and
RX-TX
BC625 -Complete with 17 valves.
Like New, £4.'10'-. Less valves and
relays, £I'151- Carr., 121-.
RX R1392 .-- 2-3 metres. Complete
with 15 valves. Like New. .01
meter in good order, £4/12% Sets complete with valves, less
meter, and not so clean, £2%151' Carr., 12'-.
807

C

To

FREE
This

144 -page

Book
I

-

COUPON-..

send me your FREE I 44 -page
"ENGINEERING OPPORTUNITIES"
Please

NAME
ADDRESS

Subject or Exam.
that interests me
British Instituteot EngineeringTechnology
4096, College House, 29-31, Wright's Lane,
Kensington, W.8.

Parts Removed from NEW 24
UNITS.-Brass front handle, 16.
Post, 9d. Philips Trimmer, 6d.
Post, 3d. Aladdin coil former with
slug, 46. Post, 3d. Socket, 66.
Post, 4d. Mazda valve base, 26.
Post, 4d.
Parts Removed from NEW BC929A
Unit.-3BP1 Tube (tested}, 15-.
Post/Insurance, 5'-. Pre-set small
pots., 500 K.. 100 K.. 1 meg., 96.
each. Post, 9d. Double .1 condenser, 2.5 kV., working. Small
size, 2/-. Post, 9d. Octal Valveholder, 2d. Post, 4d. Small Choke,
2/-. Post, 1/3.
Parts Removed from NEW 1466RX.
-Valve Can, complete with top
and base, 6d. Post, 6d. WX6
and' WX12, 66. each, Post, 3d.
Post,
5-1 L.F. transformer. 1
8d. 7 -pin Valveholder, 2d. Post,
4d.

G.E.C. DIODES. -10d.. Post, 2d.
SELENIUM METAL RECS.250 volts at 100 mills, 5'-. Post,
6d. 170 volts at 60 mills. 216.
Post, 6d. 150. 750 volts at 5 mills,
1'6. Post, 6d.

NEW TRANSFORMERS.--230volt prim. 6.25 centre tapped 6.25 at
21 amps. Most useful in the garage
for low-voltage line, £2;5'-. Carr.,

AMBITIOUS
ENGINEERS !

L.I, O, B.

A.F,R,Ae.5,
B.Sc.

A.M.Brit.I,R.E.
CITY & GUILDS

GEN. CERT.
OF EDUCATION
etc., etc,

11.

CLECKHEATON 99.

PHONE:

-Brand New, less valves.
Same as 1124, but tunable, 10/ Carr., 8'6.
BC929A -Tube unit, complete with
3BP1 tube (tested), less 80 -volt
transformer and switch motor,
£13/ - Carr., 816. Also less valves.
BRAND NEW. -T.U.B.9 tuning
unit. Less outer case,101-, Carr., 8/-.
RX 1125 -Complete with 2 802
valves, 5/6. Post, 3».
QPP BATTERY AMP. -Complete
with good QPP220, and LT220
valve. Four useful -transformers
in this set, 616. Post, 3/-.
RX 1355 -Brand New, less valves,
and 80 -volt power pack. All the
parts you require for home-made
TV., 6¡6. Carr., S/-,
RX R.D.F.1.-Less valves and
power pack, but all the parts you
require for 2 -meter conversion,
5/6. Carr., 7'6.
TX 1154. -Model N. New condition. Complete with valve and
two meters, 17.6, Carr., 12'-.

recognised engineering Aeronautical Eng.
qualification, outlines the
Prcdu_tien Eng,
widest range of modern Bui ding, Plastics,
Home -Study Courses in Draughtsmanship
all branches of EngineerTelevision, etc.
ing and explains the
GET SOME
benefits of our EmployLETTERS
ment Dept. If you're
AFTER
YOUR
earning less than £,15 a
week you cannot afford
NAME!
to miss reading this
A.M.I, M ech. E,
unique hook. Send for
your copy to -day
A.M,I.P.E.
FREE.
A.M.I.M.I,

.. FREE

40, MEADOW LANE, LEEDS,

12X 1466

Have you sent for your copy ?
ENGINEERING
WHICH IS
OPPORTUNITIES ' YOUR PET
is a highly informative
guide to the best -paid SUBJECT r
Engineering posts. It Mechanical Eng.
tells you how you can
Electrical Eng.
quickly prepare at home
Civil Engineering
on " NO PASS-NO Radio Engineering
FEE " ternis for a Automobile Eng.

-
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If

you order more
Postage -charge
than one item. send what roo think's
to corer P. and P.

fair

SOUTHERN RADIO'S WIRELESS BARGAINS

TRANSRECEIVERS. Type " 38 " (Walkie-Talkie). Complete
with 5 Valves. In. Metal Carrying Case. Ready for use. Less external
attachments. 301- per set. ATTACHMENTS for use with " 38
THROAT MICROTRANSRECEIVER
HEADPHONES, 1516
PHONE with Lead & Plug, 4'6 IUNCTION BOX, 2`6 ; AERIAL
:

:

;

2/6.

Type " 18 " Mark IIL TWO UNiTS
(Receiver & Sender) contained in Metal Case. Complete with Six
Valves, Microammeter, etc. LESS EXTERNAL ATTACHMENTS.

TRANSRECEIVERS.

f4/10I-

TRANSMITTERS-T.I
154 -Complete
'

Perfect order.
U.K.

3

frequencies.

all

£277,6 in

valves,

transit case.

etc.
Delivered

etc..

RECEIVERS. Type " 109 " C -Valve S.W. Receiver wich VIBRATOR PACK for 6 Volts. Built-in Speaker, METAL CASE, £5.
BOMBSIGHT COMPUTERS. Ex-R.A.F. BRAND NEW. A
Wealth of Components. GYRO MOTORS, REV. COUNTERS,
GEAR WHEELS, etc., etc. Ideal for Model Makers, Experimenters,
etc., f3.

LUFBRA HOLE CUTTERS. Adjustable Un. to 3_,in, for Metal.

Wood, Plastic, etc., 7,'-.
Wire
100 ASSORTED USEFUL VALUES.
RESISTANCES.
Ended, 12/6 per 100.
CONDENSERS. 100 ASSORTED. Mica, Metal Tubular, etc..
15'- per 100.

PLASTIC CASES.
Display. etc.,

14ín. x I07jin.

Transparent.

516.

STAR IDENTIFIERS. Type A -N.
I

in Case,

576.

CONTACTOR TIME SWITCHES.
Clockwork Movement,

2

Impulses per

Ideal for Map;.

Covers both Hemispheres.
Sound -proof Case,
Thermostatic Coot, e:.

In

sec.

11/6.

REMOTE CONTACTORS for use with above., 7i6.
MORSE PRACTICE SET wich Buzzer on Base. 6'9. Co-na'ete
with Battery, 9/6. MORSE TAPPERS, Std. 376 ; Midget, 2'9.
METERS & AIRCRAFT INSTRUMENTS. Only need Adjustment or with broken Cases. TWELVE INSTRUMENTS, includa,;
35'- for 12.
3 brand new Aircraft Instruments.
CRYSTAL MONITORS. Type 2. New in Transit Case. Less
Valves. 8,'-.

Postage er Carriage extra.

of

RADIO LOOKS. 21d.

SOUTHERN RADIO SUPPLY LTD.
11,

LITTLE NEWPORT ST., LONDON, W.C.2.

GERrerd 6653.
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larly due to the avoidance of parasitic resonances in
a choke covering a wide band-particularly with the
21 Me/s band giving a two-thirds frequency ratio to
14 Mc/s. The symptoms of severe choke resonances
of deleterious type are given by the P.A. current
input remaining appreciable even when the P.A. is
unloaded-i.e., a high minimum dip current. This
usually shows up on at least one H.F. band if an
unsuitable choke is used. It will sometimes be found
that a neon lights only weakly at the P.A. anode, but
lights brightly midway down the choke. The choke will

F/ 8,-Choke
resonance troub!'es roar be

obviated by
"cold end"
/ceding.

The

blocking capacitor is a dise
ceramic of .01
W.

and high

voltage rating
(CB).

129

The previous circuit suffers from the drawback
that the full peak modulated H.T. voltage is applied
across the output or " loading " capacitor also. As
high -voltage high -capacity capacitors suitable for
output capacitor use have recently been available
cheaply on the surplus market, this is not an insuperable drawback. For the amateur who already has
available a receiving type of tuning capacitor in use
as a loading capacitor, however, flashover will almost
certainly occur.
Therefore the other alternative
circuit arrangement for applying the choke H.T. feed
at the low -voltage end of the circuit is given in Fig. 9.
This, however, requires a high-grade capacitor, as
the full circulating R.F. current of the tank circuit
flows through the capacitor. This may be several
amps of R.F. even with modest power inputs. The
value of capacitor required will depend to some
extent on the total " loading " capacity needed for
80 -metre operation, However, a value of 3,000 pF
will be adequate generally speaking.
In some
instances a somewhat lower value for the blocking
condenser may be satisfactory. The simplest means
of obtaining a high-grade capacitor for this service
is to parallel three 1,000 pF capacitors of the T.C.C.
M3KO type. This gives a quite compact assembly
for the blocking capacitòr. A series -parallel arrangement of six 2,000 pF M3KO capacitors will provide
a blocking capacitor suitable for QRO applications.
It will be noted that in the Fig. 9 circuit the use of
the disc type of ceramic capacitors is not recommended, as in this application the blocking capacitor

also heat up appreciably. Adjustment of the choke
turns and spacing may enable the trouble to be cured,
but remember that wrong adjustment may th' -ow
the deleterious resonance into an adjacent H.F. band.
There are chokes commercially available designed for Fig. 9.
PI, tank service, but in some cases the amateur may this variation
t#lready own a large transmitting choke of the older of cold end
feeding ahightype which gives trouble in PI tank service.

-In

grade

An Alternative
The question arises as to whether it is feasible to
rearrange the PE tank circuit to enable a choke giving
trouble when fed direct to the anode to be efficiently
utilised. The transfer of H,T. feed to a low voltage
point from an R.F. point of view enables even a small
receiving type of short-wave choke to perform excellently. However, there are some -snags as always with
stich arrangements. Thus one method would bè to
connect the PI tank circuit as in Fig. 8. This immediately enables the choke feed to be transferred to the
" cold " end of the circuit. However, we now have
to use a blocking condenser to prevent H.T. being
applied to the output terminal or, indeed, to prevent
the H.T. being shorted to ground by any link coupling coil at the far end of the coaxial output. With
this arrangement, if we wish to feed a low -impedance
coaxial line, the blocking condenser must have a
sufficiently low impedance and a value of some
.01 IiF is required. This must be a high voltage type
capable of withstanding the full peak modulated
H.T. voltage, say 2 kV rating. The only really
satisfactory compact capacitor type for this application is the ceramic high-voltage disc capacitor.
An ultra -low -loss type of the mica capacitor standard
is not necessary in this type of circuit application,
but " any old " condenser will definitely not do for
this circuit. The ceramic types can be obtained in
compact disc units that are satisfactory, and although
other types might be used the physical dimensions
might prove a handicap.

mica

foil capacitor
of high volt-

age rating is
necessary for
the blocking

capacitor
function.

has to carry the full circulating tank current. 'lt wül
be seen, therefore, that freedom from choke worries
is purchased at the expense

of some extra trouble
over providing suitable blocking capacitors.,. However, a capacitor is generally trouble -free if a suitable
type has been selected. This trouble may well be
worth the freedom from troubles likely to be experienced when pressing an unsuitable makeshift choke
one may have lying around into service in a " hot
end" feed PI tank circuit. The other solution is, of
course, to purchase a suitable commercial choke
designed for PI tank service if one cannot operate a
blocking condenser type of " cold end " feed PI
tank circuit !
Finally it is taken for granted that the constants
of the PE tank circuit have been selected from the
design data previously published. Satisfactory operation depends upon the correct choice of circuit
parameters, and these should be correct before
attention is given to other possible causes of trouble
in PI tank transmitters.
.
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HOW long will the popularity of the Panel Game
last ? Unlike most games which cannot hope
to draw the public to view them as entertainment unless they are played with consummate
skill, these demand little ability yet draw millions to
the radio and television set. " My Word "-their
latest exemplar-is a good one for the reason that
more scope is offered the participants for spontaneous
and original wit than in most of the others. With
Frank Muir and Denis Norden on opposite sides,
plus Lady Barnett and Nancy Spain, and John Arlott
in the chair, there was no shortage of this. Some
excellent wise -cracking and buck-passing was indulged in by the team in their search for words from
all sources and of all descriptions. It was good fun
and I hope " My Word " prospers,
A second hearing of " My Word " confirms my first
impression that it contains sufficient wit and originality to warrant its claim to a successful career. The
story of the fat priest was a masterpiece.

Our

Critic,

Maurice

Reeve, Reviews Some
Recent

Programmes

with producer R. Mason, gave us a real Irish
sure they did.

treat-

Film Stars
There was a graceful and well -produced tribute to
the late Humphrey Bogart, arranged in haste and
taking the place of the advertised programme. Film
stars who had played with him and C. A. Lejeaune
recalled memories rather than paid tributes. And
short excerpts from Bogart's films completed the half
hour. I do not remember any such homage to a
screen personality before.
" Squaring the Circle," by Valentin Kataet, was a
delightful Russian skit at Communism and its control
over the most private and personal matters, including
marriage itself. Denis Coacher, Charles Hodgson,
Marion Berry -Hart, Josephine Martin, Frank Partington and Robert Sansom, narrator, made it trip
along most effectively. Translation by N. GooldVerschoyl e.

Plays
Noel Coward's " This Happy Breed "--the first of
a new Wednesday evening series (Tire Radio Times
listed the Monday and Saturday titles, but not these),
is as different from his "Blithe Spirit " or " Private
Lives " as mangolds are from mushrooms. It is as
if a pound of Dickens, half a pint of Wells and six " Any Questions
Bennetts, with Frankau and Huxley to taste, had been
The three -hundredth edition of " Any Questions "
left on the stove to simmer and completely forgotten. had for
its panel the four longest-serving members,
Telling of the adventures, but chiefly the mis- Mary Stocks,
Longland, Ralph Wightman and
adventures, of the Gibbons family between the wars, it Arthur Street.Jack
with all question and answer
made one wonder at what cynical intent the author programmes the Ascontinuing
of " Any
had in choosing the title. - It was very well played Questions " will depend on the popularity
quality the ammuniby Doris Hare and Hamilton Dyce, with supporting tion brought up to serve the guns. of
of the
cast. Adapter, Mark Oliver; producer, Audrey questions already show a stereotypedSome
familiarity ;
Cameron.
for instance, if the Government is defeated the first
Mr. Joyce Cary's novel, " The Horse's Mouth," question immediately after is bound to be : " What
is justly famous, and is a rattling good story. But does do the team think of the new Government ? " Or a
it make an equally good radio play? Listening to it shilling on or off the income tax at Budget time. Or
in the Monday evening " Against the Wind " series, I " What would the team like for a Christmas present?"
didn't think it did. The reason. was that about 90 per at Christmas time, etc., etc.
cent., or so it seemed, of the dialogue was taken up
But I would issue one warning. For some time now
by the two characters of Gully Jimson and Coker " Any Questions " has seemed to be, whenever the
the barmaid, whose never varying types of humour opportunity offered, a forum for the uttering of
and voice made for great monotony. The parts, anti-American sentiments. This is deplorable from
however, were excellently played by Maurice Denham any viewpoint, and as unnecessary as deplorable. A
and Denise Bryer, with Vivienne Chatterton as Sara curb on it would be a public service. What is even
Monday.
more regrettable is that they are always vociferously
St. John Ervine can always be relied upon to give cheered by the audiences.
us writing of the greatest stimulation and interest,
whether in his original plays or his novels. John
Our Latest Handbook
Boyd adapted his novel, `' Mrs. Martin's Man,"
specially for broadcasting, and with the help of the
A BEGINNER'S GUIDE TO RADIO.
Northern Ireland studio company a fine play of it
was fashioned. Telling of a son who returns home
7,'6, by post 7;10
By F. I..CAMM
2nd Edition
after 18 years absence, and of the rather mixed recepfrom
tion accorded him, Gertrude Russell, Irene Bingham,
GEORGE NEWNES, LTD.,
Tower House, Southampton Street, Strand, W.C.2.
J. Mageean, Elizabeth Begley, D. Hawthorne,
Kathleen Feenan, G. G. Devlin and H. Goldblatt
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DIRECT FROM MANUFACTURER TO OTHER ENTHUSIASTS
DULCI Model H.I I.

Heart of High Fidelity

The

A Combined and Self -powered A.M./F.M. Tuner, Control Unit and Audio Pre-

Amplifier

in one Chassis designed in every derail for fine performance. Seven channe!
selector matching to L.P. and '78 r.p.m. Records and Tape Replay. F.M. (V.H.F.)-ShortMedium and Long Wavebands, Bass and Treble Controls giving 15db lift and cut with
indicated level response position. Developed tb the requirements of Connoisseurs of tile
higher sense cf sound, with precise operation for optimum results.
-

PRICE

£29.3.10.

IF

[
I
I

(inc. Fox)

High Fidelity Amplifiers for 4 or IC watts, each produced with every
refinement of technical skill for superb reproduction from any source.

£ 12.12.0.

D.P.A.10 -Main Amplifier, 10-14 watts,
or with Tone
or with Comb

0

e,

Control Unit £15.15
1
Pre-amphñer
D.P.4-4 watt Amplifier for Tuner ...
...

G.A.4-4 watt Amplifier with

£19.19.0.
£7.10.0.

Tone Centras and Selector

£9.9.0.
EXHIBITION. STAND 18
Demonstration Room 125.

SPECIFICATIONS ARE IMPRESSIVEwrite to

Ref

:

ON

P.W.

London Audio Fair, Waldorf

Hotel-April

COMPANY LIMITED. 97-99 Villiers Road, London N.W.2

!2, 13,

(WlLlesden 6678,9)

ritain's Valve Mail-Order House.
TRANSISTORS

VALVES

AVAILABLE AT ONLY
10/- each

46:1111H SI_ NARtè$ofo:

DEMOBBED VALVES

JUNCTIONS TYPE (SUB- STANDARD)

ºe

Those Transistors

extremely useful for amplification and
411112
merely beincorporated
in Receivers, Amplifiers, Burglar Alarms,
Hearing Aids, Microphones, Pre-Amplifiers, ele., or nsed fm
SERVICE SHEETS
Work and Electrical Controlsr wire en eed il available Experimental
10
Apart from the above we stock the full range
V/
Led a inn beat
of First Grade Transistors, including H.F. and Silicon Types.
Enquiries invited.

)-

1

10/6

c]

Chassid

Cutters

with Keys
I'M

easiest

cl ti
metier i

rve parts

l

lin.,

t

Prieheaiel

melts.Y
tit ICorcosiomirect»t.
24 v. fie

01

holes

petal.

sists

The
en

:
a die. a punch and a ;an Allen
The p t
.µ t
Prives
11
key
Size
135
,
14/9
1 -lin.;
, 17/8: lint,gm.,
n.,

It

C
.. 35/9;
1916: 1,fn., 22/
4019; lin. sq. hole, 277-, Post lì-.

All

REDUCE
.7/6
21D
Seddering,Irons.

9/6

t'

u-eI
iantifg.

-

AMMETERS
8-30
Brand
NEW
and

lio
Reduced.
BARGAIN,
3

prices are with keys

** Circuit
Teal.
L.T. & H.T.
mA. Test.

Originally
Limited Quanti
Post 2/6,

ice:used
om 2816 to

Valve Test.
tinuity and PeelsTests.
Complete
wance
ith Test Leads.

,

-

17/ 6,

BI

THE NEW

ce

ELECTRIC
PAINT
SPRAYER

REDUCED

STRIPPER
SuRch
/

67/6

42/6

Deposit for both I6
and 8 f for tt l - payment of 15/ -

¡¡

e

UTOAFAATIA

LOW TORCH

R.C.
end

/-

2JA4lE

`2,000'

Burns
methylated
spirit.
Completely
Automatic
and
sale fo all kinds
i tin and
:diver
I
- glassbending,
000

l

Post free, only

.g-

Fahrenhe.tt

14/7

Types.
Please cut oat couple
below and post to

From

5/

BREAST MIKE AND HEADPHONE
SETS,
and
co, plete.
combined
Brand Nee a ud, Hosed. Only
19
Post -.

SALE
of VALVES both
RADIO and T.V.

UNIVERSAL

U.S.A.F.
THROAT
MIKES. Brend NCR'.
(Oh 02.
-

a

Polt ii-

3U/'

TYPES.

Ast -I"
MICROMETER

y

BRITISH,
AMERICAN
BATTERY,

cabinet

-

CRYSTAL SETS ComNE\V Lut
Fete.

Tests.

.

Special SALE Ofier ROLA De -Lune
Enlumine Speaker.
In attractive

Brand new Precision
Instrument. Bargain

All -in -one Radiometer

PALE of METERS
Ferranti, 55
U.S.A.
Triplet,
let, £S, All -wave
EVO Oscillator, .,12.

on switch
.dly
n

for r
k. Limited
cted
li,ucreatable bargain.

..

PIFCO

i

2/6

MAN UAL

ing equiiMents of British andd A,
cai
Service awl Coess Reference t Commercial
Types with an Appendix f BALA. Egnivaknits,and Comprehermive Price. List. We
have still so
Naives left at very ]1 Restget.
Rates (33§" ) which,ue aelimily sold silbe
old price.
11951.l

TYPE OF

VALVE
REQUIRED

to 9/9

fteti

"Hi Fi" TAPE RECORDING EQUIPMENT

THE NEW TRUVOX MkIV TAPE DECK
THIS IS UNDOUBTEDLY
ONE OF THE BEST TAPE
DECKS ON THE MARKET.
AVE HAVE A FEW ONLY
AVAILABLE.
PRICE
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PRICE

£25.10.0

(Plus 10/- caer,

and

£16,0

O

(Cnsurance d
t!- estesi.

CREDIT TERMS: Deposit £4 and 9 monthly
payments of £1.10.8.
TERMS: Deposit £8
and 9 monthly payments

ins.)

EXCLUDING COUNTER

CREDIT TERMS : Deposit
£6.7.6. and O monthly payments of £2.6.9.

H.P. TERMS: Deposit.

:-

12 monthly payments of £1.3.S.
SPECIFICATION
3 B.T.H. shaded pole motors with
silent friction drive eliminating " wow " and " flutter."
Push button controls. electrically and mechanically interlocked (patented). 0 Patented electric type push button
controlled brake.
Facilities Record playback fast
forward fast reverse (a complete 1,200ft. reel can be re spooled in less than one minute)
inching to assist editing ;
tape loading on the drop -in principle accommodation for
reels of Tin. diameter containing 1,200ft. of standard tape or
1,800 ft. of thin tape.
Tracking sense. To British and
American standards.
Playing times Up to 3 hours with
L.P. Tape or 2 hours with Standard Tapes.
Two tracks.
side by side, with safety gap. e Playing time indication by
precision revolution counter or large visual type indicator
plate, according to choice. Positive Azimuth adjustment of
Record/Player Head. With a suitable amplifier, the equipment covers a frequency range from 50-12,000 cps. at 7Iin. per
second. High Impedance Heads are designed for Supersonic
Bias and Erasing from a common oscillator. No matching
transformers are required.
The metal work is Gold Hammered finish. e Overall size 141in. x 1215/min,, from top of
face of panel, overall depth 5in. Weight 14 JIb.
WE ALSO HAVE A FEW DECKS WITH REV.
COUNTERS. Price £29.0.0.

£12.16.0 and

"fidelity" TAPE AMPLIFIER Model
HF/TR2 with POWER SUPPLY UNIT

THE

;

;

;

;

;

;

:

of
This amplifier has been
expressly designed to meet the requirements of the
enthusiasts for High Fidelity reproduction. It is based on a
new design, completed by the Mullard Technicians and only
really high grade components are incorporated, truly HIGH
FIDELITY Recordings are obtainable whilst " Hi Pi " reproduction is assured by use of a high quality Output Transformer by Gilson. It incorporates a " magic eye " Recording
Level Indicator, a two position equaliser for 3Iin. and 70fn.
speeds, and an effective Tone Control arrangement. Monitoring and Extension Speaker Socket are incorporated and
in addition a position is provided to enable it to be used as.
an independent Amplifier for Gramophone Records or Radio
Tuning Unit. Overall size llin. x GM. x Gin. high.
WHEN ORDERING, PLEASE ADVISE MAKE OF DECK IN
USE. CAN BE SUPPLIED MATCHED FOR COLLARO:

BRENELL-TRUVOX.
SPECIAL OFFER :: We will supply .. .
(a) Model HF/38TR2.1 Tape0.0. Amplifier and Truvox Marls IV
Deck for £

STERN RADIO LTD
103

& 115 FLEET STREET, LONDON, E.C.4
Phone: FLEet Street 3812/3/4

"You

can rely on

us''

LARGE STOCKISTS OF RADIO AND
ELECTRONIC COMPONENTS

on INSTRUMENTS, "912" and
MULLARD AMPLIFIER KITS, SOUND MASTER, VIEWMASTER, Etc., Etc.
H.P.

][1'1[ ]E'

C ICI

ALL -IN -ONE
RADIOMETER

* Circuit Test

* L.T. & H.T. Tests
* mA Test
*

Valve Test

PIFCO All -in -One RADIOMETER for the
practical testing of all types of radio and electrical
apparatus. You can carry out continuity and
resistance tests, check H.T., L.T., and G.B.
voltages, also House hold Appliances, Car
Lighting Systems, 'Bell Circuits, etc. May be
used on A.C. or D.C. mains.
ONLY

RESISTORS

Write for informative folder

to:-

32/6

COMPLETE

PIFCO LTD., WATLING ST., MANCHESTER 4
and

36-37,

UPPER

THAMES

ST.,

LONDON,

E.C.4

STANDARD,

MIDGET,

TAPPED VOL. CONTROLS, Etc., Etc.
Proprietary catalogues available to Manufacturers' Laboratories, Education Authorities,
etc.

Use the

Obtainab.'e from your local dealers.

-

HIGH STABILITY, PRECISION;

RADIO SERVICING CO.,
82,

SOUTH EALING ROAD,
LONDON, W.5.
EAL 5737
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DATA SHEET REMOVES DOUBTS,
OF EXPENSIVE MISTAKES AND
UNSATISFACTORY PERFORMANCE

THE SERVICING
'

THE

POSSIBILITY

By A. W. Mann

by correspondence received following
my previous article quite a number of readers

listen on the short-wave bands within the range
JUDGING
:of their all -wave domestic receivers. Some are well
satisfied with the results obtained whilst others, due
to a falling off in performance because of ageing
valves, comtemplate carrying out a general overhaul.
Where requests have been made for service data
correspondents have been advised to get in touch
with advertisers who specialise in supplying authentic
,data at a very reasonable charge.
'

Servicing Superhets
In order to service superheterodyne receivers a
reliable test meter, an accurately calibrated signal
generator and some form of output measuring
instrument are necessary. In addition authentic service data is essential.
Commercially designed multi -range receivers, in
comparison with amateur -built models, are complicated. Designed to achieve a definite standard in
performance, servicing must be carried out with a
view to equalling the original sensitivity, selectivity,
and all round efficiency.
Clearly guess work together with cut and try
methods should be avoided.

Service Data Sheets
Service data sheets provide the set owner with a
fully detailed theoretical circuit diagram, lay-out
diagram, component values, check points and procedure. Also voltage and current data and aligning
instructions.
Very Useful

What is the correct intermediate frequency ?
The data sheet supplies the required information
and saves time which might be spent trying to get a
rough idea as to what it is. This assures, other things
being equal, accurate trimming of the I.F. amplifier.
Very likely the I.F. amplifier has band-pass
characteristics, This will call for slight variations
in the -trimming of the primary and secondary windings
of the individual I.F. transformers. Here again the
data sheet gives the exact frequencies and sequence of
operations.
Tuning dial settings, tone and volume control
settings, recommended when aligning the signal
frequency circuits on different tuning ranges and
sequence of operations are also outlined.
From the foregoing examples it will be appreciated

that the cost of service data sheets generally will prove
to be a sound investment.
Working in the dark provides many pitfalls. Lack
of vital information when same is available at low
cost. cannot be excused. With suitable yet modest
test equipment a knowlegeable amateur can do
quite a let. Before making a start, however, the
necessary data should be obtained and carefully
studied.
Tuning Range Modifications
A commonplace service job in many coastal towns
is the replacement of a little used range with one
covering the trawler bands.
On the face of it, just a matter of coils replacement.
in actual fact there is much more to it, and anyone
contemplating such modifications should be quite sure
as to the availability of suitable coils as to range,
physical dimensions, general design and suitability
for use with a paticular receiver, the I.F. of which
should be known. Methods of mounting, switching,
and alignment should be ascertained.
Coil manufacturers should be given the fullest
information including make and year of set 1.F. used.
Above all be quite sure as to your ability to see the job

through.

It may be that some reader of this article has
carried out similar modifications without difficulty
to a particular receiver and does not see eye to eye
with the views expressed. Much depends on the general
design of the receiver.
Valve Replacement
Revalving a receiver throughout does not assure
a return to peak performance. ft should not be overlooked that the receiver was aligned at the factory
with the original valves fitted:
Identical types and makes show slight variations
in characteristics which, while within tolerance
limits, are sufficient to offset the original trimming and
padding adjustments.
This being so, complete
realignment is most desirable and necessary to achieve
.

peak performance.

Realignment
While I am aware that superhets are sometimes
realigned without the aid of a. signal generator, I am
certain that peak performance is not achieved by the
use of this method.
In the author's opinion a signal generator should
be used together with a suitable output measuring
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device. The receiver and signal generator should be
allowed to warm up for at least half an hour before
starting the realignment.
Valve Repairs

Loose valve bases and top caps can be repaired
with special cement available from some advertisers.
When it is discovered that the internal wire Of the
cap is broken off flush with the glass pinch of the
valve envelope, it would appear that a satisfactory
repair is impossible.
One can at least try. Wrap a piece of used, fine
grade emery cloth around a small wood block and
apply very gently to the pinch and wire end. This
requires great care. The idea is to polish the end of the
wire without chipping the glass pinch. Do not use
sandpaper. Drill a hole in a small wooden block to
take the cap and hold it firmly. Mount the block in a
vice.

Do not disturb the hard cement in the cap. Next
apply a little soldering paste to pinch wire end, fill
top cap with molten solder. Take valve and press
pinch into cap and hold firmly, applying a gentle
pressure until solder and cement sets. If cap is firm,
test valve under working conditions.
This type of repair is easier to describe than to
carry out. It may require three or four attempts, but
it can be done and recently saved the author additional
expense and the discarding of an otherwise good valve.
Component Replacement
It may be that some component requires replacement due to wear. This applies especially to variable
tone and volume controls. The resistance value may
or may not be stamped on the case. The service data
sheet, however, will include the desired information.

I strongly advise readers who carry out such
replacements or any in which more than one lead is
to be unsoldered to label the leads individually as
unsoldered. For example, a potentiometer which has
a connection to each end and another to the wiper arm,
should have the unsoldered leads marked left, centre,
right.
Multi -switch mechanisms are sufficiently complicated without unsoldering a number of leads and
adding further complication by .having nothing to

Battery -operated F.M. Sets
AT

a meeting in London of the British Institution
of Radio Engineers on January 30th, a paper
was read by R. A. Lampitt, A.M.Brit.I.R.E., on
" The Principles of Design of Battery -operated
Frequency Modulation Receivers."
The paper was written jointly with J. P. Hannifan,
A.M.Brit.LR.E., and showed that the special
requirements of battery -operated receivers generally
include low running costs and the maintenance of
adequate performance at reduced battery voltages.
It showed also that the designer, in attempting to
achieve these results, is faced with several major
problems not encountered in the design of the mains
operated counterpart arising from the inherent
features of the limited range of 1.4 volt filament
valves. Following a discussion of the above, the
speaker dealt with the principles and design of the
mixer stage, the I.F. amplifier and the demodulator
circuit in an A.M./F.M. receiver for battery operation.
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indicate where they go. Indicating tags or labels will
avoid mistakes and what is more reduce the time
spent in doing the job.
Admitted the circuit or a separate diagram will
give switch connection details which helps considerably, providing one can obtain a clear view of the
switch wafer concerned. In a compact switch unit
this is not always the case. To take no chances is,
therefore, good policy.
Drive Mechanism
Cord drive tuning condenser mechanism at some
time or' other calls for replacement of the original
cord due to wear or breakage. Service data sheets as a
rule provide details as to the run sequence. If such
information is not available, careful note should be
taken and a sketch made before removing the old
cord.
If at all possible obtain a service data sheet, it
will help considerably, some cord drives being more
difficult to replace than others.
Old Commercial Receivers
One wonders what exactly happens to old receivers
of the two -range type, scrapped due to lack of selectivity. Most likely some are stored away and forgotten.
This applies also to some of the earliest so-called
all -wavers which, with a very restricted shortwave range and cramped dial scale, were difficult
to tune, and not even a good compromise. Providing they are usable it might be worth while fitting a
short-wave converter ahead of them and thus enjoy
the advantages of double conversion. Much depends
on the receiver, however, which must be a superhet.
One of this country's outstanding DX chasers in
pre-war days used such a combination. With it
he built up a staggering number of verifications,
and won competition awards. Incidentally his
catches were on 'phone and short-wave broadcast
transmissions only.
Converters

Do not imagine, however, that short-wave converters are out -dated. Many amateurs now use
this principle for 144 Mc/s reception with every
satisfaction.

Special Aerials
METROPOLITAN TAXIS, LTD., operators of

radio taxis in the London area, recently required
three directional aerials to be installed on one mast,
giving a 120 deg. beam from the Elephant over the
West End. One of the main problems was the
sensitivity of Yagis to metal and other obstructions
such as guys.
This problem was solved by Skymasts, who
erected a 90ft. mast mounted with two completely
new -type skeleton slots and one end -fed Yagi at
12ft. intervals, the Yagi being the highest array. These
slots, unlike Yagis, are unaffected by the proximity
of the pole, guys or other metal.
The final result is that, although this mast is
situated in a position where height is absolutely
vital, and although the first slot is 12ft. lower than the
Yagi, it gives a wider beam width and greater gain.
These skybeam slot aerials were designed by J -Beam
Aerials, Ltd.
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WEYRAD

COILS- FOR

MANUFACTURERS, SERVICE ENGINEERS
AND INDIVIDUAL CONSTRUCTORS

low-priced, soundly-designed Range of Coils,
providing continuous coverage from 12 to 2,000

RANGES:

metres in

Band 1-800-2,000 mfrs.

A

6 Bands.

Band

45Band 6Band 7-

" H " type coils are recommended for many popular
circuits including the " Practical Wireless " AC/DC
3 -valve Superhet and are widely used for servicing
and conversion purposes.

RETAIL

3/9

PRICE

ILLUSTRATED FOLDER

Band

90-250 mtrs.

Band

33-100 mtrs,
16- 50

mtrs.

i2- 37 mtrs.

Coils are coded according to type and range

HA 1= Band

EACH

3d.

2-250-800 mtrs.
3-190-550 mfrs.

Band

The coils are supplied in individual aerial, H.F. transformer and oscillator versions for each hand. Iron
dust cores are adjusted by means of a threaded
brass stem with a screwdriver slot which permits
fine adjustment of inductance without the danger of
damage to cores. Circuit connections are made to 4
tags at the end of the former. Single 6 B.A. mounting.

:

aerial

I

HO 3= Band 3 oscillator

A.M./F,M. RECEIVER BOOKLET

2/6.

WEYMOUTH RADIO MANUFACTURING CO., LTD.
WEYMOUTH,

CRESCENT. STREET,

VAINES

SANE

DORSET
FEW ONLY AT
92/6d.

At

SE.V'EY

All Guaranteed New and Boxed

1.4v.

midget,

1R5, 1S5, 1T4, 1U5, 354, DAF91, DF91, DK91, DL92
131794 ; any 4 for 2716

IA7GT 12'6'6L1ß
13:6
1C5G'P 11/-I6Q7GT
9/6
1N5GT 111-6U4GT14J6
T
70,5
8/6 6V6G
71ISO
7/6 6V6GT 716
1T4
3A5
6Q4
3Q5GT

324

3V4

5U4G
5Y3GT

'5Z4G
6AK5
6AL5
6AM5

6Ab16

:AQn
EAT

tBA6
50E1
113J6

E1,3R7

e61376

B36
CL33
D15
D77

DAC32

7,6 12K7GT
7!- 13128GT

DAF96
6/6 DCC90
8,- DF33
Si- DF96
8'- DH76
81- DI377
9i- DK32
I- DK92
13/6 D1293
9/6 DL33
10/6 DLsd
2/6 DL96
76 EABC80
76 EAC91
'- EAF42
11'6 EB91
6,6 EBC33
14/6 EBC41

716 14S7

141- ECC40

713 6X4

8/6 6X5GT

9/- 7B7
9/6 7C5
716 7C6
616 7H7
8:- 7S7
716

714

9l- I0F1

416 10F9
6í6 12AH8

5,- I2AT7

6'6 12AU6
7i6112AU7
f:6 12AX7
ü6112J7GT

9

12Q7GT

71-

8/6`EBF8J

9 - PEN36C 161-

's

6

t/6 EF37A

6;6 EF39
11/- EF40
816 EF41
(/6 EF42
111- EF50
816 EF80
8/6 EF85
8/6 EPOS
12/6 BPI)
g/- EF91
8/6 EF92
516 EL32
111- EL41
16 EL42
7/9 ELI!
e16 EM34
1(26 EY51
6/6 EY83
7/6 EZ40
101- EZBJ

PLb46
PL36

61- PL81

11/6 PL82
916 PL83
121- PY80
716 PY81
$:6 PY82
''Í6 PY83
12/6 PZ30
10/- SP41
6/6 SP61
1/6 1125
5/6 U5B
.

6/6
16,6
1119
97-

1119
81-

9/V9/6
18/'+/6

3/6
1216

16

10/6 UAF42 10/6
1016 UBC41
8/9

I

i6 W73
:. W77

£t6 X7J

816 Y63
7/6 Z77

9,6

10/3.
91-

101-

1116

READERS RADItl

6 6

STAMFORD HILL
STA. 4587

-

BRAND
NEW
NOT
SUßPLUS !
In maker's
sealed cartons. Latest CAS
" Monarch " 4 -speed recordplayer complete with Highfidelity " turnover " head.
Type HOP 37-1. Capacity of
10 Records. Hays llin_, 101n.
and 7:n. intermixed in any
order, 78, 45, 23! and 10 r.p.m.
For A.C. mains 103 to 250 volts.
m agidisk"
selector gives quickest and
quietest change ever. With
fall instructions and fixing
plans. Limited Quantity at
£8-12-s. rlus 416 Post, Packing',
etc. C.O.D. 216 extra. SEND
NOW
WHILE
STOCKS
LAST I-modernise your radio
gram and increase its value.
-

NEW

On

makers sealed

cartons I -limited quantity of

the famous B.S.R. 3-speed
record player units, exceptionally easy to fix,wlth lightweight
pick-up, incorporating " Acos'
crystal turnover head and
separate sapphire styli for
tandard and Long Playing.
With full instructions, and
fixing plans. Unbeatable prier
5215, pIua DG Post, Packing.
2/- extra. RUSH
ORDER NOW
BEFORE ITS TOO LATE I

etc. C.O.D.

-

S"01/11.

81-

147-

8,6
10;6
8/6
5/6
12/6
7/0

.

24, COLBERG PLACE,
LONDON. N.16

LOOK, ONLY £8.12.6

/- Exclusive

1616 U7ó
1L- U70
19/6 U404
8/6
_101- UABC8011/6

8/- UBF80
8,6 UCH42
916 EZ81
101- UF41
11/6 FW4I600 16/- UL41
8/6 G1.32
12/6 L'L84
7/8 HVR2A É16 U119
9/- KT33C 1{/- 1IY21
12/6 KT44
./6 UY41
,/6 17Y6J
E/6 KT63

ÈCD6C -52,6 25L6GT 9:- ECCBI
6F1
13,- 25Z4G
9/6 ECC82
E'F6G
6l6 25Z6GT 9/6 ECC83
6F12
6'6 36A5
11/- ECC84
6F13
131- 35L6GT 9,6 ECC83
616
5/6 3573
5,6 N1U14
10,6 ECM.
6147G
5 - 35Z4GT 8l- ECF8J 3276 N77
EK7GT
5/- 35Z5GT ç/- ECF82 12/6 P61
7;9 50L6GT
ECH35
6118G
9/6 PCC81
CRßGT 9,6 80
8/6 ECH42 10/- PCF83
Footage 5d. per valve extra.

I-

/-"PCF82 11,6

19/6 ECH81
141- ECL8J

VALVES', each one tested ëefore despatch (add 63- post and pack
ing}. 1,v5G 7/3 GX C, 6:=1 633G, 5'9 eSN1:4, 8/- 7193 (ale,
trically same as 6JO). only Co) , 3A1,
;

;

;

TRANSISTOR SQUARE -WAVE SIGNAL TRACER, really
ideal for fault tracing; as it can ne fed into L.F., I.6'. and H.F. stages
and a distinctive note heard, ail parts, including two
transistors, components and circuit, ONLY 2776.
Post and packing 1,3.
69. PRESTON STREET. BRIGHTON..
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est Buy at Britain's

AUTHENTIC

01 LATE RE

373 LP. STRIP. Complete with 3 EF91, 2 EF92,
lsB91. BRAND NEW, with circuit, 42:6. or less valves, 7/6.
BAND 011155's. Covers the 100-200 m. trawler and shipping
bands, etc. In first-class condition. Thoroughly re -aligned and
tested. £12.19.6. Send S.A.E. for full details of power packs, etc.,
or I/3 for 14 -page illustrated booklet. CR100's also available.
RECEIVERS 3653A. Partly stripped chassis, less valves. Contains approx. 80 resistors, 60 condensers (incl. tubular metal), 10
group boards, 17 valveholders (Int., Oct., etc). Size 12ín. x Bin. x
18in. clean. With cover. UNUSED. 151- carriage paid England only.
IS6, 6AC7, 6C4, 6C8G. 6K7GT,
R<ORGAIN VALVES, 51- EACH

and

1

TOP

JASON

F.M.

!

6L7, 6Sí"7, 63117, 7Q7, 12A6, 12SH7, 12SJ7, 12377. 12574, 15D2 (VR107),
42. 18IRd, EBC33 (VR55), EF36 (VR56), EF39 (VR53), LL32 (VT52),
ELIO, EF91, K55DG, VR150/39. ALL GUARANTEED O.K.
VIBRATOR PACKS. Input ô- v.D.C. Output approx. 100 v. at 30
miamps D.C., fully smoothed and R.F. filtered. Size Olin. x 5in. x

KIT

lin. Fitted with Mallory 629C Vibrator. BRAND NEW. 12/8.
TES73IETF. RS. American. 1,000 ohms per volt, 20 ranges. 0-5,000
v. A.C. and D.C., D.C. m/A and amps., ohms, and dB. In polished
wooden case, 61 x 65 x 4 sin. Complete with leads and instructions.
Guaranteed O.K. £5.19.6.
R1466 RECEIVERS. The tunable R1124. As described for conversion to car radio in June issue of P.W. Brand new and boxed.
With all valves, 19/3, plus 516 carriage.
TV,O-iVAT MORSE TRAINING SETS. WIT Mk. 3. Consists of
two valve oscillators (ARP12's) (one with pitch control), for one or
two operators. Has provision for creating "Atmospherics."
In polished oak case, 12'lin. x IOin. x 8in., wt., 16 lbs. Complete with

When built this famous Jason
F.M. Tuner provides good
freedom
sensitivity with
from drift and highest quality reproduction.
ready
0.5
v.
Chassis
supplied
Output
punched, together with genuine exclusive

4 VALVES

e

STABLE

Jason coil and dial assemblies, etc.

range -60 miles

;

Useful

2 keys, 7 -way terminal board, circuit and instructions
but less batteries and 'phones. Ideal for Cadets, Scouts, etc. SNIP.
19!0, plus 7/6 carriage. Headphones for above, 10/6 pair.
RESISTORS. Latest minature insulated Dubilier `- watt type
BTS. Wife ends. Useful values. ONLY 101- for 100 assorted
' and watt, Erie. etc., 1 gross assorted, 101-.
ELI) TELEPHONES. Army type D, Mk. 5, Buzzer calling. Ideal
for building sites, farm, workshops, etc. Complete with handset
and batteries. Tested before despatch. 39/6 each.

valves, leads,

fringe area version avail-

able. Book of the Jason F.M. Tuner (Data
Publications), V- or 2/3 post free. Detailed

EASY CON-

STRUCTION

price list on application.

!

:.

Complete kit of quality
components less valves,

Fringe -area version .(less
£6.0.0.
valves)
Power -pack
kit, 2.1.9

£5.5.0.

e

" ARGONAUT " A.M.-F.M.

JASON

For building

receiver.

in cases

of difficulty

11,

& ELECTRONIC CO.
Cricklewood Lane, London, N.W.2.

SPE

TEMp/e Bar 0545

7050

Shop hours 9-6 p.m. (9-1 p.m. Thursday).

tr

Post 1;6

'THE ELECTRONIC MUSICAL':,
INSTRUMENT MANUAL.
Price 35/-.

A. Douglas.

By

Postage

THE GRAMOPHONE HAND
BOOK. By P. Wilson. Price 15/-.
AMPLIFIERS.
tion.

By F.

J.

Design & Construe.,
Comm. 17/6. Postage 9d.

TELEVISION

EXPLAINED.

By

W. E. Miller. Revised by E. A. W.
Spreadbury. 12/6. Postage 93.

01'

AND
LOUDSPEAKERS
HI-FI
ENCLOSURES. By A. B. Cohen.
Price 37/6. Postage 1/-.

TRANSISTOR

TECHNIQUES.

Gernsback Library, No. 61.
12/-. Postage 8d.

RADIO VALVE DATA.
by " WW ". Price 4;6.

Price

Compiled
Postage 6d.

The MODERN BOOK CO
BRITAIN'S LARGEST STOCKISTS
of British and American Technical Books

19-23

PRAED STREET,

LONDON, W.2

Write or call for our catalogue.

h

Phone : PADdington 4185.
Open 6 days 9-6 p.m.

I

QUALIFY AT HOME -IN SPARE
TIME

After brief, intensely interesting study
-undertaken at borne in your spare

SCREWS, NUTS, WASHERS,
soldering tags, eyelets and rivets.
EBONITE AND ,BAKELITE PANELS,
TUFNOL ROD, PAXOLIN TYPE COIL

time -YOU can secure your proPrepare for
qualification.
YOUR share in the post-war boom
in Radio. Let us show you how!

GUIDE

FREE

FORMERS

as

A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds
Fina!

Radio,

P.M.G.

Radio

Amateurs, Exams., Gen. Cert.
of Educ., London B.Sc. (Eng.),

A.M.I.Mech.E.,

Draughtsmanship (all branchas),
etc., together with particulars of

our remarkable Guarantee of

SUCCESS OR NO FEE
Write now for your copy of this
It may well
invaluable publication.
prove to be the turning point in your
career.

FOUNDED

1933

-OVER

150,000 SUCCESSES

AND

TUBES.

ALL DIAMETERS.
Latest Radio Publications.
SEND STAMP FOR LISTS

SPECIAL OFFER

The New Free Guide contains 132
pages of information of the greatest
important3 to those seeking such
success-compelling qualifications

oz., 2 oz. & 4 oz. REELS.
All gauges available.

B.A.

fessional

Postage 1/-.

11,

ENAMELLED, TINNED, LITZ,
AND SILK COVERED.
RESISTANCE WIRES,

COTTON

GET A CERTIFICATE !

By The A.R.R.L.

32/6.

Open All Day Saturday,

COPPER WIRE

FIRST-CLASS
AMATEUR'S'I RADIO COURSES

THE

'RADIO
HANDBOOK

LTD.

Upper Saint Martin's Lane, London, W.C.2.

EDITION

1957

(RADIO)

BRITAIN

CHARLES

:

Phone

IASON MOTOR

°

;

as a tuning unit or complete self -powered
Book by Data Publications, 2/- (2/3 post free)

FROM LEADING STOCKISTS, or
328,

METAL RECTIFIERS. 230 v. 60 m/amps, 3/6 230 v. 100 m/amps,
5.-.
SMALL MICA CONDENSERS. 300 pFd or 500 pFd, 3/6 dozen.
PLEASE ADD POSTAGE OR CARRIAGE ON ALL ITEMS

KITS

G.E.O., B.T.H. & WESTINGHOUSE

I

GERMANIUM
CRYSTAL DIODES
IÌ-

each.

Postage

4d.

Diagrams and three Crystal Set Circuits
Free with each diode.
of these fully
A large purchase
the
GUARANTEED diodes from
manufacturers enables us to make this

attractive offer.

CRYSTAL SET

INCORPORATING THE SILICON

CRYSTAL VALVE

Adjustable Iron Cored Coil.

RECEPTION

GUARANTEED

NATIONAL INSTITUTE OF

Polished wood cabinet, I5/-, post 1/3
A REAL CRYSTAL SET, NOT A TOY

(Dept. 461),

POST RADIO SUPPLIES

ENGINEERING
143, HOLBORN,

LONDON,

E.C.1.

23

Bourne Gardens, London,

E.4
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The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents

A New Speaker Enclosure
recently constructed the folded horn
speaker enclosure published in the October issue

SIR, -1

Of PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
1 made it out of tin. plywood, gluei and
together. It is possible, of course, that my

screwed
straight

The whole basis of stereophonic reproduction, be it
through the medium of the tape, disc, or radio, is the
faithful reproduction of the volume and phase
differences between the two channels.
These differences should (I repeat, should) be in
every respect identical to those arriving at the ears
when listening to a live performance, and it is
therefore essential that in the first instance the two
channels of the reproduc-

edges are curved, but I failed to make the " flarepath"
measurements of the two internal parthions, with
respect to the outer back,
agree with those shown in
ing system must be perthe diagram.
fectly balanced both in
These are
Whilst we are always pleased to assist readers with
.4 in., 6in. and 7!,,in. their technical difficulties, we regret that we are unable
frequency response and
modifying
to .supply diagrams or provide Instructions for
(6+ 4 D. 1f I made two
phase shift, and secondly,
We cannot supply
or surplus equipment.
commercial
agree, the other was out.
.. but equally important, the
alternative details for receivers described in these pages.
I decided that the top end
separation between chanIVE CANNOT UNDERTAKE TO ANSWER QUERIES
OVER THE TELEPHONE. If a postal reply is required
was the most important,
nels must be kept, as near
a stamped and addressed envelope must be enclosed with
followed by the bottom, so
as possible, 100 per cent.
the coupon from page iii of cover.
I adhered to these. As far
Assuming that the crosstalk between channels is
as I am concerned, this
kept to an absolute minimade the other measurement 5;¡in., instead of 6in. Ana I alone i
his mum, the degree of separation will depend entirely
upon the spacing and beam width of the speakers.
dilemma ?
How then can any kind of stereophonic effect he
I am not a supporter of multiple speakers with
frequency dividing networks. So 1 was left with a obtained from two speakers built into a cabinet of
nice roomy compartment, above the bass speaker size aforesaid ?
Ilse use of external speakers (properly spaced) wiil
section, with nothing in it. I decided to put the
amplifier in it.
(The ultra -linear version of the not only improve the stereo effect, it will also demonMullard 5-10, complete with preamplifier, all in one strate the difference between stereophonic and
chassis.) I made two detachable panels on each side, single -channel reproduction.
Another point arises from Mr. Gilbert's letter.
the left-hand side one with a window in it for the
controls to come through. I cut a ,::1jn. hole near Am i to assume that the two channels of his reprothe bottons edge of each panel and three in the top ducing system consist of separate bass and treble
amplifiers ? Oh, horror I sincerely hope that I am
of the enclosure for ventilation purposes.
misreading the letter ; if not, then the system he is
I used two Philips Bin. speakers, Model 9710M in
series. The centres of these two speakers lie on the using is nothing more than a glorified crossover unit.
I would very much like to go on writing on the
diagonal of the lower section of the front panel.
These speakers have quite a remarkable performance. subject of stereophonic reproduction, bitt space is
The high -frequency response .only begins to fall off limited, and I must say a word or two in answer to the
last paragraph of Mr. Gilbert's letter.
above 18,000 c/s. The bass resonance is 45 c/s.
It most definitely is a practical proposition for
1 find the performance of the enclosure very satisfactory. Bass boost can be used without the usual anyone to make stereophonic recordings.
Given the equipment, anyone who has a certain
aural distress.
The lining of enclosures sometimes presents amount of recording engineering experience can make
problems. I use low-grade cotton wool, held in quite a good stereo record.
But what will the equipment consist of ? Naturally,
position by mosquito netting.-D. A. SHEPHERD
it will consist of a stereo recorder, which we assume
(Singapore).
is the best available, and likewise, two microphones
of the sante hi;h order. Then what ? A recording
Stereophonic Recording
studio ? Or shall we settle with the lounge ? Let's
-1 was more than usually interested in your settle for the lounge which has been adequately
SIR,"Open
to Discussion " column this month damped and converted into a passable recording
(January). I refer to Mr. J. S. Gilbert's letter con- studio.
cerning stereophonic recording.
All that is required now is a subject to record in
do not for one moment doubt that a complete stereo. We certainly cannot borrow a symphony
twin -channel recording/reproducing system can be orchestra, in fact, what is there available to the
built into a cabinet only 17.1in. by 151in. by 71in., amateur that will be greatly improved by a stereo
-but I must disagree with the idea that two speakers recording? Unless Cousin Jack can be persuaded to
included in a cabinet of this size will produce a march to and fro across the room while reciting the
stereophonic effect.
soliloquy from Hamlet, or some other such arrange
1

!

-
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ment can be made, there is practically nothing avail- licensed rig, but could manage to get together a rig
for a novice, I answer, piffle
One has not got to
able for the amateur to record in stereo.
Perhaps it won't be too long before the BBC trans- run high power just because one has a full licence, I
have been licensed since 1950 and, except for a period
mit twin -channel programmes.
I look forward to meeting Mr. Gilbert again at this of about three months when I went " QRO " with
year's radio show ; we may have something that will 25 watts, my power has been under 10 watts and at
times under one watt
I build all my own gear
surprise him.-VERNON B. DE'ATH (Windsor).
(including receivers) and can honestly say that even
when using the simplest of equipment, the effort to
F/M Results
make myself eligible to operate an amateur transV.H.F.
mitter was worth
have been using my home -built
moment spent swatting up
S1R,F/M receiver for some weeks now and have been basic principles. every
pleasantly surprised by the results obtained, perhaps
Come on chaps, let's have more action and less
they would be of interest to your readers.
moaning and excuses from you, it is not very diffiMy location is about 250ft. A.S.L. on the north cult to amass enough knowledge to pass the exams.
bank of the Teife estuary near Cardigan, with the After all, they are only very rudimentary, and there
ground sloping evenly down to the sea towards the are enough evening classes and clubs to help you.
south-west. To the north there is an almost un- The R.S.G.B. even organises slow morse periods on
interrupted view, and I receive the transmissions from top band to give you practice, and as a last resort
Divis, Northern Ireland, at good strength, the several correspondence schools have special courses
distance being 185 miles. To the south, across the of study for the R.A.E.
estuary the ground rises to about 400ft. and further
Lastly, remember that you cannot get out of anysouth it rises to about 1,000ft.- Despite this, I receive thing more than you put in, and the more effort you
North Hessary Tor at a distance of 120 miles at put in to learning about your hobby, the more hours
about the same average strength as Divis. Some of sheer enjoyment and pleasure it will afford you.slow fading is apparent on both stations, and aircraft DOUGLAS P. J. MEAD (G31DM), Chertsey.
fading is quite frequent, but in both cases the limiter
stage usually holds the output steady.
" Amateur Radio " Novice Licence
I am using an indoor dipole aerial with Pawsey
stub balun, and the receiver is built around the SIR,-Every time this appears in " Open to
surplus I.F. unit type 373.
Discussion," always the same thing happens.
In case readers wonder why I have not mentioned The Man with the Hard Work behind him appears
Blaen Plwy, I would add that although receive its with the bucket of cold water to snuff out the kindling
transmissions very well (even on its present low flame. This time I see it is Mr. L. O. Richardson who
power), I am one of the English community in the takes up the battle in favour of this jealous fraternity
district who wish to listen to the Home Service in who are termed "Hams." He has not even studied
English
the situation from any angle only his own. I wonder
One surprising point is that I cannot receive if he spared a thought for the thousands of the
Wenvoe transmissions at strength sufficient to afflicted of all ages, of those who are doomed to
provide any entertainment value at all !-T. WINCH - lie in bed, some for all time, of boys and young
COMBE (Cardigan).
men who have nothing, only four walls and their
If Mr. L. O. R. would read
own family circle ?
The Amateur Licence
the pages of recent copies of PRACTICAL WIRELESS
he will find letters from the younger element (for
feeling of extreme disgust has compelled whom this argument is primarily intended) ; they
SIR,-A
feeling
of
A
me to write this letter to you.
are begging the Editor to put them in touch with
disgust occasioned by the mental attitude of the so - others so that they may advance their knowledge
celled enthusiast, who being too lazy to exert himself in this field. Is he aware that there are districts with
and surmount the requirements laid down by the no Radio Clubs within 15 miles ? Young people
authorities for the acquirement of an Amateur Trans- cannot afford to travel these distances, for these
mitting licence, is continually whining and moaning also something should be done. Would Mr. L. O. R.
that other people should exert themselves and get the rather see teenagers spending their pocket money
nasty exams. removed so that he may indulge in his on knuckle-dusters, bicycle chains, hard stone rings
passing fancy with the minimum of inconvenience to and coshes ? Is it not better to see them round the
himself. A passing fancy it probably would he, for a windows of the ex -Govt. junk shops than lounging
person who has not got the guts or drive to make the in the snack bars as " Teddies " ? It is for these,
effort needed to pass the simple exams. and tests Mr. Richardson, that this battle is being fought
required by the G.P.O. would certainly soon become not for the Q.R.O. bods. The very reason why the
bored with the limited field that his imperfect know- Amateur Licence was instituted is that men of all
ledge opened to him, and so pass from the scene, nations can get together for the advancement of
having-in all probability-caused ill -feeling and technical knowledge in the field of radio, without
unnecessary interference by his selfish attitude.
either gain or profit, and anyone who openly states
In reply to his excuse that he has not the time to he is in opposition to this should have his licence
that
I
studied
learn, let me just say that at the time
revoked.-H. WHITTAKER Manchester.
for my R.A.E. and morse test, I was away from home
from 5.45 a.m. till 7.30 p.m., leaving a very limited
time for study, on top of which I was approaching
WIRELESS COILS, CHOKES AND TRANSFORMERS
middle age and consequently not so mentally
receptive as I might have been.
8th Edition.
Price 6/-, by post 6,'9.
As for the excuse that he cannot afford the fully
!

!

I
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T.C.S. TRANSMITTERS.

American 1.5-12 me/s.. 7 valves, 23
watts, 1625's modulating 162 s; high finish, £9. T.C.S.
RECEIVERS. 7 valve superhets to match £6. THE ABOVE PAIR,
B28
£14.
(11100) RECEIVERS, complete untested, £12.10.
ADMIRALTY POWER PACKS. 530 v. A.C.. 400 v. 80 mA.
smoothed, 6.3 v. 3 A., totally enclosed, 504G rect., 35i-. Smoothing
resistors

510 AMPLIFIER
510 "A" PRE -AMPLIFIER
510 "8" PRE -AMPLIFIER
3/3 AMPLIFIER
F.M. TUNER UNIT

Manuals available :
912 PLUS AMPLIFIER
OSRAM F.M. PLUS TUNER

-4/-;

-

M,P.,

SHEPHERDS BUSH, LONDON, W.12.
1729.

TSL. CONCERT SOUND CORNER.Consists of a s,.ientiñcally-designed enclosure based on the most recent advances
in electro -acoustics, use being made of the
natural damping qualities of the normal
walls of any room.. Fitted with specially
designed speakers, laboratory balanced and
matched for perfect tone. Styled for the
modern home where unobtrusiveness combined with the acme of perfection is required. The sound corner will show its
outstanding advantages especially when
used for reproducing modern L.P. recordings
on ordinary radiograms or record players.
Let this be your -first step to high fidelity.
Impedance 4, oinNes, frequency range 35 to
above 17,000 cycles, peak power loading 15

watts, normal up toIO watts. Produced at
a price within the reach of all (including
P.T.). £13.16.3, carriage and ins. 56. Send
S.A.E. for fully descriptive leaflet.
VEBRATOItS. 4 Pin UX base, non -synchronous types. 6 V, 06, 12 v. 811, 24 v. 5/-.
Postage Ii-.
VALVE SPECIALS.All as new and guaranteed. OAKS, 60, AL5 7/6, 6AM5 5'6,
6AM6 7ï0. 61;2 816, Cs 2 6)S. ECC32 716,
-312 (VT52) 7164 H63
ECC61 (12ÁT7) 816. EL
716, KT61 (F L33) 816, *íT63 76, KT66 1010,
KTZ63 8/6, Type 76 76. Type 80 816.

W'AVEMETERS
TYPE W.1310.-Frequency range 155 to 230 Mc; s. Contain their
own built-in power packs for operation from
2001250 v. A.C. 50 cycle mains. Beautifully
made cod bossed in copper -lined wooden
instrument cases, overall size 13 x 11 x IO
ins. Complete with valves and test prod.
is condition as new. PRICE ONLY £3.7,6,

:carriage

C1o.

60:6L6G
E. 6IOL6M
5-'6SA7

9/6 122472,1
7-'.12AÚ7

4'91, 6J5GT

91-'.6J5G
4' 6J6

86.6 J7G

6ßA6

21- 6X5GT
709
8

4/9 6H635

6C4

6C5GT
6CG
6130

6F6G

i

6,6 6SG7M

a

TRANSISTOR RADO

Crystal

Diode and

3

Tran-

siutars.
Amazing Loudspeaker reception and low
running costs from 7! volt battery. Designed for local station reception, the
` Three Dee " is ideal for. caravan installation, bedroom, workshop or second radio
set. Chassis sire .6in. x 4in. x 2 in. Speaker
extra.

I/- POSTAL ORDER.

!

wiring

For easy

plans

and

instructions.

RADIO EXPERIMENTAL
PRODUCTS LTD.
MUCH PARK ST., COVENTRY.

VALVES

New Tested and Guaranteed
7:616ßR7

SRS

r6

1S5

( 6J5G

114
3S4

6B47)743

5

5V4
5Z4G
6AL5
6AM6

`C'61
,

Ei.81 10 0

ECH35

7;61E01112
6'.

12T7 9:-'ECL30

61-a12AÚ7

61.807

91-,

0'9iEF39

10

IEYSL 11"3
5L45,
S -

KT33C

3

3

10'0UBC41
6.
10'10 'LCtï4210;-

C'6.5763
8 61E1,41
I4L 10'7 6!EBC41 5;610F
9 6 111'41ß0
!EF92 491ÚL41 10.'8r-.'EBF80
7i6'
10-'EL41 10 ÚY41 8,'3IATCID.D Y:\IRS, 'ELM, 23
6V4G nl
GT. 171
6E307618/-; KT33C. 1016; 007.
1416 per pan.
OAT6
6ßE6

I OLUIIE (ON TROTS,
L'S, 3-

-

S.P., 4/-

;

small. long spa.,
D.P.. 4:6. All salues.
v. wkg., 2'3.

PAPER BLOCKS, 4 infd., 1,000
R. J.
32,

51-! KY81
1.6! P6I

EF36
66. EF37
6 IEF3'7A

41-; SP41
71-; 5561

C,-'..ECC31
(r

5

1

E1E39

6 'EF91
851EF92
7-1EL91
8 6 GT1C

'-'.PEN27

9i ISP220

5'-!

T41

7,-!U22

6U50

4l IÚ52

6/8: -

'216

5'-

2,6

3'6

1216

716

66

616
9

L G'
4 VR150 37 3
SPrakers!Trans.) Min. 6d. No C.O.D.

SUPPLIES

i

:-

COOPER (G8BX)

SOUTH ENI), CROYDON, SURREY
V1'050011

96O:dham Street,

nC.eSer, 4.
Terms * Cash with order. Orders under 20over 201- add 1/3 postage unless
add 9d.
otherwise stated.
T V' CIRCUITS ., SERVICE DATA,
Book I, covering all the following sets
Alba T301,'Ambassador TV7, Bush TV22A,
TV24A, 'Ferranti 14T3, 17T3, 1763, 14T3F,
1713E 1 01F, G.E.C. B15146C, ST4543C,
K.B. 11F60, Masteradio T917, Murphy V210,
I V210C,
Philco ßT1763, BT17530, Philips
1101Ú, Pilot TV76, CV76, CV7'7, Pye FV4C,
FV4CDL, Raymond 14ín., Ultra VA72,
Vidor CN4216, 'white Ibbotson 2015 projection. All above in one book for 10:post paid.
IVAN A ELE(7TRI(' SOLDERING IRONS
,250 v. with fine bit, 16/9. FM Aerials
12;6. Cress -over Units for BBC!ITV, 7,:6.
30013 RIBBON FEEDER for FM Radio,
Bush TV, etc., 86. yd., 7/6 doz. yds. 14ín.
Formers with cran and core, 1'6, suitable
for converters, etc.
('AR DROPPERS, 12 volts to 6 volts, at
5 amps., 51-.
EXPANDED METAL. Speaker Fret
(Gold). 12in. a 12ín., 416, 18ín. x 12in., 6/9.
Combination Boa Spanners 2, 3, 4, 5, 6 B.A.
on one shaft, 3711.
BOOK ON " How to make T.V. Aerials for
Bands 1 and 3 and VHF," giving all dimensions, e c 2,10 post paid,
THE NEW T.S.L. High Stability F121VHF
Tuner Unit with visual tuning indicator and
preset audio level, £17.10.0.
WIRELESS WORLD I ALIT; 10.5TA
BOOK, latest issue 4/10 post paid.
IAXLEY TYPE SWITCHES. 4 pole 2 way,
2 pole 6 way, 1 pole 5 way with switch. all
st 2,3 each. 3 pole 2 way midget 1'6. I pole
12 way. 2 pole 6 way, 2 pole 2 way .'3 pole.
4 way, 4 pole 3 way, all long spindle semi midget, 3'6 each
THE M'AV " APEX " Sand 3 Converters
for Channels 2 und 9or Channels 2 and 10.
can be fitted on back of set. £5.15.0, state
channel required.
COAXIAL CABLE 22ft. length 3'3.
VAIRIABLE: CONDENSERS, air spaced,
40 PF, 11-, 75 PF 21-. 75 PF Twin a6, 115 PF
2:6. Solid Dialectric .0005 mfd, .0003 rnfd.
:3.'31 each. Neon Screwdrivers 110 v. to 380 v.
;

1

I

:

i

;

I

;

-

SEND NOW

33,

2

8071.E)3191HVR2A

TELEVISION SET BARGAINS TO CALLERS AT

100

A New Dual Range Radio with band pass
tuning using

'

£1

51-i

6/6'807(AM)
510' EB34

350/352, FRATTON ROAD, PORTSMOUTH
PORTSMOUTH'S RADIO, TV AND TOOL SHOP

e THREE oEE'}

NEPANCß

5/6

Postage 1:-iº £1'11S in

For HOME CONSTRUCTORS

3,'GOLDHAW'( ROAD,

Iil.,i tnae: SPIErlterds Lush

66'.6K7M

6'6,635M

5U44
6AG5
6AG7
6AK5
0B7

L. F. HANNEY
77, Lower Bristol Road
Bath

.te;2t.

W W., 1'3.

9/6i6SK7GT
51- 6SL7GT
4,0' 'SN'7CFP
3"-'6V6G
1'-_6V6GT
5" Waal
6'-.6X4

611,6E33

5Y3GT

2/6 ; MOLLARD HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIER MANUAL
(contains F.M. details)- 3/4 ; DENCO F.M. TUNER --I/6.
Send 29. postage, stating lis's required. General Components
list also available.

LTD.

watt

;

"WIRELESS WORLD" F.M. TUNER UNIT
DENCO MAXI -Q F.M. TUNER UNIT

LYONS RADIO

1;00052 10

SPECIA.L BARGAIN 112 v. 4`amp. recta., 9r6 ea., £5 doz.
Full wave iron selenium heavy compact type.
SINGLE HEADPHONES, headband, 2i6. CHOKES. 15H, 150
mA., 916. RECORDING TAPE.-Known make. 1,200ft. 16!- reel.
3 Gan; .0005, Long, llin. sp., 3/6. TIME SWITCHES. 14 day,
2 stage automatic, 25 amp. mercury switches, 2716. NEW CONDENSERS, 10 pf. -.5 mfd., our assortment 50 for 616 ; 100 12-.
GEBESCOPE 16 mm. TALKIE PROJECTORS. L516 sound)
silent push-pull amplifier, heavy 12ín. speaker, A.C./D.C.
110;250, tested, good cond.. £33. Mint Cond., £38.
P.M. LOUDSPEAKERS. 7 x 4 Goodmans, 1716 I0 x 6 ditto, 26, Blin., 10'-; Sin., 12'6. Ditto soiled but tested, 7,6. NEW
THROAT MIKES, 216. AV/PHENOL HOLDERS.
Octal,
Mazda, Noval, B7G; BOA, 6i- doz. BOG- VT:Screen, lib ea. Tube
Holders, Octal, 66. Duodecal, Y-. 1 MEG. POTS D.P. SNITCH.
3llin. spindle, small type. 36. Ditto, lin. spindle, 216. RESISTANCES, ASSORTED, '-3 w., 4.752-10 M52, 21- doz., 10/-.100.
MIDGET CERAMIC CONDENSERS. 10, 20. 50, 300, 1,000, 3,000,
5)- doz. Midget 16-16 350 v., 3.'-. Midget 32 1.32, 250 v., 2/6.
MULLARD RESISTANCE CAPACITY BRIDGES. .10
10 pf.to 10 mfd. Good cond., 110-300 v. A.C. £4.196.
to_..10 M.. 0,..._...
..
__
-yam_--st__,,,_a
GUARANTEED RADIO VALVES, BOXED 2 41G SERVICE
'

912 PLUS AMPLIFIER
912 PASSIVE UNIT
912 PRE -AMPLIFIER
F.M. PLUS TUNER

MULLARD
DULLARD
MULLARD
DULLARD
MULLARD

139

TECHNICAL TRADING CO.

HANNEY,
offers
Components for
OSRAM
OSRAM
OSRAM
OSRAM

WIRELESS

3.'11.

.

&

RECEIVERS

COMPONENTS

PATES : ' 5/6 per line or part
thereof,- average five words to line,
minimum 2 lines. Box No. Vl- extra,
Advertisements must be prepaid and
addressed
to
Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Wireless,"
Tn)S er House, Southampton St.,
Strand, London, W.C.2.

ELECTROLYTICS, capacity, voltage,
size, type of mounting, price post
paid. 1,000 + 1,000, 6v, 1 x 3, clip.

3/3; 1,000 + 2,000, 6v; -1 x 3, 3/9;
tag, 1/9; 500, 12V.
100, 12v, s- x 1
x 1/, W/E, 2/-; 2,000. 12v, lä x 2.
W/E, 1/3;
W/E, 3/6; 10, 25v, } x
25, 25v, á x 1, W/E, 1/3; 50, 25v,
x 1;. W/E, 1/9; 1.000, 25v, 1 x 3,
clip, 4/-; 3,000, 25v, 1/ x 4/, 5/6; 5,000,
25v, 10 x 4:s-, clip, 6/6; 500, 50e, 1 x 3.
clip, 2/9; 200, 250v, ló- x 3, clip, 3/6;
5
150v, á x 1, W/5, 1/3; 8, 150v,
x 1. tag, 1/3; 40 -I- 40, 1 x 2,
clip, 2/9; 200, 250v, lá x 3, -clip, 3/6;
16 +
100, 275/350v, 144 x 3, clip, 3/
,

1

clip, 3/; 32 -4- 32
x 2, clip, 4/3; 16 + 8 + 4.
8, 1
clip. 8/6; 60 1- 250, 275%
275 v, 2 x
clip, 6/3; 32 -I- 32 -1
350V, 111 x
350/425v, 1á x 3, clip, 5/-; 16 +
8.
16, 350v, 1 x 2, clip, 3/6; 32 + 32,
350v, 1/ x 2, clip, 4/-; 2, 350v. -/ x
2, tag. 1/-; 102. 350/425v, 1 x 3.
'lip. 41-; 50 + 50, 350/425v, l'i x 3,
clip, 4/6; 100 + 200, 350v, 14 x 44,
clip, 7/6; 20 + 10, 450v, 1 x 3, clip.
4/-; 8 + 8, 500v. 1á x 2, clip, 4/-;
32. 450v. lá x 3. W,,E. 3/6; 32 + 32,
450v, 1- x 3, clip. 5/-; CO -I- 100;
All ali
350v, 1-/ x 4/-, clip, 6/6.
cans, some with sleeves, all voltages,
wkg., surge where marked, new stock.
16,

-

April, 1957
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275v,
-

1

4

x 2,

1,090's AND, 1,000's of Service Sheet
'n stock. We can still offer sheets
at hire prices and we are expecting

make still more and larger purchases of sheets, so send your
nquiry at once with s.a.e. enclosed.
Have you had a copy of our 60 -page
atalogue ? No ? Then also enclose
P.O. You will find it well worth
't. We still have a small amount of
air -spaced co -ax. at 8d. per yd..
d. postage on 12 yds.
M. FOY,
Wykebeck Gardens, Leeds, 9.
o

ALL TYPES Of new radio valves
wanted, small or large quantities;
cash payments. R. H. S. LTD. (W).
-

Swan Arcade, Bradford.

155,

8 x 5 Blue
BILLHEADS VALUE
ruled, 100 7/6, 250 15/6, 500 22/6;p. & p. 2'-; s.a.e. sample to-TAYLOR
(Printer ). 147, George Rd., Erdington, B'ham, 23.
I

SEVERAL EARLY MODELS 9in. TeIev_sion, complete and mostly working,

£5/5/- each; carriage paid. TOMLINS,
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill.

127,

S.E.3.

,

(FOR 5497.)

VALVES

SERVICE SHEETS, Radio. TV, 5,000

models; lists 1/-; enquiries. s.a.e.
TELRAY, 11, Maudland Bk., Preston.
12in.
GUARANTEED TELEVISION,
Models, first-class picture, 5 -channel,
THE
£26 each; carriage paid.
GRAMOPHONE SHOP. 19-21, Brock ley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.

1.

TELEVISION,-9in. Models, £7/10/;
12in. Models. £15; all makes: working; carriage paid. TOMLINS, 127,
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill, S.E.23.

ALL TYPES of Valves required for

cash. State quantity and condition.
RADIO FACILITIES LTD., 38, Chat (PRlmrose 9090.)
cot Road, N.W,1.

ECL80,
EY51,
Valves
WANTED,
KT61, 6U4GT, PL81, 35Z4. etc., etc.,
prompt cash. W21. CARVIS LTD.,

Leeds, 7.
guaranteed. Television Chassis, cad- OSMOR NEWS. F.M. Switch -tuned 103, North Street,
mium plated steel, size 13 x 13 x Coilpeck. Circuits and full informaWhat offers ?
200.
about
KTW63,
2/in., complete with 13 valveholders tion available shortly on request.
224), Ex.
(9-B9A Pax., 1-B9A Cer., 2-B7G Cer..
OSMOR RADIO PRODUCTS LTD., CUMMINS, 7lllingham (Tel.:
tag
various
1-Int. Oct. Amph), 20
418, Brighton Road, S. Croydon.
strips, cut away for metal rec., line
TYPES of unused Valves retrans., etc., 9/11 each, post paid: SERVICE MANUALS/SHEETS. Tel/ ALL
quired for cash. HERMES RADIO,
front and rear tube mounts to fit Radio for hire, sale and wanted. Glazebury,
ser. Manchester.
above chassis. 3/- pair, post paid. S.A.E. enquiries.
W. J. GILBERT
F.M. focus Magnets, wide angle
Gardens.
(P.W.),
24,
Frithvilie
tetrode tube, fully adjustable 9/11, London,
FOR SALE
W.12.
Scanning Coils, wide
post paid.
angle, with mounting lugs, 19/6, post
paid. Vision I.F.s '2nd, 3rd and MIDDLESBROUGH. Largest stocks on TELEVISION AND TUBE BARGAINS.
4th1, freq. 34 mc,/s. slug tuned. size N. -East coast, Radio, TV components, -12in. 5 -channel T.V.,tunable any13/16 X 13/16 x 24ín., can, set of FM Kits, Gram. Cabinets. Tape where, from 518/10/-; good emission
T.V. Rectifiers, Decks, Leak Amplifiers. Valves. etc. S/H Tubes (12ín., 14in., 15in., 16in.,
5/6, post paid.
H.W., 250v, 250mA, 21,in. fins x 4in. Callers only. PALMERS. 106, New- 17m.), £5 each; 12in. faulty T.V.,
100 n W/W
£7/10/-; most makes; 120 Radios.
long, 12/6, post paid.
port Road. (Phone: 3096.)
faulty, 8/6 each. Phone: Ladbroke
Pots. 3w, lin.- spindle, 2/6. 8 mf,
1070, Harrow Road,
Call
1734.
600,'750v, Paper Conds.. 4 x tin. x 41,.
Year's London, N.W.10., 320 yds. from
MAGAZINES.
6/6. RADIO CLEARANCE LIMITED, AMERICAN
Lane.
27. Tottenham Court Road, London,
subscription " Audio " 35!-, " High Scrubs
Fidelity " 50/-. Spec. copies 4/- & 5/W.1. (Telephone: Museum 9188.)
-ea. Cat. free. WILLEN LTD. (Dept.
40). 9, Drapers Gdns., London, E.C.2. CAR CIGARETTE LIGHTERS. 6 or
'

:

-

volts. 8/6, post free. WHITSAM
ELECTRICAL PRODUCTS, 18, Woodrow Close, Greenford, Middlesex,
12

Televisions,
12in.
£13/10/- each; care. paid. TOMLINS,
Brockley Rise, Forest Hill.
127,
S.E.23. (FOR 5497.)
TELEVISION.

A new super
HIWAYMAN.
Portable Radio for the home constructor: all -dry 4 -valve superhet
with Ferrite rod aerial, easy wiring
diagrams and instructions. 1/6 (post.
EXPERIMENTAL
3d.).
PRODUCTS LTD., 33, Much Park
St., Coventry.

THE

RADIO

OSMOR would like you to have Free

Practical Wiring Diagrams of the
latest published circuits with full
lists of components required. Send
711d.
(stamps) to OSMOR RADIO
PRODUCTS LTD., 418, Brighton Rd.,
Sth. Croydon. (Croydon 5148.)
advert., page 96.)

(Sec

MAKING YOUR OWN? Telescopes,
Enlargers, Projectors, or,. in fact,
anything using lenses. Then get our
Ex -Gov.
How to use
booklets
Lenses & Prisms, price 2/6 ea.

Comprehensive lists of optical, radio
and scientific equipment free for
s.a.e. H. W. ENGLISH. Rayleigh
Rd., Hutton, Brentwdod, Essex.
LOUDSPEAKERS repaired promptly.
MODEL LOUDSPEAKER SERVICE.
Bullingdon Rd., Oxford.

VACANCIES
FOR

IN

SKILLED

CRAFTSMEN

GOVERNMENT

SERVICE

WANTED
Trophy Battery 3. give
Trophy 6 exchange. W. SPEARMAN,
Stansfield, Sudbury, Suffolk.
WANTED,

AT CHELTENHAM
Experienced in one or more of the
following
1. Maintenance of radio communication receivers.
2.. Sub-assembly lay-out, wiring and
testing of radio type chassis.
3. Cabling, wiring and adjustment
of telephone type equipment.
4. Fault finding in, and maintenance
of, electronic apparatus.
5. Maintenance of Teleprinters or
Cypher Machines and associated
telegraph equipment.
BASIC PAY s £8 11s. 4d., plus up to
6210s. merit pay, assessed at interview
and based on ability and experience.
Opportunities for permanent and pensionable posts.
Five-day week, good working conditions, single accommodation available.
Apply to : Personnel Officer

G.C.H.Q. (FOREIGN OFFICE)
53,

Clarence Street, Cheltenham.

EDUCATIONAL
WIRELESS,-Day and Evening Class
instruction for P.M.G. Certificate of
Proficiency and Amateur Wireless
Morse instruction only if
Licence.
required, also postal cosieses. Apply
BST., LTD., 179, Clapham Rd.,
London, S.W.9.
NAVY Wireless School,
Overseas House, Brooks' Bar, M_'cc 16.
MERCHANT

RADIO VALVE SUPPLY
GLAZEBURY, Nr. MANCHESTER

VALVES GUARANTEED
6AC7
66117
6C4
6C8
6F33

6SN 7

5 6 12AU7 7 6 EF50 3:6.3Y3
5 - 12AX7 7,6 ECL80 9 6 35Z4
6 6 EAC91 8 -i EF80 86 .Z4

7/6/6
7/6
6.6 EF92 5 -IPY81 8 6-KT33C 8/6
2/6
8 - 956
8;- EY91 6'- EZ80
2.- R19
4, 7,- EY51. 9,6 EB34
Please add 6d. postage.
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:
Brochure giving details of
Home Study Training in Radio,
Television, and all branches of
Electronics. Courses for the Hobby
Enthusiast, or for those aiming -at
the A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City and Guilds,

CITY AND GUILDS (Electrical, etc.)
on " no pass-no fee " terms. Over
95íl successes.. For full details of
modern courses in all branches of
Electrical Technology send for our
144 -page handbook --free and post
free. B.LE.T. !Dept. 242A), 29,
Wright's Lane, London. W.8.

FREE

R.T.E.B.. and other Professional
examinations. Train with the college
operated by Britain's largest Electronics organisation. Moderate fees.
Write to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept.
PW'as, London, W.4.

141

WIRELESS.
See the world as a
Radio Officer in the Merchant Navy;
short training period; low fees;
scholarships, etc., available. Boarding and Day students.
Stamp for
prospectus.
WIRELESS COLLEGE,
Colwyn Bay..

INCORPORATED
Practical Radio
it-we provide Engineers Lorne study courses
of
practical equipment combined with Radio and TV Engineering are recoginstruction in Radio, Television, nised
the trade as outstanding
Electricity, Mechanics, Chemistry. and a.utlsoritative. Moderate fees to
A.M.I.Mech.E., A.M.Brit.I.R.E., City Photography. etc.
Write for full a- limited number of students
and Guilds, etc.. on " no pass-no details to E.M.I. INSTITUTES, Dept. Syllabus of Instructional 'Text is only.
free.
For
successes.
fee " terms; over 95'y.
PW47, London, W.4.
The Practical Radio Engineer "
all
details of exams. and courses
journal, sample copy 2/-.
branches of engineering, building, TOY and RADIO.--A.32.Brit.I.R.E., Alignment Peaks for Superhets. 6,000
519.
ate., write `or 144 -page handbook, City and' Guilds,. R.T.E B. Cert., etc., Membership and Entry Conditions
free. B.I.E.T. eDept. 242B), 29, on " no pass-no fee " terms. Over booklet. t'-. All post free from the
Wright's Lane, London. W.8.
95% successes.
Details of exams. SECRETARY, I.P.R.E., 20, Fairfield
and horne training courses in all Road, London, N.8.
branches of radio- and T/V; write
for 144 -page handbook free. B.LE.T.
Dept. 242G), 29, Wright's Lane,
s9
LEAK T'I.10 POWER AMPLIFIER and
London, W.8.
POINT ONE PREAMPLIFIER.-This
Standard Soldering Iron
amplifier maintains the high Leak
MAINS TRANSFORMERS.
200/ quality
reputation of first-class workmanship and
250 y. Output 250-0-250, 80 mA, design. £287complete.
6.3 at 4 amp., suitable for use with
I
Adjustable Bit.
metal
rect.
or
6 x 5. 7/6, p. & p. 25'6. TSL HIGH STABILITY FM. VHF TUNER
)
e Weight approx. 4 oz.
Earl Ss 6 Calves and 10 tuned circuits
I mA METERS.' tin. square flush. combining
e Heating Time 3 min,
high sensitivity with the beat
I
I
Ä
Scaled I mA. 12;'6, p. & p. 1¡'6.
e 40 Watt economy Consignal.noise ratio. £1710-, tax paid.
umpcion.
V.
METERS.
square
300
tin
flush
SCOTCH BOY RECORDING TAPE.
e Standard Voltage Ranges.
LEARN IT as you do

i

The "'TYANA
i
i8

e

i

1

-

i

I

3

I_-

Replacement

and

Eee16/ºments

always available.

"DIPLOMA"

/
t'

^_;

ghtweight
High Resist- I
ance (4,000 w
ohms). Complete
with
i

cord.

17/6

Ideal for CRYSTAL SETS and also for
use with TAPE RECORDERS.
#Y.

KENROY LIMITED

ISLINGTON,
LONDON, N.I.

152/297 UPPER ST.,
31E

Telephone

:

Canonbury

4905-4663

8

6.6O

a

E

of resistors and
types
condensers
Easy co Use
Easy to Build Up

READY CALIBRATED
Stamp for details of this and other kits.
RADIO MAIL, 6 Raleigh St., Nottingha

LECTRO S UR

P

120 Fore Street, Exeter
Phone 56687

OSCILLOSCOPE
for workshop

experimental use.
Complete with oli
instructional notes
plicati details ofappü<ations to radio
ork. Can be operated

illustrated
booklet. Simple wiring instructions for
Crystal Set, 1. 2, 3 Valvers 21-, post '3d.
TRF COILS. Specified for 'Bedside Pushbutton 4 'All Dry 3 Band 3' ' Pushbutton 4,' etc., 66 pr., post 6d. Push
button Unit with modification data 7'-.
DUAL 'AVE HF Coil. Specified fol'
Summer All. Dry Portable,- Modern 1
Y'alver,' 'Modern 2 \calier,' 'B 7 G Battery
[Miniature,' etc.. 43, Post 3d.
IFT's Miniature, l"x b;" x 2!," in cana Extra

HOLE RADIO,'

32

page

Price £10

Order now or send stomp for fur+her details to:

E.M.I. INSTITUTES,
Dept. S.C. 32, LONDON, W.4
(Associated with "His Master's Voice". etc.).

Morse Code operating

-is.

i

I

-

(inc. post/pkg.)

(Power unit, if required, f3 extra)

-

F M and H I -F I Components
6d.
DENCO F.M. TUNER circuits
Bs. Od.
RADIO CONST'TR. F.M,
3s. 6d.
MULLARD AMPLIFIERS
4s. Od.
G.E.C. 912 PLUS AMPLIFIER
2s. 6d.
G.E.C. F.M. PLUS TUNER
Separate price lists available en request to
MAYPOLE ESTATE
FILMER BEXLEY, (KENT
J.
Tel. ócxleyheath 726,

reeve

r

AC domestic radio receiver
equipment or from power unit
supplied as an extra.

high Q.' Special offer, 8i8 pr., post 6d.
K COILS. AC, B'pass 3,' 3=3 each, post 6d.
FRAME AERIALS. M.W., 5;-,post4d.
11.E. CIEIKE (u=mor Q.C..t), 6'9, post 3d.
Crystal Set Coils, L. & 5.1.W., 2+6, post 3d.
82, Centurion Road, Brighton

I

ors.

(MINIATURE TYPE)
Supplied in kit form

ASTRAL RADIO PRODUCTS

BEC 3720.

all

RADIO HAM SHACK LTD.,
155, Swan Arcade, Bradford, 1.

1

RES/CAP. BRIDGE P35/
Checks

AEItAX"JAL CO -AX CABLE.-IO,d. per
yard.
rd.
We are stockists of W.B. Speakers and
Cabinets, Bernards and Norman Price Publi
cations.We carry large stocks of valves,
condensers, resistors and other components.
Also CeKa Tools for the Radio Engineer.
Send 6d. in stamps for our latest list.

1

i

High Street, Beckenham, Kent
Phone

Spool, 51-.
I

1

TELEIC1T SUPPLY

104

850' on 51" Spool, 281-. 1,275' on 51' SpeoI.
1.200' on 7' Spool, 35,'-. 1,809 on 7
38:
Spool, 54.'-. 850 High Output Tape on 5,'

5%-,

TELEPHONE. Type D, complete.
25/-, P. & p. 3/-.
220 V. WO W. PREFOCUS PRO .LECTOR LAMPS. I -, p. & p. 6d.
220 V. 220 W. CARBON FILAMENT
LAMPS. 1,`-, p. & p. 6d.
CHILTERN OVERLOAD TRIPS.
30 or 60 amp. 416, p. & p.
TELEPHONE HAND GENERA TORS. 7/6, p. & p. 2%-.
t
AC BELLS. 4/6, p. & p. 1/6.
MORSE KEYS. 3,'6, p. & p. '6.

VALVES-Guaranteed
DAF91 644 VU111 3'6'SCI.
6i- 6X4
6,6
8-6X5
EA50 21-'W77
51-48512
716
8- 7D8 76
EBC33 716 OZ4
5:'-í6F17
6;'7H7
7,e
ECC33 8;6 156
6 616J5
REIS 56I1CC
6616X70 46!8D2. 4/6
KEW
3D8
46f6K7M 61- 8D3
8/- 9D2
REM
5/-¡4D1
4 6SA7
69D6
Ern 8 '0A8
517 6 6SG7M
7612BA6 7,6
EL32
6 OAKS 76,
12BE6 7/6
¡6AM6 8 BSN7GT
PCC84
856 1213117 716
11 ,6AQ5 7/6/
716 12.77
PY81 loi -16B8
8 -í6UI
8'6
12K7
8VTT11
4:- tBE6
7 - 6LJ5(UX)
VR65A 3/6'6BH6 7561
7,6 15D2
6-7,e ,6117
815
VR66 36l6BS7
7i -,50C
6
VT20 2.616BW6 6,616V6
Postage 6d. extra. (Also all components.)
.Mason," F.M. Tuner Kit, complete
with valves, £7.2.0, plus 26 post.

tin, round.

p. & p. 1/6.

I

HEADPHONES
L

17¡6, p. & p. 116.

!30 InA METERS.

Bits

.
'¡

j

I

.

.

as

a

.

.

.

PROFESSION

45 years of few -thing Morse Code is proof
of the rllicicncy et the Candler system.
Send 2,d. s4unp for Pupnrsnt Flralt' ,ir!,-: Full
Lictnils of all Courges.
CANDLER sYSTL`M Co Depi 51.0
.Abingdon Road. London W.S.
524
Candler
Srrstein Co..

Uenr,r,

Colorado, U.S.A.

CABINETS AND

SHUNTS FOR MULTIMETERS Three
ranges, 10,100, 1,000 mA for 1 mA. 100 ohm
meter. 1% accuracy, 7/6. Three. ranges/
5, 50, 500 mA for 500 uA 500 ohm meter.
1% accuracy, 7/6. Individual Shunts for
1 mA 100 ohm meter. 2, 2.5, 5, 10, 20, 25, 50,
100, 200, 250, 500, 1,000 mA at 3./3 each. 1%
accuracy. Individual Shunts for 50) uA
500 ohm meter. 1, 1.25, 2.5, 5, 10, 12.5, 25, 50,
100, 125, 250. 500, 1,000 mA at 33 each. 1%
accuracy. Special Shunts made to order at

We can supply any Cabinet to
your own specification

!

I----.

s

Ye

C " core, input 200 v., output 6.3 v. O A.
,
}in.
,
thrice, 13/6. Flea DRIVES, llin. lon-11629C
dia. ends, 316. VIBRATORS. Mallon C 6 9C
12 v. 4 pin, 76 3 pin plug and socket (brass)

-

\

" £24-15-0

The Continental

This elegant Cabinet is the latest in our
range designed in the continental style.
Solidly constructed and finished in
selected mahogany veneers. Available
medium, light, high gloss or contemporary finish. Polished £29-15-0.
We can also supply and fit this or any
cabinet with the latest Hi-Fi amplifiers,

issue.

tuners,

POTENTIOMETERS
WIREWOUNI)
WITH IIAND-CALIBRATED SCALE.Calibrated in ratio suitable for workshop
Bridge. 10,'5 with
Capacity
Resistance
circuit. Post and Packing 1/6.
S.A.E. with enquiries please.

transcription units, record

changers, speakers, etc.
Send for comprehensive illustrated catalogue of cabinets, Chassis, autochangers,
speakers, etc., all available on easy H.P.
terms,

LEWIS RADIO

INSTRUMENT Co,.
Dominion Ave., Leeds, 7.

PLANET

120
1

COMPANY

(FR4), Green Lanes, Palmers
Green, London, N.13

Telephone

:

BOWes

We want to

BC3I2,

Park

1155!6

óuy:-

BC342,

BC348- ( ó
TSI74
BC221,
or 5, BCb I 0-E
M4; del

AND

" PERMABIT "
INSTRUMENTS
FOR

GREATER
SOLDERING

1 yd. cable 3/
Bomb release, relay pe t t g
claw, with heater, 51-. THROAT MXC3
BC824A (SCR 2( New eondition. with10
's. Less xtalsand relays,
valves; 1007150
40/- (rail 3/-) KEYS; inorse, large, covered, 10/6 ;
nail 2/6. COMMAND RES. Brand nett-, with
valve'. Med. wrote .52-1.5 Me is., 52/1.3 Me/s., 9776.
1.5-3.0 Mc/s., 50/
BC454, 3-6 Mc/s., 45,1- (post
3/-). Condensers, var. spindled, ceramic, 15, 21
or 50 pis., 1/3 ; 75 pis., 116 ; butterfly 23 pfs.
1/8.. RXS-112/114 (TR4987), with 2/11091
27E1.91, 5 gang tuner, new, 37/6, less valves, 7/6.
(Circuit 1/-J MOTORS : Synch. 10e V. :3,000
p.m., 10VA, 10,1-. SUPPRESSORS, radio interference, ex-A.M.. 5/6 (post 28). BRAND NEW
RF.28, 27, 27/0 (postage 2/6) ; RF24, 11E25,
10/8. DYNAMOTORS (post àl-) ;.12 v. to 260 V.
65 mA.. and 6.3 r. 2.,5 A.; 10/8. EDDYSTONE,
12 v. to 190 v. 75 mA., cased. 15/-. 11 v. to 3014
210 mA., cased, 154: (carr. 816). METAL
RECTIFIERS ; tel v. 30 r114.; 81-. 500 v. 300
mA., 1018, 240 v. 301nÁ 3/S. 1,0110 v. 30 ruA.,
7/8. List and enquiries. B.A.E. please: Terms :
CAVA: Postage extra. Immediate despatch.
Caltera and pad :
W, A. BENSON (PW),

on

1,

" PERMATIP "

TRANSCEIVERS, Type 18 (Rs and To separate),
with valves, less attachment, 50/-. Type 46

12/6

accuracy 0.1%. 19/6 pair.
PRECISION WIREWOUND RESISTORS
-Special offer of 0.1% Wirewound Resistors
on Ceramic bobbins, reversed section
wound, 10, 100 or 1,000 ohms only at 6/6 each.
Strip -wound Resistors, 1 to 1,000 ohms
0.5%, 2/9 ; 0.2% +0.01 ohm, 319. 1,000 to
Your
5,0)0 ohms 0.5%, 3!3: 0.24/, 4/3.
For sets of
order.
value wound to
resistors for Decade Boxes see January
to

-s

ENSON'S
ETTER
ARGAINS

(Walkie-Talkie), with l/TP25, 270023, 1/HL2314D,
1/QP25, 1/ATP4, 2 _ctals, headset/min satchels,
rial, 65/- (carr. 7/6).
INDICATORS 62A.
VCR97, 12/V1C91, 270Ií54, 112 R92, 4/CV118,
Headphone Adaptors C- 410,
55/- (carr. 10/-).
2/6. Condensers, block 0.06 13 kV. (T;SA), 15/-,
Control Unit :301, Input 100/2-10 v. 50 c. or
Bat., for remote TX control. Contains : 2 relays,
2 met. recs. 4!625, indicators, jacks, grey case,
Valves, VR91,
12 a 8 e. 8in.. 551- (carr. 7/6).
ex-new equipment, 8 for £1. LAMPS : Protector,
Heed, 20072ä00 V.,
120 v. 750 w. pre -focus, 15
BC
2: 4. w w.
0 ov. B.S. Rd., 4.6 ; Standard
10
b0
r 1 0 v7. 174. Transformers:
33 v
to 300 v. 1110 ruA., potted,
Vibrator 12-0-12

1

FIERS 141- each, 1 mA or 500 uA type. Or
with 4 multipliers 1% H.S. 20/6
BRIDGE RATIO ARMS for wiring into
Wheatstone Bridges. 1,000 ohms tapped at
100 and 10 ohms. Pair gives ratios of 100,
10, 1, 0.1, 0.01

EQUIPMENT

I-IIWF0

reasonable prices.
MULTIPLIERS FOR MULTIMETER.S.Do you require a 624.75 K high stability
resistor to 1%? We have it (and all other
Odd values (100 Ohms to one Meg.) t W, 2,13.
RESISTANCE RANGE KI'T for 1 mA
meter of up to 100 ohms. Four Hi-Stab.:
Resistors (three 1%), WW pot., scale calibration, circuit. Has three ranges, 20 ohms
to 5 Meg., using external battery on highest
range. 111-.
METER RECTIWESTINGHOUSE

25
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1.38,

Rathbone Road, Liverpool, 15.

COVENTRY RADIO
Component Specialists
since 1925
We have now trebled
the size of our premises
in order to supply a
larger range of Components, Amplifiers and

EFFICIENCY

The soldering bit which maintains
its face indefinitely without attention. 25 models available for mains
or low voltage supply. Bit sizes 3/32
to 3/8 inch. Full details in booklet
S.P.10 from sole manufacturers

:-

LIGHT SOLDERING
DEVELOPMENTS LTD.,
106, GEORGE

SURREY.

STREET, CROYDON,
Tel. CROydon 8589.

RADIO AND TELEVISION
COMPONENTS
All parts in stock for:
Yiewmaster, Soundmaster, Teleling, etc.
Easy Terms available.
2@d. stamp (only) for Catalogue.

JAMES H. MARTIN & CO.

FINSTIAVAITE, NEWBY BRIDGE,
ULVERSTON, LANCS.

ALTHAM

Hi-Fi Equipment.

RADIO CO.

JERSEY HOUSE, JERSEY

ST.,

Send your enquiries to

MANCHESTER 4
Telephone : Central 7834/5/6

Selenium, l w. 240 v. 30 mA,,
4/6. Copper oxide, I w. 150 v. 40 mA., 416.
Lamps. 24 v. 18 w. + I v. 6 w. Twin filaments. SEC. Double Contact. Box of 12, 3/4.
Money back
All above Carriage Free.
Guarantee. Free Lists.
25, ASHFIELD PLACE, OTLEY, Yorks.
250 mA., 12.1-.

:

Dunstable Road,
Luton, Beds.
New Telephone No.:
189-191

LUTON

Largest stocks in Europe of Government
surplus material.

ANNAKIN'S SELECTED BARGAINS
Microphone Transformers, 100-1. New, 316.
Electromagnetic Mikes. New, 27. Used,
1/6.
Transmitter Switches (1154 Tranx). 3P
3W. New, 2/-.
Metal Rectifiers. Selenium ? w. 200 v.

BBF 6853,.

LTD.,
(W'ehapeb
Callers:
SUPERADIO
ROY 1150
118, Whiteohapel Liverpool, 2.

1 -Finger

7388-9

Pianist

Build your own electronic keyboard
and play everything ! Send for free
leaflet. Guitar, cello, flute and trumpet
are all easy. Write now...
C

&

S, 10

Duke St., Darlington,
Co. Durham

--o
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;
.;.

HAND

BUILT
RADIO
UN ITS

Oo

.;.

Z

Zo

:
.

.44

Acoustic

/!

Test -Equipment, Feeder
..etc.
its.
tioual details,
eonstrutlayout and point-to-point
diagrams for building' nwiring'
Of euperhets.
a variety
*COIL
P.1('8t _Full
tional details for
construcsuperhet coil pack. building a

SHORT WAVE

EQUIPMENT

Noted for over 18 years for .. .
S.W. Receivers and Nits of Quality.

"J

.,

-

*BATTERY ('HARGER,
for ;building 'a
details
('HE 317 charger
for Your car battery,
CdBN,-Pagesofinforma*tienP1O
FormulResisndaìce colour Code,
*CATALOG C-8,-know-how.
tratad mice list
of con¡olY
fo

501 -

'Alt 'kite seem pl ete

ä

with all cotüponents,
esSories, and full instructions.
eferb' orderini7 call and inspect a
monstration receiver, or send

forll

Stamped,
addressed envelope for
descriptive catalogue.
li.A-C.". SHORT-WAVE PRODUCTS
(Dept. 'T12), 11, Old liòñd Street,
-

for

''plus 3d. Post).
Send
copy to -day

243

'

London,

-

.

ELECTRO-ACOUSTIC LABS.

SUPACOFLS
101, mark house

Telephone

CW.1.

(Dept. P.4.)

Rd., London, E.17
:

KEY

6893

BROOKS (RADICI)
4 CHARLES STREET, ' M0 RECANSBE,
LANCE.

- VALVES - Guaranteed
5-05
1115

1166K8

106i6Q7
10/6165N7
10/6'6V6
7;6 6X4
7/6!6X5

8:6'EABC80

10 -

8;6

PCC84

TELETRON
FERRITE ROD

SERIES

PCF82
7_-6EAF42
1N5
7B
10
Il!1R5
7:- E804110'- PL81 11/6
155
- EBF8010r PL82 91a
1T4
7%6 787
8.6 ECC81 9;6 PL83 11.6
PY80 9,3S4
7i6'7C5
8- ECC8210;
3V4
8/- 706
8i- ECG83 9,6 PY81 10.8;6 797504
8.6 00H42 10. - PY82 716
5Y3
$;- ECL8010.'- PY83 11.7:e 7Y4
57A
8'6¡12K7
8r6 EF80 9,6 UBC41 8;6
6AL5. 6:612K8 11:- EF86 11:6 UCH42
6AM6 8.6112Q7
8:6 EL41 10:1016A'I'ß 8-;25184
9'- EM34. 10!- UF41 916
65A6 8:635L6 9.6 EY51 11:6 UL41 10/613E6
635Z4 8i6 EZ40 8'- UY41 8"543'80
8- E7,83 8,6 VOIS 8;6
6K7
Post and packing 6d. per valve extra
.

Permeability
on High
Ferroxcube Rod. M.W., 8/9, Dual

Wound

wave, 12/9.

too

TEST METER
Ac/DC

-

21

io.000nty
RANGES

1001A to .1000 V

FULLY GUA0Aii TEED

.f2'10.0

AND
SENT POST FREE- FOR
NINE FUYTHER MONTHLY l SY ME\'l'S
OF £1.4.6. CASH PRICE £12.7.6.

FRITH PADIOCRAFT.ITO
CHURCH

69-71

28 HIGH ST

GATE

LEICESTER

NEWPORT PAGNELL -Rucks
.

Broadcast in Your. 'Own- Home
The New flighty
Sensít he
Micro.
-

phone incorporating
a spebially wound
transformer
designed to match any
Radio or Radiogram,

AERIALS

-.
'

10:6

SCOTLAND

:

PllLL.1R!

&

lÁ7'

ROSS -SHIRE

:

*CAR RAH10:
Fu11 constructional details,

Tijïproved designs with Denco coils '
Our Valve Kit, Hotter "C",Pelee, 25/-

Tee;

TAIN

*31 t.( pC' rs'L De aiisforincorporating.a Tarring
accurate teeing. Indicator for

4Amhorat Road, Telecombe Milts. Susses,:"

H'/ C

írUT.it'I''S,-Ainplitlers,

'

2,h-

De elopmests,

CIRCUITS in
our
Latest Handbook
The Horde' Constructor :.
Including

MAJOR 10 i
i Fidelia
OAMIFM models give reception of I.
..V.H.F. high quality 'transmissions.;.
plus normal wavebands.
AM;Fb1 12 valves, £44. DeMajor
-Luxe
11 valves, £33/121-.
4AMlFM
F.M.;.
; Tuner, £14:3;-.
Data sheets free.
f.

Eleetro

;I:Ni%'.-For converting
your receiver
to Communications." .Circuit
structional derails.,and full con*L1". STAGE.,.
---Adding
stage to increase'
an I.F.
youi':Set's gain
and electivity
. -

Le

THE.*
PIDELIA

h'

GRAM-PAK AMPLIFIERS
Complete (3.19.6 Pye P

This midget 4 -watt amplifier fits neatly
into any record player leaving ample room
for speaker, 7' x 28' x W. Suitable with
any speaker and all modern crystal 3 -speed
pick-ups. For 200-250 v. A.C. Perfect, distortioniess, quality guaranteed.
ACCESSORIES:
BSR crystal turnover P.U., £1.14.0.
7" :. 4" elliptical speakers, 19s. 6d.
BSR 3 -speed player unit With above
P.U., £4.12.6(1.
The complete outfit ready for
your cabinet, £9.10.0 post free.
dd. stamp for detoiis of this and other mddele.

;-

`
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.

mains or battery.
Hours of amusement
at -a party, pond fun
for all the family.
;Suitable for baby
alarms and .many
other purposes. Not
a toy but a guaranteed working instrument.
Full instructions enclosed,

I°HICE

tit

FEE.
eZLAPSHAW

Trade supplied

E.

369,

-

Alexandra Rd., Musweil Hill,
London,

PORTABLE
The Gramophone Handbook, by Peter
Wilson. 15;-. postage 1,'-.
T.V. Explained, by Miller, new edition.

TEST
rELETf4d

PANEL
:

moving

12'0, postage
Amplifiers, Design and Construction, by
F. J. Comm, 17'6, postage 1!-.
Beginners Guide to Radio, by Comm.
716, postage 6d.
M'niature Transistor IFTs & Osc. Electronic
Computers, by Ivall. 25/-,
coil for 315 kc/s, 616 ea. FRMJ2
postage 1/-.
Waive Mata, by " Wireless World,"
Transistor Ferrite Rod Aerial:. Id/ - Radio
new edition,
postage 6d.
Available from component stockists. Radio Control 4/6,
of models, by Somm.rehoff,
5,', postage 4d.
Stamp for complete lists and circuits. T.Y. Pietose Faults, by Cura,
3/6, postage
4d,
rTeE

for workshop or
laboratory use
Ranges (AC
Two separate0-30mA

coil',

&

DC)

- I Ov, 0 - 25v
meters, one for
vokage and the: o - 500v
other for current]
mepeurement..: 0- 10,000 ohms
Supplied 'n wood- ;.Size 8f" x 5f" x 2"
en cas_ with Metal
f'8nt and with tesi light and portable
0

,

l

prods.

Price £6.10.0

t-

THE TELETRON Co. Ltd.
Nightingale Rd., London

(incl. poet/pkg.)

Order now from
E.M.I. INSTITUTES,
Dept. T.P.32, LONDON, W.4

266

N.9.

1087

HOW 2527.

UNIVERSAL BOOK CO.
12,

Lifte

Newport Street, London, W.C.2

(adjoining Lisle Street)
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YOU CAN BUILD A QUALITY
TAPE RECORDER
with

.

:-

t KIRKHAM, LANCS.

This popular Miniature
incorporates
Receiver
high " Q " technique
using a ferrite rod aerial.
Made possible by simple
conversion of an ex Govt. Hearing Aid (as
described in .Practical
Wireless, March). Size
34in. x 2lin, x lin.
Good reception tif broadPost paid. JLdleries e:r'ra.
cast programmes.
THE COMPLETE KIT OF PARTS includes a type

£2-6-0

OLIO. Hearing Aid in perfect working order (with crystal microphone) and miniature earphone with moulded ear inset attached,
Ferrite Rod. 4ín. x 5;16ín. dia., germanium diode, components,
conversion details and circuit diagram.

ALL COMPONENTS SOLD SEPARATELY
Deaf Aid Unit with Earpiece
£111510
Plastic Ear Mould
2/// Ferrite Rod
5/ Conversion Components
4/Batteries, I.Sv. L.T. (Type D.18)-8d.
Batteries, 30v. H.T. (Type B. 119)
4/3
HEAR THIS MINIATURE RADIO AT

P R O O P S BROS. LTD.
:

26
6'-

101-

9'-

7/6

718'
9`-

11,10'9,'-

10'-

ECF82
ECL80
EC52
E090
EF86
EF3?A
EF39
EF41
EF50
EF54
EF55

111-9'-

51-

6,r

6'12;8
6110'-

5i-

76
9/-

8'6

EF85
EF91
EF92
EF95
EK32
EK90
EL32
EL33
EL38
EL41
ELM
ELIO

10/6
6!8

6/6
8+6

8'6.8

15,,-

20l10;-

1016

1163

UY41
VP23

816

VR150'30 7'8
VU111
X65
1018

8'"

KT33C
KT44

'

li'F66
KTW61
KTW63
PL81

-

716

-

76

,1216
10'6
816

'8/6

-

10
10

-

10'-

PCC31
PCC84

Pen46
RK34
RL37
SP41
SP61
050

7,.6

12/6

Ph82
PY81
PY82
ñCF8O'
CF'82

9/6
8/6

1116
-_

-

816

516-

5--

5r

8!6

8/6

1152

UBC41
UP'41

UL41

10--

-

61-

6Z4A
iSS

66

2C34
2X2

5.,4

6!-

ßC6
6E6
6J6

512/6

56

6E7

61{.8

9/6

6L6

657

8/8
7/8
7/8

1T4
3S4

3V4

6C4

8!-

VRll6

71
816
7/6

-

7/6
OSAI
7/6 - 68I37

-

.

"57,4

36.
4'8.=

.

-

6SS:

6;8'
6'6

6X4

6A1V16

OATS
6AL-6
613E8

6BA6

6BF6
6BR7

6BW3
OBB

6/6

7'10r-

7-

'

6X5
12A6

1225
1227
12K7

AMPLDrIEItS

716

716

7/6
6/9,9'-

12AT7

8/8
/6

ÿ8
'

12A117
.1241117

816

718

6V6

8'-

6.'6
818

68

6SY.9
6SIv7

SdB.-

6AQ5

7/6

6,..4A7

6AL:3

6AK5
6AL5

$6

SSJ

12A57
12E6
1207
12SC7
12SG7
12SH7

9! -

VB
8f'

valve 3 watt in robust metal
case with carry ng handle. Complete with ow i Power Pack. 12SJ7
Works off 110`250 y. A.C. mains. 12SK7
Ideal for P.A., Parties, Cram 35L6
85A2
Amplifier, etc.
90C1
83.10.0 Post Frae.
Suitable Mike, 7/6. ¡Suitable 81n.
2
P.M. Speaker. 22/6.
3

5763

7/6
7/6
8/6
716

7/6

5-

5!-

7/6
9i-

loi81 -

716

401-

10'

LTA'. Pattern Eliminator Coils. Reject most interference
caused by B.B.C. break-through. Easily fitted and complete
with instructions, 51-, post 6d. (State B.B.C. Channel).
& Packing 6d..

Free over L. C.O.D. 26 extra.

LAWRENCE
ELECTRONICS,
158, CHIPSTEAD VALLEY ROAD, COI'LSDOV,

SURREY.
UPLantis 9075. Open to personal callers on Saturdays only.

.I

LECTRONICS

with Z

Every day the demand for the expert in electronics
grows. Radio, television, radar and the whole field of

industrial automation are rapidly expanding and the
trained specialist assures for himself a well -paid career
in this quickly developing profession.
Here is your opportunity to enter for:-

I.YEAià COURSE
Full-time course in the Principles and Practice of
Radio and Television. Mainly designed for the training of Radio and Television Servicing Engineers.
Next courses commence in May and September, 1957.

THE

-

`P',

1/=

e

-1116
-

EZ36
EZ40
GZ32

Train for a wonderful
future in

MINIATURE
RADIO . . .

Dopt.

7/8

:

Post

MAKE THIS

Shop Hours

716

EB91
EBC33
EBF80
ECC33
ECC35
ECC81
ECC84
ECH35
ECH81
ECH42

'

S. ASPDEN

8/6

DAM
EBB

TAPE DECKS, 2 speed, twin track, easy to assemble kits,
fully complete with finest motor and Ferroxcube heads.
Model 52l for Sin. spools, kit, £7110/ Model 721 for lin. spools, kit, £8191 Either model assembled and tested, 2716 extra.
AMPLIFIER kit, 21, watt, record replay with two recording
positions. neon indicator, etc., £5/18-'-. Power pack kit for
above, £2;1816 (both without valves). Carr, and packing extra.
:THIS TAPE DECK AND AMPLIFIER IS BEING USED
IN THE ANTARCTIC BY A MEMBER OF THE
EXPEDITION.
rom the Equator to the Pole they are giving good service.
.h-. S., of Twickenham, writes :
"The whole assembly has a smooth sweet run, which is
worthy of the most expensive deck. May I congratulate you
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on the fine value your deck offers."
:Send -a stamp for full particulars' to
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"ASPDENT"
Tape Deck and Amplifier

April, 1957
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LANgham 014!

52 Tottenham Court Road, London, W.I.
9-6 p.m., Thursday 9-1 p.m, Open all day Saturdays

E.R+1.1. COLLEGE
OF ELECTRONICS

Dept. 32, 10 Pembridge Square, London, W.2.
Telephone: BÄYswater 5131/2
The College is part of the E.M.I. Group which includes "His
Master's Voice", Marconiphone, F.M.I. Electronics Ltd. et:. sass

